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ABSTRACT
Programs that use real-world input and output (real-world I/O), including interactive
camera-based programs and robot applications, have dierent development and runtime
environments. While integrated development environments (IDEs) reside in the tradi-
tional desktop environment, the runtime environment is in the real world. Real-world
I/O may apply to specic situations and/or respond to dynamic changes that cannot
be represented intuitively by the existing text-based user interfaces of IDEs. Previous
eorts to eliminate the gap between the development and runtime environments include
Programming by Example (PbE), in which the user demonstrates operations to the sys-
tem and the system infers and executes a corresponding program. In PbE, the program
is specied using the runtime environment. The drawback is that the PbE system does
not allow the user to precisely describe the logic of the program.
In this dissertation, we coin the term \Programming with Example (PwE)," which
describes a hybrid approach combining PbE and text-based programming. It makes use of
example data retrieved from the real world during text-based programming. We propose
to integrate graphical representations, such as photos and videos, which represent real-
world I/O data, into text-based IDEs. In particular, we provide a model of the program
that deals with real-world I/O, that is, out = f(in; c), where c describes static parameters
provided prior to the execution of the program (i.e., constants), in and out are dynamic
input and output provided during the execution of the program (i.e., are variables), and
f is the specication of the program (i.e., the functionality). Accordingly, we discuss
three types of graphical representation.
First, we discuss the use of photos as graphical representations of situations in the real
world. As an experimental implementation, we present Picode IDE, which supports the
development of posture data processing applications that handle posture information of
humans and/or robots. It uses photos to represent the posture, where textual references
may not be very intuitive. It allows the programmer to take a photo of the subject
to automatically capture the posture information, supporting PwE by retrieving static
data from the real world. Photos are shown inline in the source code editor and provide
contextual information that facilitates visualization of the posture, providing an intuitive
coding experience.
Second, we discuss use of videos as a graphical representation of variables where the
contents are dynamically updated during the execution of the program. As an exper-
imental implementation, we present DejaVu IDE, which supports the development of
interactive camera-based applications. It provides visualization by automatically record-
ing the camera input, intermediate processing results, and window output. It supports
PwE to record and utilize the dynamic behavior of the program. The programmer can
replay the recorded data using an interface that resembles a video player to visualize the
behavior. It also allows the programmer to update all of the output from the program
by re-executing it using the recorded input data.
Third, we discuss a method to specify the behavior of the program with the help
of graphical editing. As an experimental implementation, we present VisionSketch
IDE, which supports development of image processing applications, detecting interest-
ing events from videos recorded with a xed viewpoint. It requires the programmer to
specify the video source at the beginning of the development for PwE support. The
programmer can specify regions of interest in the example video to narrow down the
list of applicable image processing algorithms or to setup parameters of a selected image
processing algorithm.
These IDE implementations are designed for dierent target applications. However,
each of them supports the entire workow of the programmer by integrating a graphical
representation into a text-based programming environment. Each graphical representa-
tion corresponds to I/O data sampled from the real world. While we focus on visual
information in this dissertation, there are other types of real-world I/O data, includ-
ing sound, haptic technology, smell and taste. We foresee that applications that make
use of such multi-sensory data will become increasingly important in the future. The
development of programs that deal with real-world I/O inherently benets from PwE.
Therefore, we believe that the ndings described in this dissertation will serve as an
important foundation to support the development of such applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter gives an overview of work described in the dissertation. First, we
briey describe the motivation for this work and provide a context for it. Then,
we introduce our unique approach to integrated graphical representations and
summarize the main contributions of this work. Finally, we outline the structure
of the following chapters.
1.1 Motivation
An integrated development environment (IDE) is a set of user interfaces with
which the programmer can write, compile, execute and debug a program. The
most commonly used IDEs, including VisualStudio, Eclipse and Xcode, are all
text-based and used for development of any type of program. Most programmers
these days use text-based programming languages and use text-based develop-
ment environments to create programs.
Programmers are people, too. Therefore, it is important to think of human
factors in development environments to improve the productivity of programming
activities. One way of taking human factors of computer systems into account
is to consider the gulf of execution and evaluation [121]; i.e., the gap between
the user's intention and the results of their actions. It may also be applied to
development environments [81]; when a programmer develops a program using a
text-based programming language, there may be a gulf of execution, as shown
in Figure 1.1. It is not straightforward to correctly translate the intent to the
text-based code. Code completion and interface builders aim to bridge this gap.
Furthermore, when a programmer debugs the program using a text-based de-
bugger, there is a gulf of evaluation. It is not easy to understand its dynamic
??????????????????
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?????????????????????
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Figure 1.1: Development of the programs with conventional input and output.
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Figure 1.2: Examples of programs with real-world input and output.
behavior from textual information presented by the debugger. A debugger that
visualizes program execution [94] and one that helps reasoning errors [80] may
assist with this. As seen in these examples, a typical approach to bridge the gulf
of execution and evaluation in programming is to provide an appropriate graphi-
cal user interface (GUI), which provides visual cues in development environments
and connects the static description of the program and its resulting behavior.
Compared with the relatively conservative development of IDEs over the past
several decades, the variety of computer applications has grown considerably, and
this evolution has been accompanied by new input and output modalities. The
computer was invented as a machine to automate calculations, and the programs
were stored as punched cards and executed in a batch manner without user in-
teraction. The keyboard and display later provided scope for more interactivity
through character-based user interfaces (CUIs). Computers subsequently became
personal devices, following the realization of GUIs. In addition to the keyboard,
a mouse was used to provide information on the status of several buttons and
movement in two-dimensional space. The two-dimensional movement was explic-
itly bound to the movement of a pointer, which is part of a windows, icons, menus
and pointer (WIMP) environment. Numerous eorts have been made to improve
user interface tools [116], and event languages represent a successful standard-
ization of the user input, and map physical actions to GUI operations. Event
information is provided to the programs intermittently, each time user input oc-
curs. Post-WIMP paradigms include recognition-based interfaces [101] with new
devices, such as the Freeform User Interface with pen input [67], gesture-based
touch interface and voice recognition with a microphone. While these early at-
tempts made use of new input modalities to control GUI applications, recent
trends place more focus on physical interactions in the real world.
Interactive programs that deal with real-world input and output (real-world
I/O) are growing in popularity. Such applications include camera-based interac-
tions, augmented reality, tangible user interfaces, physical computing, and user
interfaces for robots. Examples are shown in Figure 1.2. In these applications,
there are no standardized I/O events. Raw I/O data are received from sensors
and sent to actuators, and have to be processed by the program continuously in
real time. In particular, this dissertation focuses on a certain kind of real-world
I/O whose data is best represented visually by photos and videos. Potential ap-
plication of our method to other kinds of real-world I/O such as audio, tactile
sensation and smell will be discussed in Subsection 7.2.2 but is not our main
contribution.
When the program deals with real-world I/O, the gulf of execution and eval-
uation becomes wider. This results from the use of dierent development and
runtime environments, as shown in Figure 1.3. When the program uses a conven-
tional CUI or GUI, the development environment shares the same I/O devices
as the runtime environment, as shown in Figure 1.1. The programmer uses the
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Figure 1.3: Development of the programs with real-world input and output.
mouse and keyboard to both develop and run the program. In this case, input
to and output from the program can be intuitively represented and reproduced
by the user interface, using either a CUI or GUI. For instance, a keystroke can
be represented by a character code and the movement of a mouse can be repre-
sented by change of the location of two-dimensional coordinates. The primary
diculty in bridging this gulf was how to visualize and provide intuitive navi-
gation over complex data structures and the dynamic behavior of the program.
However, when the program deals with the real-world I/O, the development en-
vironment typically employs conventional CUI or GUI with a mouse, keyboard
and display, yet the runtime environment may involve physical movements of one
or more of users, objects or robots, which cannot be represented well by the ex-
isting user interfaces of IDEs. Therefore, it is dicult to develop and debug such
programs. Please note that the scope of this dissertation is to aid development of
interactive programs by lling the gap between the I/O modalities. While there
have been much work on remote debugging tools that aims to ll the gap be-
tween a computer that develops the program and the other computer (typically
a microcomputer) that runs the program, our work assumes that the program is
developed and ran on the same computer but with dierent set of I/O devices.
Existing approaches to address this gulf include programming by example
(PbE), in which the user demonstrates operations to the system and the system
guesses the program [33, 93]. When it is applied to the development of programs
that deal with real-world I/O, it can eliminate the need for explicit program-
ming, and the user does not require prior knowledge of programming. In PbE
systems, the program is specied using the runtime environment; in other words,
there is no distinction between the development environment and the runtime
environment. Therefore, the user does not need to alternate between dierent
modalities, and the gulf of execution and evaluation of programming can be re-
moved. The drawback is that it does not allow the user to precisely describe the
logic of the program. While it may be sucient for end users, another gulf of
execution and evaluation arises for the programmer who wants complete control
over the resulting program. It is dicult for him to infer what kind of and how
many examples are sucient to realize his intent. It is also dicult to test the
outcome logically. The programmer has to give more and more examples to test
whether the program functions as intended.
3
1.2 Contributions
The work in this dissertation addresses the issues described above. The main
contributions are:
1. Observation of the programmer's workow to develop programs with real-
world I/O, termed \Programming with Example".
2. A model of programs with real-world I/O built from observation.
3. Three kinds of integrated graphical representations in text-based IDEs,
which provide distinctive support for every component of the model.
We coin the term \Programming with Example (PwE)", which describes a
hybrid approach combining PbE and text-based programming. It is supported
by enhancements to existing text-based IDEs, which integrate graphical repre-
sentations of the real world. First, the programmer demonstrates interactions
in the real world to the IDE, which are recorded as example data. Then, he
writes text-based code with the help of the example data, exposed as graphical
representations, including photos and videos. The proposed integration method
combines abstract textual representations and example graphical representations,
which complement each other to enhance productivity of the programmer. Our
approach is an attempt to bridge the gap between the development environment
and the runtime environment in a similar manner to PbE; however, it still allows
the programmer to explicitly describe the logic of the programs using text-based
programming.
To investigate how integrated graphical representations may assist the work-
ow of programming with examples, we rst provide a model of the program
that deals with real-world I/O. Then, we provide a graphical representation for
each component of the model, which supports programming using examples. The
output of this approach can be described using the following model:
out = f(in; c)
where c describes static parameters provided prior to the execution of the pro-
gram (i.e., constants), in and out are dynamic input and output provided during
the program execution (i.e., variables) and f is the specication of the program
(i.e., functions). Accordingly, we propose three types of graphical representation.
First, we discuss graphical representations of constants, which represent situa-
tions in the real world at a certain moment. As an experimental implementation,
we present Picode IDE [72], which supports intuitive programming using inline
photos that represent posture data. It deals with static complex data used in the
program, specically, data describing the posture of humans and robots. Such
data are commonly used to handle gesture input and control robots. Static com-
plex data in general are better understood using visual representation than tex-
tual references such as a lename. Sikuli [150] addresses this issue by introducing
an editor with inline images, which serve as the API arguments. We developed
Picode by applying a similar concept to posture data.
Second, we discuss graphical representations of variables, the content of which
come from the real world, and are dynamically updated during execution of
the program. Graphical representations of constants help the programmer to
understand the static part of the source code; however, there remains a diculty
in understanding the dynamic behavior. When the program deals with real-world
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I/O, such as images from a camera, it is almost impossible to read the source code
to imagine exactly what happens in the program. Therefore, the programmer
must execute the program and monitor continuous visual data, and this kind of
functionality is not supported by current mainstream IDEs. As an experimental
implementation, we present the DejaVu IDE [70], which addresses this issue by
providing two interlinked components that record and visualize program input
and output.
Third, we discuss graphical representations of functions, each of which deals
with real-world I/O. The graphical representations in the previous two cases
primarily serve as visual aids that assist in understanding the program; they do
not directly support building the program. In contrast, graphical representations
of functions can be manipulated interactively by the programmer to change the
behavior of the program. As an experimental implementation, we present the
VisionSketch IDE, where every function of an image-processing program has its
own graphical representation, and some of the arguments can be specied by
editing the graphical representation.
1.3 Organization
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we de-
scribe the background for this work. We begin with a historical perspective on
IDEs, where we introduce related work that provides support for programming
activities. This includes end-user programming, visual programming environ-
ments, programming by example, and previous eorts on enhancements to text-
based IDEs, including enhancements to editors and debuggers. It also includes
tools for the programmer, which provide explicit support for the development of
programs with real-world I/O.
In Chapter 3, we describe the terminology, and explain the model for a pro-
gram that deals with real-world I/O. We detail our assumptions and dene our
goals, which will be examined in the subsequent three chapters. Programs that
use real-world I/O tend to widen the gulf of execution and evaluation, since they
are typically developed and executed using dierent environments. While the
development resides in the traditional desktop WIMP environment, the runtime
environment is in the real world. In such a case, programming activity inherently
involves sampling and handling real-world I/O data. We call this \programming
with example" and aim to improve productivity by providing enhancements to
existing text-based IDEs.
Chapters 4-6 describe our attempts to achieve this goal. We suppose that this
gap can be addressed by providing proper graphical representations of the real
world in the development environment. We provide a model of the program, i.e.,
out = f(in; c), and map graphical representations to each component. Within
this model, the constants described by c are discussed in Chapter 4, the vari-
ables in and out are discussed in Chapter 5, and the functions f is discussed in
Chapter 6.
In Chapter 7, we analyze the contributions made using our approach, de-
scribe the limitations of it, and identify directions for future development. We
aim to show that graphical representation in text-based IDEs can aid the devel-
opment of programs that deal with real-world I/O through distinctive support
for programming with examples. While we focus on two-dimensional graphical
representations, investigation of three-dimensional graphical representations may
be desirable. Real-world I/O is not restricted to visual information, which is the
focus of the work described in this dissertation, but also includes sound, haptic
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technology, smell and taste. We foresee that future IDEs will be equipped not
only with graphical interfaces but also with multimodal interfaces to bridge the
gap between the development and runtime environments. When IDEs become
more accessible through such enhancements, we expect that end-users will be
able to learn to program more easily, opening up a future in which everyone can
be a programmer. Research on live programming has recently focused on techni-
cal contributions, but our work suggests that there is also much left to do from
Human-Computer Interaction perspective.
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Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we discuss the background to this dissertation. Related work on
how to develop programs is described and compared with our attempts to support
the development of programs with real-world input and output (real-world I/O).
In Section 2.1, brief history of integrated development environments (IDEs) is
given to provide a historical context to the following sections. In Section 2.2,
end-user programming (EUP) is introduced, which aims to reduce the threshold
for programming. Examples of EUP are given, including visual programming
environments and programming by example. In Section 2.3, enhancements to
text-based IDEs are introduced. Recently, live programming environments that
aim to eliminate the gulf of execution have attracted attentions, and these are
explained. Then, online collaborations on text-based IDEs and domain-specic
text-based IDEs follow. Next, the integration of graphical representations into
text-based IDEs is introduced. Building blocks for these IDEs that accelerate
research are also covered. In Section 2.4, tools for the development of programs
that deal with real-world I/O are introduced, highlighting the requirement to
support the whole of the workow.
2.1 Historical Perspective
An IDE is an environment equipped with a set of interactive user interfaces with
which the programmer can write, execute, and debug a program. It contains
programming languages, compilers, debuggers, toolkits and other tools that may
be used for programming. In this dissertation, we focus on discussing the envi-
ronment rather than each tool. The environment supports the entire workow of
programming activity, while the tool for programming usually covers a subset of
programming activities.
Figure 2.1: Traditional text-based integrated development environments. Left:
Dartmouth BASIC, Right: Eclipse [42].
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In the early days of computer programming, there were very few interactive
user interfaces. The programmer used punched cards to write machine code to
provide commands to the computer. Punching cards was a physical task, and
there was no computational support.
The rst IDE is commonly said to be Dartmouth BASIC as shown in Fig-
ure 2.1, which was developed in 1964, after character-based user interfaces and
high-level text-based programming languages had appeared. It was equipped
with a text-based editor, as well as a compiler, which could compile and run a
program within the environment. At this time, computers were not personal,
rather shared by a number of users in a similar manner to the way in which
supercomputers are used today. Dartmouth BASIC was an environment for the
Dartmouth Time Sharing System (DTSS), and everyone using this system was
a professional programmer. Much of the pioneering work on the interactive fea-
tures that are widely considered to be essential prerequisites for modern IDEs was
carried out in the 1970s, and details of this work can be found in the book In-
teractive Programming Environments [8], including the appearance of integrated
debuggers, program analysis tools and structured editors. Providing a more in-
teractive develop environment was thought to be important for productivity. For
instance, Interlisp, an IDE with a built-in debugger and analysis tools, was ac-
tively developed from 1967 into the 1970s at Xerox PARC. The Cornell Program
Synthesizer and MENTOR were IDEs equipped with structured editors for the
PL/I and Pascal programming languages, respectively.
In the 1980s, human factors in programming began to receive greater atten-
tion. This followed IBM's introduction of the IBM Personal Computer in 1981,
as the number of novice programmers and end-users with little knowledge of
programming increased signicantly. Some researchers who were interested in
human factors began to focus on end-user programming and graphical user inter-
faces (GUIs), which can be used without prior knowledge of programming. Major
forums for research into human{computer interaction (HCI) were born of this age,
including the ACM SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Sys-
tems (called simply CHI since 1982) and ACM Symposium on User Interface
Software and Technology (UIST, where the rst workshop was held in 1982).
Forums specic to programming also appeared in the 1980s, including the Work-
shop on Empirical Studies of Programming (1986{1999) and the IEEE Sympo-
sium on Visual Languages and Human-Centric Computing (VL/HCC since 1984).
Research into software engineering and programming language design was also
growing rapidly at this time. The International Conference on Software Engineer-
ing (ICSE) has been the premier software engineering conference, and has been
cohosted by the ACM and the IEEE since 1975. Programming language design
remains an ongoing research topic, with forums including the ACM SIGPLAN
conference on Programming Language Design and Implementation (PLDI), the
ACM SIGPLAN-SIGACT Symposium on Principles of Programming Languages
(POPL), and the ACM SIGPLAN International Conference on Object-Oriented
Programming, Systems, Languages, and Applications (OOPSLA). While there
have been some research projects aiming to enhance text-based IDEs, this area
of research has received less interest than programming language design. De-
sign principles for text-based programming languages, such as those described
in Hoare's paper [66], are readily available. It is more dicult to nd work dis-
cussing the design of development environments; however, some examples will be
covered later in this subsection.
The end-user typically uses a program as it is. Therefore, they must map their
intention to existing commands, and often must repeat such commands many
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times. To avoid such tedium, they may wish to create, modify or extend existing
programs. End-user programming is a research topic that addresses many of the
diculties that such end-users and novice programmers have with programming.
We can identify two approaches: one is to make programming easier, and the
other is to eliminate explicit programming completely. For instance, research into
structured text editors and visual programming falls into the rst category and
research on programming by example falls into the second category. These will be
described in Subsection 2.2.1 and Subsection 2.2.2. The taxonomy is explained
well in Myer's survey paper on visual programming and program visualization
[114].
While visual programming languages usually come with their own graphical
development environments, text-based IDEs have retained a similar look since the
days of BASIC. They include a le manager, a text-based code editor, and a text-
based debugger. For instance, Eclipse [42] is shown in Figure 2.1. There are few
graphical representations. While tools for programmers have previously focused
on providing supplemental features that are not supported by text-based IDEs,
the text-based IDEs themselves have not signicantly changed. User interface
toolkits have been widely studied [116]; however, text-based IDEs remain the
primary means of programming for most professional programmers.
Throughout the 1990s, programming became more complex and involved.
For instance, it is not straightforward to specify a GUI using solely a text-based
approach. Visual Basic 1.0 [31] was released in 1991 and addressed this issue
by integrating a graphical GUI builder into a text-based IDE. It allowed the
programmer to seamlessly move between the interface design and implementing
functionality. In 1995, Lieberman applied the famous concept of Norman's gulf
of execution and evaluation [121] to programming. He pointed out diculties
in understanding the dynamic behavior of a program from the static text-based
source code. To address this issue, he proposed a visual debugger, integrated with
a text-based IDE [94, 92] which shows the programmer the relationship between
an expression in the source code and its output at runtime.
In the 2000s, many enhancements to text-based IDEs appeared. These IDEs
will be reviewed in detail in Section 2.3; however, one of the most prominent
projects in the enhancement of text-based IDEs is the Natural Programming
project [117], which was initiated by Myers and colleagues in 1998. Their pre-
vious work highlighted usability issues for novice programmers in programming
language design [124], and the Natural Programming project places more empha-
sis on the IDE and accompanying libraries. Their work takes a human-centered
approach: they rst investigate the programmer's behavior and then address
the diculties. For instance, they studied six learning barriers in end-user pro-
gramming systems [81] and discussed the gulf of execution and evaluation, which
develops some of Lieberman's ideas [94]. Various technical contributions were
made following the study.
Three factors made the proliferation of such ideas feasible. First, the Internet
has enabled new ways of collaboration between programmers, and given rise to
the remarkable growth in open-source technologies. This is discussed in Sub-
section 2.3.4. This work includes collecting, analyzing and utilizing anonymized
usage data of IDEs to identify areas for improvements and provide targeted sup-
port for cooperative work through the Internet. Second, the variety of programs
has continued to evolve, and has done so at an ever-increasing rate, with growing
emphasis on physical interaction, including interactive camera applications and
robotics applications. The development of such programs requires tool support,
and enhancements to IDEs, which will be discussed in Subsection 2.3.5. Third,
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several technological shifts have made IDEs more extensible as explained in Sub-
section 2.3.7, including extension frameworks, open-source distribution of IDEs,
and instrumentation features of programming languages, such as application pro-
gramming interface for reection. They allowed the programmer to concentrate
on the improvements and leave the rest as provided by the existing IDEs.
Although text-based IDEs have been the dominant means of programming for
the professional programmer, until recently most of the user interfaces have re-
mained unchanged. Making enhancements has now become more feasible thanks
to the technological shifts described above. New kinds of programs, especially
those with real-world I/O have led to demand for enhancements to IDEs. In this
dissertation, we aim to respond to such demands by enhancing text-based IDEs
in the context of HCI.
2.2 End-User Programming
An end user is any computer user (either a programmer or non-programmer) who
accesses a piece of software at the end of the process of development and does
not have access to modify the original code. Programs are typically packaged
by their creators and are not written to t a given end-user's particular require-
ments. EUP was originally a term describing techniques to bridge this gap by
allowing the end-user to create, modify or extend the program. This topic will
be covered in detail in this section. The phrase was popularized by Nardi in her
book published in 1993, discussing the topic based on her experience of EUP
systems for spreadsheets and computer-aided design scripts [119]. Early (yet still
eective) attempts include application-specic scripting languages, such as those
used in spreadsheet and word processing applications for writing formulas and
macros. They aim to make programming easier to use or to understand for a
broader group of users. Usability issues for novice programmers are discussed in
Ref. [124]. Unlike these attempts, which require some knowledge of program-
ming, programming by example (PbE), which we will describe in Subsection 2.2.2
eliminates the requirement to write code. Using a PbE system, the end-user does
not need to learn any basic programming concepts, and may simply demonstrate
pairs of example input and desired output to the system. The system then in-
fers the program, which can take new inputs. Throughout the history of EUP,
making use of visual representations has been thought to be of benet to the
user. Therefore, it includes many visual programming environments, which will
be discussed in Subsection 2.2.1.
The number of end-user programmers has increased recently, and is expected
to be signicantly greater than the number of professional programmers (a 2005
analysis predicted that, in the United States, there would be over 13 million
end-user programmers in 2012, compared with less than 3 million professionals
[133]). End-user programmers have been dened as those who are \programming
to achieve the result of a program primarily for personal, rather public use" [75].
Various popular applications, including Microsoft Oce (which includes Word
for word processing, Excel for spreadsheet editing, and PowerPoint for creating
presentations), Adobe Creative Cloud (including Photoshop for raster graphics
editing, Illustrator for vector graphics editing, and AfterEects for video com-
position), and Maya for three-dimensional computer graphics, are equipped with
built-in scripting environments with which the end-user can automate simple
tasks. These days, the World Wide Web has become a platform for various ap-
plications. Standardized and machine-readable specications, including HTML
and HTTP, have opened a new opportunity of EUP. For instance, Chickenfoot
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[13] provides a scripting environment that allows automation of repetitive opera-
tions, integrating features of multiple websites, and customizing the appearance
of websites.
Spreadsheet systems are also a popular EUP environment. They are typi-
cally capable of managing multiple sheets, each of which is a collection of cells
in a grid of rows and columns. The user can input simple textual types of num-
bers and strings into cells for computation. Some research prototypes go be-
yond this standard form. For instance, there is a development environment that
uses a spreadsheet interface to build information visualization applications [28].
Forms/3 [22, 19] is a spreadsheet-based visual programming language. It does
not have a grid of rows and columns, but still provides cells for computation,
which can be placed anywhere on the screen. It is also capable of handling in-
teractive graphical objects within the spreadsheet paradigm. Graphical objects
can be created by drawing gestures, and can be edited by direct manipulation.
Properties, such as the radius of a circle, are dynamically linked to spreadsheet
cells, and are shown in text format.
With the increasing capability of EUP environments, many end-user program-
mers face very similar software engineering challenges as professional program-
mers. These challenges span the entire workow of the programming activity,
rather than merely the design and specication of a program, which can be ad-
dressed, for instance, by PbE. Challenges include determining the requirements
of the program, and testing, verifying and debugging the program. End-user soft-
ware engineering (EUSE) is an emerging eld that aims to address these issues
by applying software engineering techniques to the end-user by a human-centered
approach [21, 75].
When a new type of program is introduced, every programmer is a novice
in the development thereof. Therefore, in such a case, the design process of the
programming tools for the professional programmer should be similar to or the
same as that for the end-user programmer. Patel pointed out this parallelism,
and took a human-centered approach to improve the productivity of the devel-
opment of machine learning applications [126]. He observed the workow of the
programmer, and designed and evaluated an IDE to support that workow. In
this dissertation, we take a similar approach to the development of programs that
deal with real-world I/O. For each example project, we rst dene the target ap-
plications and analyze their development workow; we then design and evaluate
an IDE that supports that specic workow.
2.2.1 Visual Programming Environments
One of the major approaches to end-user programming is the use of graphical
programming environments. Advantages are expected because of the ability to
specify the program in a two- (or higher) dimensional fashion. Conventional
text-based programming is one-dimensional in the sense that it is processed by
a compiler or interpreter as a single line of text. However, the programmer may
prefer to visualize the program in a structured manner, which may be properly
indented multi-line text, or a owchart. We discuss structured editors in Sec-
tion 2.3 in the context of text-based IDEs.
Most visual programming languages are characterized by \icons on strings"
[89] or box-and-line notations as a set of iconic pictures as shown in Figure 2.2,
which are usually static and have a one-to-one mapping with concepts that make
up the program, and connections between them, which are usually rendered as
lines or arrows and represent relationships between those concepts. They are
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Figure 2.2: An example of symbolic visual programming languages, LabView
[68].
symbolic representations of the program code and relations between program
modules. Typically, they are also capable of \direct manipulation" [136] of the
program, which allows the programmer to use the mouse to visually add, edit
or remove the iconic pictures or their connections. These methods are described
well in the surveys by Shu and Myers [137, 115]. LabView [68] is one of the most
popular commercial implementations of such a system of programming.
Later, evaluations of such systems from a psychological perspective became
available [147]. Green and Petre conducted a usability analysis of visual pro-
gramming environments [50]. Their reections led to a more general framework
for evaluating user interfaces [12] and further end-user programming research,
which was introduced at the beginning of this section. For instance, there was
a tendency for the research community to believe that \icons on strings"-style
visual programming languages were naturally superior to textual programming
languages. This attitude has subsequently been criticized [10], and a balance be-
tween textual and visual representations has been found to be desirable, rather
than aiming for a purely visual environment, which has been shown to have a
number of shortcomings. For instance, with a purely visual representation, it
is more dicult to understand and use screen space eciently [119]. They are
not suitable for large realistic programming problems [20]. Visual components
require layout rearrangement when there is any change, which is often tedious
[50]. Recent discussions provided detailed guidance of when to use the various
types of metaphorical graphics in visual programming systems [11].
There have also been attempts to go beyond symbolic notation as shown in
Figure 2.3, adding more meaning to the temporal changes by considering the spa-
tial positions of the components. Among all visual programming environments,
systems that belong to this category are the most relevant to our approach.
The dierence is that we aim to investigate ways in which graphical representa-
tions can be seamlessly integrated with text-based programming environments,
whereas existing systems focus on the visual representations themselves. BitPict
[45] uses grids of pixels rather than a box-and-line notation. It allows the user to
specify pixel-rewriting rules, which are pairs of small input and output bitmaps.
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Figure 2.3: An example of visual programming languages going beyond symbolic
notation. Pixel-rewriting rules of BitPict [45].
When the user provides a bitmap to the system, it looks for a match between
the bitmap and the pixel-rewriting rules; when a match is found, it rewrites the
bitmap. With the iterative cycle of pixel rewriting, meaningful operations can be
carried out, such as numerical computation, graphical animation, or lling a re-
gion inside a closed contour. Dominoes [89] in the Mondrian system [90] are pairs
of two thumbnails representing a specic sequence of graphical editing commands.
The two thumbnails represent an example before and after applying a sequence of
commands. The domino icons can be expanded to a storyboard, which shows the
entire sequence of commands. Unlike other visual programming languages, which
use static iconic pictures, the Mondrian system automatically constructs a graph-
ical representation of operations from visual examples to represent user-dened
functions. The Agentsheets system [131] replaces the box-and-line system with a
sheet of agents placed spatially in a two-dimensional grid. In Agentsheets, agents
react to user input or information from other agents to change their status. Each
agent has a graphical representation of its status, which is visible to the user. Us-
ing a domain-specic set of predened agents, simple simulation applications can
be implemented, such as an electric circuit, pieces of water pipes, or an animated
ecosystem of animals.
Visual programming environments use visual components to represent the
logic of the program or the pixel-based information used in the program. In this
dissertation, we investigate the use of photos and videos to represent specic
situations or dynamic changes of situations in the real world.
2.2.2 Programming by Example
Programming by example (PbE), also known as programming by demonstration
(PbD), is a popular approach to end-user programming. It aims to eliminate the
need for explicit coding by inferring the program specication from examples or
demonstrations provided by the end-user. It is dierent to visual programming
in that there is no explicit programming activity; however, there are a number
of similarities. For instance, both achieve \programming in the user interface",
which is a term coined by Dan Halbert [56], and the distinction between the
programming environments and the resulting program is unclear. The program
is constructed by manipulating the user interface, which typically supports direct
manipulation. As a consequence, many PbE systems are also visual programming
environments.
While PbE systems are typically designed for end-users, the concept was
rst realized for programmers. PbE for programmers is more closely related
to the work that forms this dissertation in that they both aim to benet from
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Figure 2.4: An example of programming by example systems. Metamouse ob-
serving user's operation and repeating it [104].
concrete examples to build programs. We name this approach \programming
with examples", and it is discussed in detail in Section 3.2. The very rst PbE
system is thought to be Pygmalion [138]. Instead of writing abstract program
code, it allows the programmer to start building a program by giving concrete
input data. For instance, he can start building a program to compute factorials
by giving a specic number, for example, 6. Then, he species the procedure to
process that number. The system assumes that the user is a programmer and
must generalize the program himself. In this case, he is writing a program that
handles the number 6, and must anticipate that the program will handle other
numbers and specify a conditional expression that tests whether the input is 1.
Tinker [91] is a PbE system for the novice Lisp programmer, which allows him to
begin writing programs by giving concrete examples of input data. Tinker allows
the programmer to provide multiple examples, which are used to infer conditional
statements. In this way, he can concentrate on the current example, which is an
improvement compared with Pygmalion.
The original idea behind PbE for end-users was an extension of the idea of
macro recorders. The macro recorder records the user's operations and replays it
so that they do not have to repeat the same operation for many times. PbE goes
beyond a macro recorder by generalizing the user's operations. Metamouse [104]
shown in Figure 2.4 allows the user of a drawing program to use an \instructible
agent" to automate repetitive editing tasks. Instead of text-based programming,
the user teaches the agent, named Basil, and when the user tells Basil to record
his operations, it may ask him to help to generalize the operation, detect repet-
itive actions, and predicts what the user wants to do next. Eager [32] applies
similar idea to generalize applications such as HyperCard and Claris Resolve
(a spreadsheet application). Unlike Metamouse, it does not require the user to
explicitly declare the beginning of the operation. It continuously observes the
user's operations, detects repetitive actions, and makes predictions. When the
user begins to repeats an operation, it automatically executes the operation to
the end. Dynamic Macro [103] automatically creates a keyboard macro by de-
tecting repetitive operations in the Emacs text editor. It provides a \PREDICT"
button to switch between multiple prediction results and a \REPEAT" button
to repeat the most recent repetitive operations. Chimera is a graphical edit-
ing application that implements several ideas of PbE to achieve a history-based
macro-by-example system. Chimera is capable of graphical search and replace
[84], whereby it searches for a specic visual component and replaces all occur-
rences with another visual component. For instance, the user may replace all
of the oak leaves in a picture with maple leaves. This feature is later extended
with the idea of constraint-based search and replace operations [85]. Rather than
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searching for a specic visual component, it searches for all visual components
that satisfy a given set of constraints. The constraints can be dened using a
set of parameters, such as the angle and the distance to nearby components.
Chimera also allows the user to specify constraints from multiple snapshots [86].
For instance, three snapshots of a Luxo lamp can be given to show how the lamp
moves at its joints and how the direction of the light is changed. The lamp can
then form an interactive object. Chimera is closely related to Mondrian [90] (see
Subsection 2.2.1), in that both provide thumbnails of graphics before and after
the operations, representing the history of graphical editing. The dierence is
that Chimera's history is editable [83]; the user can go back to the specic entry
of the history, apply a new operation, and redo all the rest entries in the history.
More recent PbE systems are likely to be integrated into larger systems and
used with other user interfaces to achieve domain-specic tasks. Such systems
include text input [102], computer-aided design [47], mashups of user interfaces
[44], automation of collecting useful information from websites [96] and robot
programming [129].
Most of the systems introduced above are heavily dependent on heuristics
with domain-specic knowledge; however, there is also a more general approach to
PbE that aims to automatically generate programs from high-level specications
without writing source code. Genetic programming [82] generates programs with
some randomness, evaluates the outcome using a specic value function, and
creates new individual programs based on programs that achieved good scores.
Another successful example is program synthesis [53], which has recently been
applied to text editing in Excel [58], a popular commercial spreadsheet software
package. It uses formal reasoning to synthesize small programs from a set of
example input and output, which can process input text to produce edited text.
Most PbE systems aim to eliminate the need for programming. Some initial
attempts were designed for programmers and involve programming activity, en-
abling \Programming with Example." In this dissertation, we propose systems
for \Programming with Example"; however, unlike PbE systems, these do not
infer the programmer's intent. It is the responsibility of the user to explicitly
describe the logic of the program. Examples will be discussed in Section 3.2.
2.3 Text-based IDE Enhancements
As discussed in Section 2.1, standard components of text-based IDEs, such as in-
tegrated debuggers, program analysis tools and text editors with syntax-checking
features, rst appeared in the 1970s, and the development of IDEs has been con-
servative. Since the birth of personal computers, researchers in the domain of
programming languages, software engineering, and HCI, have tended to work sep-
arately. However, since the 2000s, there have been many projects among these
elds to enhance text-based IDEs.
In this section, we review work related to enhancements of text-based IDEs.
Enhancements to text-based IDEs for coding are discussed in Subsection 2.3.1,
and to debugging are covered in Subsection 2.3.2. Attempts to bridge the gap be-
tween coding and debugging | so-called \Live programming" | are introduced
in Subsection 2.3.3. Comparison between support for exploratory programming
and one for reliable software development is also discussed. Online collaborations,
made feasible through recent advances in the Internet and related technologies,
are discussed in Subsection 2.3.4. Text-based IDEs for the development of appli-
cations in specic domains are described in Subsection 2.3.5. Finally, we intro-
duce existing work on integrated graphical representations in text-based IDEs in
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Subsection 2.3.6, followed by practical references to research on text-based IDEs
in Subsection 2.3.7.
2.3.1 Enhancement on Coding Experience
A recent observation of a group of programmers revealed that, although they
can benet from structured editors, tend to favor the capability of character-
by-character edits provided by a conventional text editor [76]. Barista [79] is a
framework for implementing structured editors, which is highly visual and inter-
active. The resulting editors are capable of conventional text-editing and code
completion; however, also support drag and drop and other alternative views of
coding.
Quack [97] is an Eclipse plugin for sloppy keyword programming. It uses
keywords to populate possible choices of complete code snippets and allows
the programmer to choose the appropriate one. For instance, the program-
mer can pass the keywords \add line" to direct the code completion and in-
put \lines.add(in.readLine())". Brandt coined the term \opportunistic program-
ming", which is a quick and agile prototyping process. Compared with more for-
mal software engineering practices, opportunistic programming emphasizes speed
and ease of development. Such programming processes often involve web searches,
copy-and-paste operations on source code, and transforming the code to t the
context. Blueprint [16] shown in Figure 2.5 provides a code completion inter-
face based on example source code retrieved from open-source repositories on the
web. When multiple choices are found, the programmer can choose one that best
ts their purpose. SnipMatch is a follow-up project [148], which transforms the
example source code to t the context when it is pasted into the editor.
Calcite [113] addresses diculties in constructing class objects. Classes are
not always directly constructed using their constructors, but indirectly with the
help of other classes. Calcite inserts such templates when the programmer invokes
a code completion on a target variable. The template is generated from a specic
format of the API documentation [139] and the help of other users.
Recent research into code completion has provided type-specic user interfaces
named \Active Code Completion" [122]. For instance, when the programmer is
instantiating a Color object, a color palette interface is shown rather than a text
template.
HyperSource [60] and Codetrail [49] bind lines of source code using URLs of
Figure 2.5: An example of enhancement on coding experience. Blueprint showing
code completion based on online example code [16].
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relevant websites. They are both implemented as a browser extension and an
IDE. HyperSource has been implemented for Google Chrome and the Processing
IDE, and Codetrail has been implemented for Mozilla Firefox and the Eclipse
IDE. Using these combinations, the programmer may review websites that were
visited using the source code editor, which provides an alternative to repeatedly
looking for the same information on the Internet.
Code Bubbles [15] and Debugger Canvas [35] allow the programmer to nav-
igate source code based on call graphs and show all of the relevant fragments
of code at once. While conventional code editors usually ll the entire screen,
requiring the programmer switch between multiple les, these tools concurrently
show multiple kinds of relevant information in one view, which was shown to
provide signicant scope for increased productivity.
Chapter 4 describes enhancements of text editors to show inline photographs
to make the source code more understandable. Chapter 6 is also related in that
it discusses how we can relieve the programmer from writing boilerplate code.
2.3.2 Enhancement on Debugging Experience
Observations of groups developing interactive three-dimensional simulations have
revealed that the programmers started each debugging task with a question, such
as \Why did..." or \Why didn't..." [78]. Whyline [77, 80] shown in Figure 2.6 is
an integrated debugger that was proposed to bridge the gap between static source
code and dynamic output. It aims to answer the \Why did" and \Why didn't"
questions about the program's output. The programmer chooses a question from
automatically generated choices via static and dynamic analyses. The system
then answers the question using data mining from information recorded during
runtime. Whyline was rst designed and implemented for Alice [30], a visual pro-
gramming environment for interactive character animation of three-dimensional
computer graphics. It was ported to Java and supported more professional ques-
tions and answers, for more general applications, and a programming interface
Figure 2.6: An example of enhancement on debugging experience. Whyline for
Java [80].
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for two-dimensional graphics and event-based GUI programming.
Juxtapose [63] allows the programmer to execute multiple versions of a pro-
gram at the same time. It is capable of copying the input events, such as mouse
and keyboard events, from one version to another at runtime, and the programmer
can interact with all of the variants at the same time to compare their behav-
ior. It is also capable of showing the user interface components of the program
at runtime to allow the programmer to tweak parameters that were declared as
constants. When values are edited in the program, the source code is also edited.
Chapter 5 describes enhancements to the debugger to show video strips rep-
resenting the history of program execution to improve understanding of the dy-
namic behavior of a program. Chapter 6 proposes a video player interface to
allow control over the execution of the program to aid debugging.
2.3.3 Live Programming
In conventional IDEs, coding, executing and debugging the program are separate
activities for the programmer. In traditional Software Engineering (SE) research,
much eort has been devoted to achieve reliable software development, typically
using formal verication. However, as discussed in Subsection 2.3.1 and 2.3.2,
recent advances include enhancements on IDEs which aim to accelerate imple-
mentation of programs rather than verifying their soundness. These kinds of
enhancements can eectively support exploratory tasks that require quick cycles
of coding and debugging, which are called \Exploratory Programming". In HCI
research, such process is called prototyping and has been supported by various
prototyping toolkits.
Particularly, an attempt to remove the distinctions between coding and debug-
ging is called \Live Programming" and has been studied interdisciplinary among
SE and HCI. It aims to allow the programmer to receive continuous feedback from
the results of program execution while writing code. \Liveness" in programming
was rst discussed by Tanimoto in research into a visual programming language
named VIVA [141]. He addressed the gap between coding and program execu-
tion by eliminating the explicit operation of compilation. Programs developed
using VIVA are always executable. The paper discussed four levels of liveness.
Maloney discussed directness and liveness of programming of GUIs using their
Morphic system [99]. Morphic does not make distinctions between writing code
and executing it. It does not make any distinctions between the development
environment and the runtime environment. The program is always editable and
the program is always running in the Morphic environment.
The term \Live Programming" was coined by Hancock in his 2003 disserta-
tion [57]. He discussed how real-time feedback can aid text-based programming.
McDirmid applied the idea to game development [107] and later to text-based
programming [108]. ChucK [145] is a live programming environment for creating
and playing music. Subtext [38] uses a model view architecture for program edit-
ing, whereby the editor shows the immediate representation of the program being
edited, which allows the programmer to directly manipulate the program without
compilation. Victor demonstrated an instance of his vision for live programming,
which placed the text-based editor next to its execution screen, allowing the pro-
grammer to dynamically change the source code and see the eect at runtime
[143]. Burckhardt proposed a programming model that enables this type of live
editing of GUIs [18] in a web-based development environment named TouchDe-
velop [142].
Our work aims to support exploratory programming. Each of the concrete
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projects can be considered as live programming, too. Relation between live pro-
gramming and each project will be discussed in detail in Subsection 7.2.4.
2.3.4 Online Collaboration
Following the standardization of web technologies, a number of IDEs have been
proposed, which benet from the power of the Internet. Plugins for online version
control systems, including CVS, Subversion, Git and Mercurial, are supported in
many major IDEs. Blueprint [16] (discussed in Subsection 2.3.1) uses a database
of source code collected from such online systems. HelpMeOut [62] is an extension
to the Processing IDE shown in Figure 2.7, which stores how runtime exceptions
have been solved by programmers in an online repository. It uses this database
to propose solutions when a new unhandled exception occurs. Collabode [48] is
a web-based IDE that allows programmers to collaborate in real-time, which is
an attempt to eliminate the overhead of conventional version control.
Bruch summarized the research eort in the software engineering community
as \IDE 2.0" [17]. Such eort includes intelligent code completion, which mines
statistical usage information collected from many users to show a prioritized list
of completion choices. It has been implemented in IDEs including Eclipse [43] and
TouchDevelop [142]. TouchDevelop is a web-based IDE developed using HTML
5, CSS and JavaScript. It is capable of instantly distributing applications via
its website. It has some social features, including commenting and evaluating
applications.
2.3.5 Domain-specic Support
Following the introduction of the personal computer in the 1980s, there was a
growing expectation that GUI applications would appear, which could be used
without prior knowledge of programming. However, developing programs with
polished GUIs was not straightforward. User interface management systems
[23, 127] and user interface builders were introduced. Such systems typically
separated the user interface design process from the development of the pro-
gram, so that the designer can concentrate on improving the appearance of the
Figure 2.7: An example of online collaboration for IDEs. HelpMeOut proposing
a bug x based on solutions collected from other programmers [62].
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Figure 2.8: An example of domain-specic IDE. Gestalt for machine learning
program development [125].
interface. Many of the resulting systems were developed as independent tools
outside of IDEs [65, 26]. They produce user interfaces, which are later connected
to the applications through event languages written using text-based program-
ming languages. Some of them provided the capability to build the entire GUI
application within the development environment [99], which can be considered
as a domain-specic IDE for GUI applications. In both cases, however, text-
based programming was still required. For the programmer's convenience, user
interface builders were integrated into text-based IDEs, such as Visual Basic 1.0
[31], released in 1991. This integration allowed the programmer to alternate
seamlessly between user interface design and implementing the functionality. For
modern web applications, HTML and CSS, which are declarative languages, are
used to construct user interfaces. JavaScript is used to specify a response to the
user input and to manipulate the user interface components using the Document
Object Model API. Other architectures for GUI applications employ a similar
separation of languages for user interface construction and interaction design, in-
cluding Windows Presentation Foundation (XAML and programming languages
supported on .NET Framework), JavaFX (FXML and Java) and Apache Flex
(MXML and ActionScript). This separation makes it feasible to develop systems
for user interface design. For instance, TouchDevelop [18], which was introduced
in Subsection 2.3.3, benets from this separation, and allows live editing of a GUI
without killing the application process. SeeSS visualizes the impact of changes
in CSS and the ease debugging using CSS [88].
The variety of programs has continued to evolve, and the pace of change ap-
pears to be faster than ever before. This development requires even more support
tools; thus, more IDEs optimized for specic application domains. Reecting the
popularity of text-based programming, most are based on textual programming
languages, and provide libraries and user interface components, eliminating the
need to write boilerplate code. ChucK is designed for creating and playing music
[145] on the y. Processing [4] adopts a simplied dialect of the Java language
and is equipped with a set of APIs for information visualization and prototyping
media art applications. Arduino [1] is a variant of Processing for programming
rmware for microcontrollers and prototyping new physical devices. For the same
purpose of creating new physical devices, but with more emphasis on the proto-
typing process of design, test and analysis, d.tools [61] provides support for the
whole of the workow of a prototyping task. Gestalt [125] shown in Figure 2.8
is designed to support the whole of the workow of the task, not for physical
computing, rather for machine learning. This trend of domain-specic IDEs is
not limited to academic research, but is also apparent in commercial products,
including MATLAB for mathematical calculation and data visualization.
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Our approach has parallels with these domain-specic IDEs; however, focuses
on the development of programs with real-world I/O.
2.3.6 Graphical Representations in IDEs
Visual programing environments and text-based IDEs were covered in Subsec-
tion 2.2.1 and Section 2.3, respectively, and this subsection covers the integration
of these two approaches. Systems have been proposed to represent static data in
text-based editors. Heterogeneous visual programming language [39] integrates
visual components representing data structures in a text-based programming lan-
guage, supporting an intuitive understanding of source code. Barista [76] is a
framework to include visual components in a structured text-based editor. Sikuli
[150] allows inline pictures representing their data.
Other systems have been proposed to capture the dynamic behavior of the
program and provide graphical representations to determine why or how the
behavior was observed. Dominoes [89] provides a pair of thumbnails to show the
input and output of a function. Chimera [83] uses the same notion to allow editing
a history of the operations carried out in a given program. ZStep [94] is the rst
debugger that shows stack traces and visual representations of the data used in
the program next to the source code editor. Whyline was originally developed for
visual programming of 3DCG programs [77], and uses the timeline view of the
program execution along with the recorded screen of the program to answer the
questions \Why?" and \Why not?". Later, it was extended to general text-based
programming of graphical applications for the Java programming language [80].
There are also systems that are capable of directly manipulating the pro-
gram components through user interfaces of the IDEs without explicit compila-
tion operation. Many visual programming environments such as VIVA [141] and
ConMan [54] fall into this category. Morphic [99] is an IDE based on the Self
text-based programming language and at the same time a run-time environment
of the GUI programs. Subtext [38] provides a tree view of the program structure,
which is editable through its user interface, allowing the programmer to build a
program within the user interface. TouchDevelop [18] allows the programmer to
edit the user interface of GUI applications without killing their process.
We investigate the same categories of graphical representations of static data
and dynamic behavior of the programs in Chapters 4 and 5, as well as graphical
editing of such representations to support building the programs in Chapter 6.
Our experiments share important aspects with all of these systems: graphical
representations are provided to complement text-based programming. The ma-
jor dierence comes from the target applications, and thus in the approach to
insert(p,i)
DLIST p;
int i;
{
    DLIST q;
    if (p->next != NULL) {
}
    else … 
}
p
q i
Figure 2.9: Examples of integrated graphical representations in existing IDEs.
Left: Heterogeneous visual programming language visualizing data structure [39],
Right: Sikuli showing inline images [150].
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supporting the programmer. In the following chapters, we propose the use of
photos and videos as natural graphical representations of the real world. There
are very few IDEs that use photos and videos in this way. One exception is d.tools
[61], which uses recorded video synchronized with state transitions in the pro-
gram under development to analyze the interactions. Comparisons with existing
approaches will be discussed in detail in Section 3.3.
2.3.7 Building Blocks
Research into IDEs has accelerated with recent technological shifts. Building
blocks for IDEs have been developed for public use, allowing the programmer
to create IDEs without building them from scratch. All of our experimental
implementations of the IDEs benet from these evolutions. For instance, Eclipse
[42], SharpDevelop [5], and Processing [4] are all text-based IDEs developed as
open-source projects. The source code has become more organized as they evolve,
allowing programmers and researchers to focus on their contributions and leave
the remaining components as provided by the environments. They also accept
plugins, which extend the features of the IDE without requiring rewriting of
existing components. The core components of the Visual Studio IDE are planned
become available as APIs [110], which will allow building new IDEs on top of
them. For example, a technique for building structured editors [79] is no longer
required to build a text editor with inline embedded images [150, 72], as the Java
Runtime Environment provides the JTextPane class for just such a purpose.
All the experimental implementations of IDEs described in this dissertation
were developed with help of these publicly available components. Picode was
implemented on top of the Processing core components, as discussed in Chapter 4.
DejaVu was used to modify the compilation process of the SharpDevelop IDE,
as discussed in Chapter 5, and employs its extension framework to add new user
interfaces to the IDE. VisionSketch uses an open-source library, which is capable
of syntax highlighting and simple code completion, and uses another library to
compile Java source code, as discussed in Chapter 6.
2.4 Tool for Programming Physical Interactions
As described by Myers [116], the HCI community has developed many toolkits.
When a new kind of user interfaces is proposed, a new toolkit to develop such
interfaces soon appears to allow evaluation and standardization of the user in-
terfaces. Recent trends in HCI show an emphasis on physical interaction, which
requires new hardware congurations with sensors and actuators. Given the
proliferation of such programs with real-world I/O, development tools for pro-
gramming physical interactions are desired. Papier-Mache [73] is a toolkit for
building tangible interfaces consisting of well-dened APIs, software architecture,
and graphical tools for development support. Phidgets [51] encapsulates a sensor
or actuator as a package with a USB interface and provides software APIs to
control the package. Phybots abstracts hardware and provides higher-level task
centric APIs. Arduino [1] lowers the threshold for embedded programming, and
was employed in our user study to build robots. Context Toolkit [132] provides
support for the development of context-aware user interfaces. ActivityDesigner
[87] allows interaction designers to specify commands that are executed for sev-
eral categories of activities. OpenCV [14] provides a set of implementations of
computer vision algorithms. Eyepatch [106] provides a user interface to train
classiers of OpenCV, allowing the programmer to prototype applications that
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Figure 2.10: An example of a tool for programming physical interactions. Phy-
bots controlling horizontal movement of the mobile robot [71].
benet from computer vision algorithms. Kinect provides an API to detect hu-
man posture from the Kinect device, which uses a color camera and a depth
camera. Phybots [71] shown in Figure 2.10 is a toolkit for prototyping mobile
robot applications by providing a set of APIs and a corresponding debugging user
interface that is shown during runtime.
These toolkits typically support the programming phase of the prototyping
process; however, development environments support the whole workow of the
programmer. For instance, d.tools [61] is an IDE for prototyping new physical
devices. It supports the design phase with help of existing toolkits, including Ar-
duino, and additionally supports the test and analysis phases by recording and
playing videos of the user interaction, synchronized with transition visualization
in the program components. The work described in this dissertation takes the
same approach as d.tools, in that they both provide support for the entire work-
ow, and all of our projects are designed for dierent target applications. They
are for the development of programs that run on standard computer platforms,
as opposed to new physical devices, and tend to handle real-world data I/O.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we discussed research into development environments from a
historical perspective, and then categorized these environments into end-user
programming environments and text-based programming environments. We also
covered tools for programmers that support the development of programs with
real-world I/O.
Text-based development environments have long been conservative in their
development, and typically employ a text-based code editor and an integrated
text-based debugger. Typical visual programming environments are designed for
end-users and eliminate the need to manually write code (i.e., text). Existing
IDEs developed using these approaches assume that the development and the
runtime environments use the same input and output devices. However, a grow-
ing number of programs involve real-world I/O, and where development suers
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from a gap between the development environment and the runtime environment.
Programming by example systems may eliminate this gap, since they use the
same device for the development and execution of the programs. However, most
of them are designed for end-users and do not provide precise control over the
program logic. Tools for the programmer address this issue by providing partial
support on the programmer's workow.
Given this background, the aims of the work described in this dissertation
are to integrate graphical representations into text-based IDEs and benet from
the unique advantages of both the comprehensibility of graphical representations
and the expressivity of textual programming. The graphical representations are
of example data retrieved from the real world, bridging the gap between the
development environment and the runtime environment. The resulting IDEs
have both visual and textual components, and provide total support for the
programmer's workow.
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Chapter 3
Integrated Graphical Representations
In this chapter we dene the scope of this work by comparing it with existing
approaches. In Section 3.1 the characteristics of programs that deal with real-
world input and output (real-world I/O) are highlighted by comparing them
with conventional input and output modalities. In Section 3.2 the workow of
the development of such programs is described, and the model describing the
programs is introduced. In Section 3.3 our approach of integrating graphical
representations is described, along with the expected advantages, which will be
examined in the subsequent chapters.
3.1 Real-world Input and Output
We aim to address diculties in the development of programs that use real-
world I/O. Real-world I/O is data that is inputted or outputted between the
real world and the computer. This includes visual data, such as photos and
videos, the properties of objects, such as color, shape, and locations, as well
as more structured information, such as the posture of humans or robots. We
focus on these visual data; however, real-world I/O also includes data describing
sound, haptic technology, smell and taste. While processing such information is
challenging, it may facilitate a new paradigm of user interfaces, such as organic
user interfaces [130].
The mouse, pen, keyboard and display are all physical devices in the real world
that function as interfaces between the user and computer; therefore, it appears
reasonable to consider that they may also provide real-world I/O. However, we
exclude these conventional forms of I/O from our denition. Conventional I/O
is designed to map well to the metaphorical concepts used in the computer, such
as the WIMP environment and modern graphical user interfaces. Therefore,
conventional I/O devices are designed to provide discrete values by nature, such
as keystrokes (e.g., a, b, c...), which map to character codes, or mouse movements
that correspond to two-dimensional coordinates (i.e., numbers) describing pixels
on the display.
Real-world I/O provides data that cannot be represented using symbols or
constants. Real-world I/O contains information that exists in the real world
regardless of the existence of the computer. All data for real-world I/O is sampled
and discretized using physical devices such as image sensors and rotary encoders,
and subsequently processed by the computer; however, it has continuous values
both temporally and spatially.
One particular paradigm that has signicant overlap with real-world I/O is
recognition-based interfaces. This includes voice recognition and gesture recogni-
tion. These input technologies create input with some ambiguity, which should be
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handled as probabilistic events rather than conventional events with discretized
data. This diculty has been addressed by existing work on user interface toolk-
its [100, 134]. Compared with such a toolkit approach, the work described in this
dissertation aims to provide integrated support to the programmer. While such
toolkits address diculties in packaging common features and exploiting useful
application programming interfaces (APIs), diculties in programming using a
text-based IDE remain. Instead, in this work, we investigate ways to enhance
existing text-based IDEs using a combination of multiple tools for programmers,
such as editors, debuggers and APIs. We aim to support the whole workow of
programming.
Our approach is strongly inspired by Patel's work on providing an IDE for
machine learning [125]. To create a machine learning application, which may be
a recognition-based interface, the programmer must collect many example data
and create a classier by training and testing the classication pipeline. The
IDE is specically designed to support the development of such programs. As
with our approach, Patel's IDE does not focus on providing specic features that
eliminate the requirement for implementation, rather focuses on providing the
necessary development support. The main distinction comes from dierences in
the application domain: Patel's work focused on machine learning applications
and our work focuses on programs with real-world I/O.
The development of programs with conventional I/O uses the same environ-
ment for development and execution; however, the development of programs with
real-world I/O makes use of dierent devices for development and execution.
This widens the gulf of execution and evaluation for the programmer, making
it dicult to develop such programs using conventional text-based IDEs. While
toolkits for programmers typically cover partial workow of the programming ac-
tivity, IDEs are designed to cover the entire workow. We aim to cover the whole
workow and bridge this gulf using a text-based IDE that includes graphical
representations of real-world data.
3.2 Programming with Example
In this section, we compare the development process of programs using con-
ventional I/O and real-world I/O, and dene the latter as \Programming with
Example (PwE)." We also introduce existing approaches of PwE and criticize its
limitations.
Conventional I/O such as movement of a mouse and clicks of keyboard but-
tons maps well to the digital world of the computer and can be represented well
as symbols or small integers (thus, constants). These standardized information
allows event languages to be simple and easy enough to understand for the pro-
grammer. As a result, it is not dicult for him to write code from scratch that
generates or responds to a specic I/O data. For instance, he can easily write
code to test programs with character-based user interfaces by specifying a series
of input text. Test cases for GUI applications is a bit more involving, but in the
easiest case, he can also specify a series of mouse events. While he can easily
write text-based code which includes conventional I/O data, it is just a static
representation of the program. It is not easy for him to imagine its dynamic be-
havior from the static representation. It makes it dicult to choose appropriate
APIs that t his needs. These diculties are considered as an example of the
gulf of execution and evaluation [121]. Existing work has addressed this issue by
providing appropriate visualizations to the data and code [94, 92].
Conventional I/O uses the same devices (i.e., mouse, keyboard and display) for
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both the development environment (IDEs and other tools for programmers) and
the runtime environment. However, real-world I/O uses dierent I/O devices,
such as cameras and actuators. The development environment resides in the
traditional GUI paradigm; however, the runtime environment is the real world.
Therefore, it is almost impossible for the programmer to write code from scratch
that generates or responds to specic I/O data. Real-world I/O data must be
retrieved from the real world and stored for later use, including coding and de-
bugging. Unlike conventional I/O data, real-world I/O data cannot necessarily
be visualized immediately. It may even be impossible to provide a meaningful
visualization because of the lack of a connection between the data and the real-
world situation. For instance, sensor values representing angles of robot joints
should be visualized as three-dimensional computer graphics of the robot, but
this is not possible when the form factor is unknown. Therefore, the program-
mer typically refers to the data by textual representations, such as lenames or
variables. This may be viewed as an additional gulf of execution and evaluation,
since the textual reference forces the programmer to imagine the situation in the
real world by reading the name of a le or variable.
The programmer can use examples to address these gulfs. In some cases, they
may retrieve data from the real world, such as the posture of humans or robots,
and save this data as les, to utilize them in programs. In other cases, they may
execute the program and log useful data, such as the contents of variables that
can be recorded only during runtime, and analyze the log afterwards. We term
these types of development workow "Programming with Example?(PwE). Since
existing text-based IDEs are primarily designed for the development of programs
using conventional I/O, they typically do not provide support for PwE. Therefore,
the programmer is forced to write their own code or develop their own tools to
utilize these examples, which is often time-consuming, and may also be dicult.
Please note that PwE has a certain limitation. Since PwE rstly records real-
world I/O data, it cannot be applied well to the development of programs whose
output aects their input; in other words, programs with real-time feedback loop
are out of scope of our approach. For instance, a program for humanoid that
processes the sensor data and controls its actuators to keep its balance cannot
be developed when either the input or output data is recorded beforehand. Such
low-level implementation requires executing the program repeatedly or simulat-
ing the entire hardware in software. Instead, PwE is typically well-suited for
the development of interactions between human and computers. The focus of
this dissertation is on the software aspect of the program development. The de-
velopment process is considered as a design process of dening a pure function
that handles input data and produces output data. The relationship between the
input and output data outside the software world is not taken into consideration.
As the name suggests, programming by example (PbE) is a closely related
approach. It typically aims to allow end-users to create useful programs. It
eliminates explicit coding, and removes the distinction between the development
and runtime environments. The system observes demonstrations provided by
the user and infers the program using the recorded example data. This is one
of the most eective uses of example data; however, most PbE systems provide
highly domain-specic environments, which makes it dicult to create generalized
programs. Furthermore, it is not easy to specify clear logic simply by providing
examples. Programming by example may be eective for end-users; however, it is
often not the optimal solution for an experienced programmer. PwE is a hybrid
approach of conventional text-based programming and PbE. While it bridges the
gap between the development environment and the runtime environment in a
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similar manner to PbE, it allows the programmer to describe explicitly the logic
of programs using text-based programming.
Although PbE systems are typically designed for end-users, some attempts
have been made to design IDEs for programmers that use examples, including
Pygmalion [138] and Tinker [91], as described in Subsection 2.2.2. These also
utilize examples to support programming. Instead of forcing the programmer to
write abstract code from scratch, they allow the programmer to specify examples
and aid in building program logic that handles the examples accordingly. Recent
work on a programming language named Subtext [37] also emphasizes the benet
of examples. It provides a text-based IDE that allows the programmer to write
test cases within the program code. When a test case is added, it is executed
immediately, and the execution traces are properly visualized over the program
code to support test-driven development. These existing works on support for
PwE address issues in the development of general programs: they aim to reduce
the requirement for abstract programming. There are a number of parallels with
the work described here; however, the primary goal of this work is to address
specic issues in development of programs with real-world I/O.
The development of programs that use conventional I/O involves coding and
debugging within the development environment; however, the development of
programs with real-world I/O cannot be eectively completed within the de-
velopment environment, as an additional step is required to retrieve real-world
I/O data. We dene such a development process as \programming with exam-
ple (PwE)". The example data do not have simple visual representations, which
widens the gulf between execution and evaluation. PwE is similar to PbE in that
it makes use of the example data; however, whereas PbE targets the end-user and
eliminates the explicit requirement for programming, PwE involves conventional
text-based programming and takes advantage of the level of control over the logic
of the program that this aords.
3.3 Integration of Graphical Representations into IDEs
To address the diculties of PwE, we investigate ways to benet from the fact
that the data represents situations in the real world. We assign photos and videos
to the real-world I/O data and evaluate the usability. In this section, we provide
a model of programs that deal with real-world I/O, and describe the potential
use of the photos and videos, which will be examined in the following chapters.
We also compare our approach with those of existing works.
PwE is an iterative process of data retrieval, coding and debugging. Through-
out the process, we identify three potential ways to make use of the example data.
First, example data representing situations in the real world can be saved in a le
or database and referenced using a textual representation in the source code. This
can be thought of in a similar manner to constants in conventional programming.
Second, the programmer writes code that deals with the real-world I/O. This
process of writing functions may benet from the example data, which is similar
to previous attempts to support PwE [138, 91, 37]. Third, dynamic input to the
program during execution can be recorded as time-series data. This functions as
example data representing test cases. The data are processed by the functions
and produces intermediate results. These dynamic input and intermediate data
are assigned to variables.
The three potential ways of making use of example data map well to the
three aspects of the program: constants, functions and variables. From this
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Program f
function(Cam1,LocX){
  Img1=proc1(Cam1, c1);
  Val2=proc2(LocX);
}
Constant c
Real-world output
out
Cam1
LocXin
Real-world input
Img1
Val2
Computer
Figure 3.1: Model of the program with real-world input and output.
observation, we provide the following model of the program that deals with the
real-world I/O, which is shown graphically in Figure 3.1:
out = f(in; c)
In this model, c corresponds to constants and f to functions while in and out
to variables. As we pointed out in the previous section, existing IDEs can only
assign textual representations to these components, which may make it dicult
for the programmer to develop the program. Textual representations are not
necessarily appropriate for describing real-world data. To address this issue, we
propose to use photos and videos as graphical representations of the real-world
I/O data in a text-based IDE. Photos are used to capture images describing the
real world. Videos are a time-series of photos, and can be used to capture move-
ment in the real world. The core assumption of this work is that such media
can be integrated into text-based IDEs and used to support PwE. The goal of
this work is to examine this assumption by investigating the use of the graphical
representations. We investigate the use of photos and videos as graphical rep-
resentations of a program in Chapters 4{6. Each attempt will be evaluated by
building an experimental IDE that integrates graphical representations to com-
plement textual programming.
Compared with visual programming environments that focus on how to vi-
sualize programs, we do not focus on the visualization. Instead, we make use of
existing graphical representations of the real world (i.e., photos and videos) and
investigate their use in text-based IDEs. The graphical representations used in
our work are similar to gures in the history of printing technology [123]. Prior
to the invention of letterpress printing, textual data were duplicated using hand-
lettered books and gures were duplicated using a printing plate. Letterpress
printing was the rst technology to enable printing text and gures on the same
piece of paper. This combination of textual and graphical data contributed to
the growth of the modern science. While textual information provides a precise
and abstract description of data, graphical representations provide an example-
based description, which may be interpreted rapidly. These two descriptions are
complementary. We expect the same to be true of graphical representations of
real-world I/O within text-based IDEs. While the text-based editor and debugger
allow precise specication and analysis of the program, graphical representations
may allow an improved understanding through a more intuitive description of
many aspects of a program.
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Figure 3.2: Photos and videos in existing development environments. Left: Ac-
tivity Designer [87], Right: d.tools [61].
There are few examples of tools for programmers to make use of photos and
videos. This is because conventional tools do not deal with the real-world I/O.
There are, however, a small number of examples that are related to PwE in the
real world as shown in Figure 3.2. ActivityDesigner [87] is a prototyping environ-
ment for activity-based computing, which allows the programmer to label each
activity of the user using photos of the user or related objects. d.tools [61] is an
IDE for physical computing, which supports iterative cycles of design, test and
analysis of physical devices. It is capable of visualizing state transitions in phys-
ical devices synchronized with a video recorded during user testing. These two
projects can be considered early uses of photos and videos as graphical represen-
tations of constants and variables in the program. In this work we discuss such
use in more detail and provide insight into the use of graphical representations.
In summary, we propose to integrate graphical representations into text-based
IDEs to support PwE and address diculties in the development of programs that
use real-world I/O. We provide a model of such programs; i.e., out = f(in; c),
and investigate the use of graphical representations for each component of the
model in the following chapters. We do not focus on developing new forms of
visualization, rather use existing natural representations of the real world; i.e.,
photos and videos.
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Chapter 4
Using Photos to Understand Static Data
Current programming environments typically use textual or symbolic represen-
tations to specify the behavior of the program. While these representations are
appropriate to describe logical processes, they are not necessarily the most help-
ful way to represent complex data. It may be dicult for the programmer to read
textual or symbolic representations of complex data, such as videos or images,
and understand what these data mean.
Previous approaches to integration of graphical components into text-based
editors [150, 39] have used graphical components to represent such data. While
image data can obviously be represented by an image, as was employed by Sikuli
[150], and simple tree structures can be easily visualized using techniques such as
the Heterogeneous Visual Programming Language [39], it is not trivial to think
of an appropriate graphical representation for data from real-world input and
output (real-world I/O).
In this chapter, we discuss the use of photos as graphical representations
of static situations in the real world. In other words, we propose to use pho-
tos instead of text or symbols to represent constants in a text-based IDE. We
take human and robot posture data as an example, which are necessary to han-
dle gesture input and to control robots. First, in Section 4.1, we introduce the
motivation for choosing posture data processing applications as a representative
example. Then in Section 4.2, existing tools for the development of such applica-
tions are introduced. In Section 4.3 and 4.4, the Picode IDE is described, which
is an experimental implementation of the use of photos to represent constants.
In Section 4.5, we evaluate its eectiveness through two user studies.
4.1 Posture Data Processing Applications
Conventional input and output (I/O) devices for computers; i.e., the mouse, key-
board and display, are highly standardized and tightly coupled with the desktop
environment on which the IDEs are built. Typical I/O data can be represented
by numerical values describing a constant (such as a character code and index
number of a pressed button) or a set of numerical values that maps well to the
desktop metaphor (such as mouse movement describing two-dimensional desktop
coordinates). Conventional I/O data can be readily understood using a textual
representation, or in relation to the desktop. Therefore, the development of pro-
grams with conventional I/O is facilitated well using conventional IDEs.
In recent years, computers have become ever more pervasive. They are in-
creasingly portable and equipped with a growing variety of I/O devices, which
do not have the same type of connection with the conventional desktop envi-
ronment. These I/O data cannot be represented easily using a conventional
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text-based IDE, which complicates development. One example is posture data,
which is information of a collection of joints. Human posture information can
be retrieved using a posture-detecting device, such as a motion capture system
or the Microsoft Kinect. Robot posture data can be retrieved from the robot
hardware, or alternatively sent to the devices and used to control their posture.
Posture data processing applications are becoming more popular, exemplied
by the growing popularity of hardware such as Microsoft?s Kinect and the LEGO
Mindstorms robot. In such applications, posture information is typically stored as
an array of numerical values. Unlike conventional I/O data, these values are not
easy to understand by the programmer in terms of the posture of the human or
robot. They cannot be visualized using an IDE unless the hardware conguration
of the subject is known. Even when this conguration is known, as with the case
of human posture, visualization may not be straightforward or helpful because
of the lack of contextual information. This gap between the real world and the
computer is common among all types of real-world I/O data, including sound,
haptic technologies, smell and taste. These data represent specic situations in
the real world; however, the data are often not sucient to allow the programmer
to lively imagine the situation.
In everyday life, we often take photos and use this medium to tell others about
specic situations in the real world. Our assumption here is that they can also
be used to represent posture data in text-based IDEs. We bind this posture data
with a photo of the subject, and show it as an inline image in the editor of the IDE
Picode. This can help in the development of posture data processing applications.
The programmer is rst asked to take a photo of a human or a robot, which is
automatically bound to the posture data. He then drag-and-drop the photo into
the code editor, where it is shown as an inline image. Picode provides a built-in
API, where the methods take photos as arguments. This allows the user to easily
understand when the photo was taken and what the code is supposed to do.
4.2 Related Work
4.2.1 Graphical Representations in Code Editor
A programming language is an interface for the programmer to input procedures
into a computer. As with other user interfaces, there have been many attempts
to improve its usability. Such attempts include visual programming languages to
visualize the control ow of the program, structured editors to prevent syntax
errors, and enhancement to code completion that visualizes possible inputs [122].
However, programming languages usually consist of textual or symbolic repre-
sentations. While these representations are appropriate for precisely describing
logical processes, they are not appropriate for representing concrete data such as
the posture of a human or a robot. In such a case, the programmer has to list
raw numeric values or to maintain a reference to the datasets stored in a le or
a database.
To address this issue, Ko and Myers presented a framework called \Barista"
for implementing code editors which are capable of showing text and visual rep-
resentations [79]. This framework enhances comments for an image processing
method by including an image that shows a concrete example of what the method
does. Martin et al. proposed a heterogeneous visual language [39] to integrate
a visual language capable of visualizing a tree structure into a text-based pro-
gramming language. Yeh et al. presented an IDE named \Sikuli," with which
the programmer can take a screenshot of a GUI element and paste the image
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Figure 4.1: Programming motion by physically handling the robot [129] and by
editing timeline [118].
into a text editor [150]. In Sikuli, the image serves as an argument of the API
functions. Our goal is to apply a similar idea to facilitate the programming of
applications that handle human and robot postures.
4.2.2 Tools for Posture Data Processing
To process human posture information, some toolkits and libraries have been
proposed. They can typically recognize preset poses and gestures. When the
programmer wants to recognize her own poses and gestures, however, she has to
record the examples outside the development environment. On the other hand,
our development environment is designed to support the entire prototyping pro-
cess of application development. It fully integrates the recording phase, and the
programmer can follow the workow without distraction. Attempts to support
a general workow of domain-specic applications have already been made for
many domains including physical computing [61], machine learning [125] and
interactive camera-based programs [70] which will be introduced in Chapter 5.
There is a long history of developing robot applications that deal with robot
posture. As shown in Figure 4.1, typical approaches include Programming by
Example (PbE) [129, 24], timeline-based editors to help designers dening tran-
sitions from one posture to another [118], and general development environments
for textual or visual programming languages . Most of the PbE systems focus
on reproducing observed human actions, and the editors focus on creating and
editing actions. They both tend to have limited support for handling user input.
Conversely, general development environments are more exible in terms of input
handling, but do not display posture data in an informative way. Our objective
is to design a hybrid environment, by taking advantages of these approaches.
4.3 Picode IDE
Our prototype implementation consists of three main components (Figure 4.2): a
code editor, the pose library, and a preview window. First, the user takes a photo
of a human or a robot in the preview window. At the same time, posture data are
captured and the dataset is stored in the pose library. Next, she drag-and-drops
the photo from the pose library into the code editor, where the photo is displayed
inline, as shown in Figure 4.3. Then, she can run the application and distribute
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Figure 4.2: Overview of Picode IDE.
Figure 4.3: Example code that makes the robot swing its hand when the user
raises his hand.
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the source code bundled with the referenced datasets so that others can run the
same application within our development environment.
4.3.1 Taking Photos
To start taking photos, the user clicks the \+" button in the pose library interface
and opens the preview window in which the photo preview and posture status
are displayed in real time. She can choose the input source of the posture data
from Kinect (human) or Mindstorms NXT [52] (robots) devices. While only
one Kinect device can be connected at a time and is automatically detected,
one or more Mindstorms NXT devices can be used by entering their Bluetooth
addresses. Photos are usually taken from the RGB stream of a Kinect device,
but a web camera can be used as an alternative source. While the preview
window is displayed, clicking the \Capture" button triggers the system to take
a photo and capture the corresponding posture data. Each captured dataset is
automatically named, e.g., \New pose (1)," and stored in the pose library. It
can be manually renamed but must be unique. Saying the word \capture" works
when the user wants to capture a human posture and cannot click the button
because standing in front of the Kinect device. When capturing a robot posture,
a torque is applied to each servo motor on a joint to x its angle. When the user
tries to change its angle, however, the torque is set o so that she can move the
joint freely. Therefore, the user can set the robot posture by changing joint angles
individually. Additionally, she can load an existing posture by right-clicking its
photo in the library. This allows the user to easily create a new posture from the
existing ones. These interactions for capturing a robot's posture are inspired by
the actuated physical puppet [151].
4.3.2 Coding with Photos
The programmer can write code in a programming language that is an extension
of Processing [4], with a built-in photo-based API whose methods take photos
as arguments. She can drag-and-drop photos from the pose library to the code
editor, directly into argument bodies of the methods. Usage examples of currently
supported API are shown in Figure 4.4. A human and robot are represented
by Human and Robot classes, whose instance handles communication with the
hardware devices. Note that the Human instance is capable of sensing but not
controlling posture while the Robot instance is capable of both.
4.3.3 Running Program
The programmer can compile and run the program by clicking the \Run" button
in the main window. After iterative cycles of development, a ZIP archive con-
sisting of source code, referenced photos, and posture data can be made so that
others can run the same application.
4.4 Implementation
Picode aims to enhance text-based programming rather than replace it with
something dierent. Therefore, it is reasonable to make use of existing imple-
mentations of IDEs. However, it is not straightforward to augment existing
implementations and achieve a uid programming experience. In this section,
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Compare Pose with specied error allowance [0-1].
Set current Pose.
Play series of pose changes by Action denition.
Figure 4.4: Usage examples of photo-based API.
we rst provide the overview of the implementation including system architec-
ture and hardware conguration. Then, we describe how we implemented new
components and integrated them into an existing environment.
4.4.1 Overview
Picode was built on top of the Processing core components, including the compiler
and libraries. Processing is an open-source IDE, which was originally designed
for data visualization applications and media art. Its ease of use was welcomed
by novice programmers, and it is now popular for educational purposes. We aim
to maintain this ease of use; however, we redesigned the entire user interface to
make it match the workow described in the previous section. Picode runs on
a Windows computer. A Microsoft Kinect device is connected to the computer
through a USB 2.0 port. One or more LEGO Mindstorms robots are connected to
the computer through either USB 2.0 ports or Bluetooth wireless connections. By
default, the Kinect device has a built-in color camera and is used for capturing
photos of both human and robots. Optionally, the user can connect another
camera to capture photos of the robots. It is useful when the user wants to x
the angle of view of the Kinect camera. Otherwise, the user often needs to move
the Kinect device whenever he wants to switch subjects to be captured.
The main window of Picode is shown in Figure 4.2. It contains the following
components:
 The menu bar for various operations.
 The tool bar to control the execution of the program.
 The text-based editor with inline photos.
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 The pose library showing a list of stored posture data, with features to edit
this list.
 The status bar showing the current status of the IDE.
The programmer may open the capture window to capture new postures by
clicking the button in the pose library. Both the pose library and the capture
window have two modes, one for listing and capturing human posture data and
one for robot posture data; however, both modes appear almost identical, and
the programmer can seamlessly switch between the two.
In addition to the user interface, we maintain many things that are compatible
with the original Processing IDE. Rather than replacing them with new ones, we
augmented them to enhance existing features or add new features. We adopt the
Processing programming language, which is based on Java but uses a simplied
syntax. We extend it include the capability to accept photos as arguments to
methods. We retain the existing set of standard libraries unchanged, which pro-
vide useful APIs for graphical applications, and add a new library that provides
an API for posture data processing, as described in Subsection 4.4.5. This is
used not only by the applications but also by the IDE itself. Supported features
include retrieving posture data, comparing these with data retrieved previously,
and commanding a robot to hold specic poses by providing a set of posture data.
Several small changes were made in the compilation and execution process of
the application. We modied the compilation process so that applications that
are developed on the Picode IDE are automatically linked to the new library.
We also modied the execution process so that the development environment
disconnects from a Kinect device, as well as with robots, when the program
starts, and reconnects to them when it shuts down.
4.4.2 Capture Window
When the programmer clicks the button with a camera icon and the text label
\Capture", the capture window opens to allow all tasks related to taking photos
with the new posture data. There are two modes, each of which is dedicated
to retrieving human posture data using a Kinect device, and to retrieving robot
posture data using a USB or Bluetooth connection to the robot. The initial
mode is determined by which pose library is shown in the main window, and the
programmer can change this by switching to another pose library without closing
the capture window.
In the mode for capturing human posture data, the capture window uses a
Kinect device to obtain a photo and retrieve skeletal data. When the Kinect
device successfully retrieves three-dimensional positional data of all joints, the
capture window shows a skeleton over the video stream taken using the RGB
camera. Otherwise, it shows only video and does not allow the programmer to
take photos. In this way, the IDE ensures that every photo is associated with a
complete set of posture data. This restriction makes it possible to compare any
pair of photos without error. In addition to the three-dimensional positions of
the joints, two-dimensional positional data are also recorded so that the skeletal
information can be overlaid on the photo.
Directly below the video stream is a button with a camera icon and the text
label \Capture." It appears identical to that in the main window for opening
the capture window; however, the button in the capture window triggers capture
of a photo plus posture data. When the user wants to take a photo to record
posture, it is typically not convenient to do this using a wired mouse. Even
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with a wireless mouse, it may not be straightforward to form the desired pose
and click the mouse button simultaneously. To address this, we make use of the
voice recognition features provided by the Kinect SDK. The Kinect device has a
microphone array and can achieve stable recognition of simple words. We chose
to use the word \Capture."
In addition to the video stream and capture buttons, the window has a slider
interface for changing the elevation angle of the Kinect device in the range +/-
27. While the programmer may freely move the tick mark on the slider, it may
take some time for the device to reach the specied angle. Frequent changes of
elevation angle may cause wear of the device and the Kinect SDK advises the
programmer to avoid this, and that the motor should not be controlled more
than once per second. In our implementation, a change in position of the tick
mark triggers an event listener, which checks if there is an ongoing task for motor
control. If there is no ongoing task, it immediately commands the motor to move
to the desired angle. If there is an ongoing task, it checks for a pending request for
motor control, and if a pending request is found, the desired position is updated.
Otherwise, a request for motor control is created and executed after one second.
In the mode used for capturing robot posture data, the capture window adopts
a similar layout as the mode for human posture, but with two small dierences.
First, while the photo for human posture must be taken using the Kinect device,
the photo for robot posture may be taken with any camera (including that of
the Kinect device or a webcam). A radio button for switching the camera is
shown above the video stream. When the webcam is selected, the slider for
changing the camera angle is hidden. The current implementation requires the
webcam to be accessible via the DirectShow API of Windows, which is part of
Windows Platform SDK. Second, checkboxes to control how each joint should
behave are provided. When a checkbox is selected, a strong torque is applied to
the corresponding joint to maintain its current angle. Otherwise, weak torque is
applied and the joint angle is continuously monitored by the system. When there
is a signicant change in joint angle, the system assumes this is the result of the
programmer's operation, and the applied torque to zero so that the programmer
can easily move it to the desired angle. While torque is disabled, the system
continues to monitor the angle. When the angle becomes stable, the system
assumes that the programmer is satised with the current angle and begins to
apply torque again.
The capture window interface described in this subsection provides the pro-
grammer with a sense of what the system is currently watching. Information
presented in the interface is expected to be useful not only for the program-
mer, but also for the end-user of the resulting applications. The user may also
wish to obtain feedback on the current posture recognition status of the system.
For production-ready games and other applications, the programmer designs and
implements a user interface for such feedback, which is integrated into the ap-
plications. However, during the prototyping process, the programmer may often
take the role of a test user, and so wants a simple method of obtaining feedback
while the program is running. To aid with this, we provide an API to show the
same window within their application. The window hosted by the development
environment is automatically closed when the application is launched, so that the
two windows (one hosted by the IDE and the other by the application) cannot
be displayed simultaneously.
Human posture data and the corresponding photos are retrieved using the
same API provided for the programmer. We will describe the implementation of
this in Subsection 4.4.5.
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4.4.3 Pose Library for Managing Posture Data
The pose library manages posture data and the corresponding photos. The library
has two modes, as does the capture window: one that shows a list of human
postures and one that shows a list of robot postures. They can be switched by
clicking the buttons labeled \Human" and \Robot", which can be found at the
top of the library interface.
When the programmer obtains a new set of posture data or a photo using the
capture window, it is automatically added to the library for use later. They are
saved separately as a text le and a JPEG le in the same directory, with unique
names. Existing les are loaded during the launching process of the IDE. The
new posture is initially named with a unique number (e.g., New pose (1).txt and
New pose (1).jpg), but can be renamed later by the programmer (e.g., Hand up.txt
and Hand up.jpg). To do so, he double-clicks the entry in the pose library. The
programmer can also rename it from the menu shown by right-clicking the entry.
This menu provides operations including deleting the posture and opening a le
manager (i.e., Explorer on Windows or Finder on Mac OS X) to display the les.
In the mode for robot posture, it also shows a menu to apply the posture to the
robot. This is useful for checking the posture without launching the application.
The text le representing the posture data starts with its corresponding Pose
class name followed by class-specic data, which is typically a set of raw numerical
values. We could have combined the posture data and photo and saved them as
one binary le; however, we chose to use a human-readable le format. This
makes it easier to explain to the programmer and the user how Picode manages
the posture data and the corresponding photos. This is particularly benecial for
educational purposes.
4.4.4 Editor with Inline Photos
The code editor was implemented using the Model-View architecture, in which the
model is the source code in string format and the view is its GUI representation.
Each photo has a string representation, which is a call to the static method
Pose:load(key), where key is a unique name of the corresponding posture data.
When the photo is dropped into the code editor, the view computes which
part of the abstract syntax tree is rendered at this location. If the corresponding
element of the abstract syntax tree is not a call to the Pose:load method, the
call to the method with the key representing the corresponding posture data
is inserted into the source code. Otherwise, when the photo is dropped onto
an existing photo, the existing string calling Pose:load with the existing key is
replaced with a new string referring to the new posture data. Each change in the
source code causes the language parser to build an abstract syntax tree from the
entire source code. The parser is generated using the ANTLR toolkit1 with the
grammar le of the Processing programming language. If there are no parsing
errors, the view is updated. It applies syntax highlighting and replaces every
call to the static Pose:load method with the corresponding photos. When the
corresponding photo or posture data are missing, it simply retains the string
representation with an error message shown in the status bar. Parser errors do
not aect the view, leaving existing syntax highlighting and photos unchanged.
Rendering of the editor, which is capable of syntax highlighting and inline
photos, is implemented using JTextPane class, which is provided as part of the
Swing API (the default GUI toolkit for modern Java applications). By default,
1ANTLR (ANother Tool for Language Recognition). http://www.antlr.org
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JTextPane renders the document as plain text without any decoration, but can
be decorated using an API, as with HTML, where mark-up tags are used with
plain text. The only dierence is that, while HTML allows insertion of images
without specifying their string representation, the JTextPane document model
always requires a textual representation of the images. This does not cause any
issues, however, since a unique textual representation (i.e., the Pose:load call) is
always available for each photo.
The source code is saved as a plain text le, which is compatible with the
Processing Sketch le with the le extension pde. There is a chance that, when
the programmer wants to show the source code with inline photos to others,
simply sending the plain text le may not work. We therefore provide two ways
to export the source code. One is to export the source code together with the
set of photos and corresponding posture data as a ZIP archive. In this way,
the programmer can pass what he/she has created to other programmers, who
can open it using the Picode IDE. This is achieved by exporting the source
code in HTML le format together with a directory containing the photos and
posture data. This can be opened using any modern web browser, and each
inline photo is linked to the plain text posture data. In this way, the programmer
can communicate to others (not only programmers but also end-users) how the
program was created.
4.4.5 API for Both IDE and Applications
Maintaining consistency between the IDE and the applications that are developed
using that IDE is important. For instance, les generated using the Picode IDE
should be correctly loaded by the applications developed using the IDE. This
sounds obvious; however, this is not always the case when the IDE is under active
development. When the le format must be changed and if the source code for
handling the le is not shared between the IDE and the library for applications,
the two pieces of code must be modied. To prevent the requirement for this
troublesome code modication, we share part of the codebase between the IDE
and applications. Each time the IDE is compiled, the shared codebase is compiled
and archived as a Java library (using a single jar le). It is then linked to from
both the IDE and applications. In this way, the les generated by the IDE can
be correctly loaded by the applications and vice versa.
Each posture dataset represented by a photo is instantiated as a Pose class
instance. A Pose class is currently extended using KinectHumanPose and
MindstormsNXTPose classes to support platform-dependent implementations,
and can be further extended to support more types of robots, such as humanoids,
or more ways to detect poses, such as using a motion capture system. The equal-
ity test between Pose instances always returns false if their types are dierent.
When their types are identical, the system calculates the Euclidian distance be-
tween the vectors consisting of the absolute dierence between joint angles (e.g.,
the absolute dierence in the elbow angle or knee angle) and normalizes this to
the largest possible range of joint angle so that the data are between 0 and 1.
The equality test returns true if the dierence is within a specied threshold,
otherwise it returns false. If a threshold is not specied, the default values are
0.05 for human postures and 0.3 for robot postures.
To communicate with hardware devices, including the Kinect device, Mind-
storms NXT robot or webcam, the shared library creates one thread per device,
which accepts requests to control the device and dispatches them at a suitable
frequency, depending on the requirements of the device. This ensures that there
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is no more than one request at any one time, and prevents fatal crashes of the
software or unstable behavior of the hardware. When there are duplicate re-
quests (for example, two dierent requests to change the angle of rotation of the
same motor), it executes only the most recent request. These details of hard-
ware communication occur in the background so that the mechanism is hidden
from the programmer, providing them with a thread-safe API. All threads can
be killed manually by calling a specic API and are automatically killed when
the main program exits. This implementation is based on a well-tested library
for prototyping robot applications called Phybots [71].
To retrieve posture data from the Kinect device, we use the Kinect for Win-
dows SDK. However, it only provides APIs for the C++ and C# programming
languages. To support Mac OS X, we implemented a standalone non-GUI pro-
gram (i.e., server) that runs on a Windows machine. This communicates with
clients including the IDE and applications using a simple protocol via TCP/IP
connections. A Windows machine is required to connect to the Kinect device;
however, the IDE and applications may be executed on computers running ei-
ther Windows or Mac OS X. The server should be running when the IDE is
launched unless the IDE and the server are on the same Windows machine, in
which case the IDE is capable of automatically launching the server as a child
process when required. When the client requests a snapshot of a video stream
(i.e., a photo) and a set of posture data, the server rst sends photo data in JPEG
format and then sends a set of posture data if it has been captured by the Kinect
camera (if information on any joints is missing, it sends only the photo). The
client may also request a change in the elevation angle via the same connection.
A KinectHumanPose instance in the IDE or applications represents the pos-
ture data and photo that have been received from the server. The posture data
consist of information on 26 joints of the human body, each of which includes
three-dimensional positions relative to the camera in units of centimeters, and
two-dimensional position in the photo in pixel units. When the data is saved in
the text le, these data are represented using 26 lines, each of which contains 5
numerical values (3 for the three-dimensional position and the remaining 2 for
the two-dimensional position on the image).
To retrieve posture data from a Mindstorms NXT robot, we use the Mind-
storms NXT SDK 2 for wired USB connections on Windows or the BlueCove
Java library 3 for wireless Bluetooth connections on Windows or Mac OS. The
protocol for communication is shared between these two implementations, except
for the additional header required for Bluetooth communication, which provides
the data length in one command. There are several Bluetooth specications, and
the one used by Mindstorms NXT is class || v. 2.0. The USB connection
provides faster data transfer with less latency than the Bluetooth connection.
We nd that the Bluetooth connection is typically sucient for our applications;
however, we have experienced diculties due to interference between multiple
Bluetooth connections that were established simultaneously in the same loca-
tion. If more than ve connections are active simultaneously, Bluetooth may
become unstable. For this reason, in the workshop described in Section 4.5, USB
connections are required.
To control the posture of the Mindstorms NXT robot, the same connection
that was used to retrieve the posture data was used. We had planned to use
2LEGO.com Downloads - NXT Software Developer Kit. http://www.lego.com/en-us/
mindstorms/downloads/nxt/nxt-sdk/
3BlueCove JSR-82 project. http://bluecove.org/
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the command provided by the default NXT rmware to control the movement of
the actuators; however, this was not suciently precise. Although it allows the
programmer to specify the desired position of the robot via the angle of rotation
of the actuator, in most cases, it undershoots or overshoots by more than 360
degrees. Therefore, it is dicult to reproduce the recorded posture using the
default method. To address this issue, we used the open-source MotorControl
program developed by RWTH Aachen University4. Mindstorms NXT allows the
programmer to use custom programs that runs on the default rmware, and
MotorControl is one such program, which aims to provide more precise control
over the actuators. The program functions as a server that runs on the NXT
brick and communicates with clients using its original protocol built on top of
the default protocol. A client program was implemented, which beneted from
the improved precision motor control, and was to +/- 1 in most cases.
4.5 User Study
In this section, we report two dierent user studies. First preliminary study was
conducted to check if Picode is comprehensible and welcomed by a programmer
and to investigate how Picode is used by a programmer and non-programmer.
Given the successful results from the rst study, second study was conducted to
focus on non-programmers and to further investigate the use of photos.
4.5.1 Preliminary Study of Pair-Programming
We asked two test users to try our development environment together for about
three hours. The goal was to verify two hypotheses on the benet of embed-
ding photos in the source code. The rst hypothesis was that photos contain
rich contextual information other than mere posture information, which helps
the programmer recall the situation. The other was that the inline photos can
involve a non-programmer in the software development process since they can be
basically taken and understood by anybody. While one test user knew Processing
and was familiar with basic programming concepts, the other did not know about
programming except for basic HTML coding. We had them work together since
we expected our environment to establish a new relationship between program-
mers and non-programmers (users). First, we thoroughly explained the workow
of our programming environment with the example code for an hour. Then, we
asked them to make their own program for the remaining two hours.
After two hours of free use, the participants could write a program that uses
gesture input to control robot posture. The robot basically tried to mimic the
user input, e.g., when the user waved her hand, the robot waved its hand back.
By putting the robot in front of the keyboard, the participants also had it operate
the PC with its mechanical hand, which reminded us of mechanical hijacking [34].
In this preliminary experiment, we conrmed that programmers performed
ecient posture information processing programming through Picode IDE. Fur-
thermore, it was shown that (1) even without prior knowledge of programming,
users were able to infer and comprehend the processing content of the surround-
ing source code from photos embedded in the code. We also found that (2) using
photos facilitates communication between programmers and non-programmers.
4MotorControl - RWTH - Mindstorms NXT Toolbox. http://www.mindstorms.
rwth-aachen.de/trac/wiki/MotorControl
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4.5.2 Workshop for Non-programmers
We conducted a user study on beginners who had an interest in programming
but no prior knowledge by having them experience programming using Picode
and then investigating results through observation, by collecting their work, and
by performing surveys. The objectives of this study were to discover (1) how
photos assist with the inference and comprehension of processing content and (2)
what sort of opportunities facilitate communication. Two workshops were held
at Japan's National Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation (\Miraikan").
We gathered people interested in programming by posting a general outline of the
workshop on the museum club bulletin. In addition, we aimed to observe begin-
ners and communication in pairs by having groups of two or more, which included
a child, participate in the workshop. These groups consisted of an elementary-
school-aged child with a parent or two junior-high-school-aged or older children.
The contents of both workshops were the same, with the author and museum
sta acting as teachers while volunteer sta oered support to participants in
completing their tasks.
1. Overall explanation and ice-breaking (10 minutes)
2. Revising code for a ag-raising game (Kinect) (25 minutes)
3. Revising code for a ag-raising game (Kinect, robot) (35 minutes)
4. Implementing a ball-rolling game (50 minutes)
5. Ball-rolling game tournament (30 minutes)
6. Critique and survey, collecting work
In step 1, we showed a demonstration video of a robot playing a xylophone
with Picode to give participants a basic idea of posture information process-
ing. Additionally, to create an environment that facilitates communication in the
workshop space, we performed ice-breaking activities to reduce tension. Specif-
ically, they performed a simple game unrelated to the content of the workshop
(forming groups based on shared traits). This activity was designed to foster
more eective observation of the eects of Picode on communication between
participants.
In step 2, participants were asked to rewrite the source code for a ag-raising
game as shown in Figure 4.5. In this game, an image of a character raising and
lowering both hands is shown in a window on the computer screen. The user
takes up the same pose in front of the Kinect camera in order to score points.
The source code contains four \if statements" to check for dierent combinations
of raised and lowered hands. However, the source code given to the participants
was inserted with photos of people in random positions for each \if statement,"
and the game would not determine conditions correctly as intended. Participants
were asked to use Picode and take photos of the correct postures, revise the game
actions by changing the original photos, and make the program work correctly.
This allowed participants to become familiar with the basic operations of Picode,
and inputting posture information into the computer to be processed allowed
participants to see for themselves that they could develop a program using their
body.
In step 3, participants were asked to rewrite the source code for a new ag-
raising game in which an actual robot provided the instructions in place of a
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Figure 4.5: Screenshot of the example application.
character on screen. Unlike the program in step 2, which only used photos dis-
playing human positions in the source code, this program also used photos of
the robot's position. For the game to operate correctly, four dierent photos
should be used to display the four combinations of robot hand positions, but in
the source code given to participants, all four photos show the robot with both
hands lowered. Participants took new photos of the robot with ags in the right
hand, left hand, and with both hands raised, placed these photos into suitable
locations in the source code, and checked that the game could be played. This
allowed participants to see for themselves that by outputting position data from
the computer to the robot, they could develop programs in which output was not
only limited to images on the screen but also to the real world.
In step 4, using the information learned thus far, participants were asked to
edit source code that changed the robot position to reect a specic pose taken
by a person to create a program in which the robot rolled a ball when the human
took a pose. By having participants combine the robot's arms in free shapes, they
were able to make it roll the ball with their preferred mechanism. To prevent
participants from concentrating only on building the arms, awards were oered
in the following tournament. These include awards for the fastest rolling ball, the
most creative program, hard work, and one special judge's award. After being
told about these awards, participants were asked to perform the task.
In step 5, we held a \ball rolling tournament" in which each group used the
programs written in step 4 to roll a ball twice, measuring and recording the
longer distance of the two attempts. Finally, awards were given out, and each
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Fully satised (5)
Somewhat satised (4)
Neutral (3)
Somewhat dissatised (2)
Not at all satised (1)
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Q1: How are you satised with the workshop? Q2:  How did you deepen your understanding of
programming through the workshop?
Figure 4.6: Quantitative results of the user study.
group was asked to turn in a completed survey and all data they generated. This
concluded the workshop. Collected data consisted of photos taken with Picode,
corresponding position information, and source code that included the photos.
Comments received on the surveys backed up the quantitative answers. These
included the following statements: \Being able to program with photos is amaz-
ing," \It was easy to understand how processing worked with photos," and \This
makes me imagine a future in which people can create a variety of programs
without any technical knowledge." Participants gave high marks to the experi-
ence of programming with photos. As for diculties in completing the workshop
assignment, participants pointed not to adding photos, but rather taking poses
correctly with the Kinect to include information for all joint angles.
Three groups (6 members in total) took part in the rst workshop, and 10
groups (22 members in total) took part in the second. The low number of partic-
ipants in the rst workshop, which was held on a weekday, allowed us to observe
participants closely, while the second workshop produced a wide variety of re-
sultant work. Four elementary school students in the workshop had experience
programming using the LEGO Mindstorms NXT environment, but no partici-
pants had any experience with text-based programming. All participants man-
aged to complete the assignment, and results in the ball-rolling tournament were
recorded for each team. In addition, some participants went beyond the original
assignment to change photos and made changes to the game rules by editing the
source code text. This is an example of how photos can form a starting point for
people unfamiliar with programming to guess the meaning of surrounding text
and make changes. Participants were also very happy to receive print outs of
the source code that included their photos. Seeing the photos in the source code
appeared to give participants a sense of ownership of their work.
Figure 4.6 shows valid responses received from participants in the post-activity
survey. These responses show that participants reacted positively to the workshop
overall, and that Picode functioned eectively as motivation to program. We
found that the male elementary student who answered that he was unsatised
with the rst workshop had been paired with another boy he had never met, and
in the free comments he noted that he wanted to do the activity by himself. This
suggests that their group work did not go well. The female elementary school
student and two adult males who answered that they were somewhat unsatised
with the second workshop complained of problems with the software and devices.
Thus, we found that each of the negative responses involved technical limitations
unrelated to the photo-based programming.
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4.6 Discussion
In this section, we discuss in detail the benets and limitations of adding photos
that express posture information to the source code in light of the user study
results.
4.6.1 The Popularization of Source Code
Dierences between individual persons and bodies are substantial in programming
that deals with posture information. For example, a program tuned for one's own
body often does not work correctly for another user. By having participants in
this workshop take their own photos and use them to replace the existing photos,
users completed the work of customizing the program for themselves.
Picode allows users to easily change the behavior of a program by editing a
portion of the source code, even if the user does not fully understand the work-
ings of the program. With help of photos, we have realized heretofore unseen
casual programming. According to the participants, taking photos and rewriting
code gave them a sense of having conquered the program, controlling its behav-
ior for themselves. This allowed source code, something generally only open to
programmers, to be open to even those with no prior knowledge of programming.
In addition, for eager elementary students who wanted to go beyond changing
photos, the photos served as a starting point to ask workshop stas about the
functions of surrounding textual code, which they were then able to change by
rewriting it. When doing so, thes tudents used photos as a clue to understand
the content of the text-based source code. For example, they could see that code
around photos of people taking up postures determined the posture of a person,
while code around photos of robots sent commands to the robot. In other words,
the photos visualized basic information about the data as to be readily accessible.
This could be useful for giving hints to beginners learning about programming.
This shows that embedding photos in text-based source code allows users
without prior knowledge of programming to make edits to the code, an action
that has always been restricted to programmers with knowledge of programming.
As Bret Victor's essay [143] notes, source code should express execution results
directly (without the need to imagine based on specic knowledge). Source code
containing photos fullls this objective, and can be seen as realizing the \popu-
larization" of code. When we compare source code with and without photos as
shown in Figure 4.7, it is obvious that the photos stand out in the text code,
helping the programmer briey skim and understand its intention.
4.6.2 Environment Information Expressed in Photos
Posture information does not include information about the purpose of human
or robot postures. Humans may take up the same posture whether they are
pushing a cart on a slope or performing calisthenics. In the same way, a robot
takes similar postures when pushing small and large balls, with the only dierence
being in how wide the hand opens. Because two pieces of posture information are
unlikely to be exactly the same, while numerical distinction is possible in theory,
this is actually very dicult for humans. Even if visualized using 3D CG, these
dierences are likely to be almost invisible.
Photos also contain environmental information other than humans or robots.
We were able to obtain a number of photos that clearly showed the objectives
of a person's activity in the workshop (Figure 4.8 left). Moreover, these photos
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Figure 4.7: Pure text-based code and photo-integrated code.
Figure 4.8: Information included in photos. Left: environment information, Cen-
ter: indication, Right: emotion.
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show unspoken prerequisites for the program to function. For example, robot
movement will dier sharply based on whether a robot is moving on ooring or
on carpet.
It's extremely important to be able to quickly grasp the operating environment
and objectives of a program when viewing code written by another programmer,
or even one's own code after a long period of time. In existing source code, which
is composed only of text, this information is carried in comments. Other parts
mainly fulll the role of giving instructions to the computer. In contrast, photos
in the source code created with Picode fulll both of these functions. In other
words, the photos serve to supplement human comprehension of the program's
operations while also expressing posture information to the computer.
4.6.3 Indications Expressed in Photos
Posture information is a collection of angle information for multiple joints that
handles all of that information equally. However, when a programmer utilizes
posture information, there are often parts of that information to which he or
she wants to give particularly important meaning. In these cases, programmers
add textual comments such as \secondary joint." Programmers can also add
annotations to points of focus in 3D CG posture visualizations.
Such indications can be carried out more simply by using photos. For example,
photos were taken in the workshop that pointed to specic movable parts of the
robot to indicate the area of focus (Figure 4.8 center).
On the other hand, indicating specic joints meant that only a portion of
the information expressed in the photo was useful for programming. Here, we
see limitations on photos that will be discussed further below. In other words,
posture information is dened as a type of structure in textual source code, and
as with the textual statement Pose:SecondJoint (in which SecondJoint is a
property of a Pose class), we should be able to indicate the specic joint in
question. However, taking photos that display only specic joints is dicult, and
it would be dicult to understand what such a photo was indicating.
4.6.4 Emotion Expressed in Photos
Photos have the power to express emotion by showing a single moment of activity
(Figure 4.8 right). This characteristic of photos has been important throughout
the long history of the medium, and represents an attribute not found in source
code. When the workshop began, the pose library used by the participants in-
cluded only photos of the author. But by the end of the workshop, it was lled
with photos showing the enjoyment of the participants and creative shots of the
robots. The pieces of generated source code were also extremely individual, with
photos showing a variety of clothing, poses, and expressions even without dier-
ences in the program logic other than the posture information.
Finding ways to increase motivation among students of programming is a
major problem for education in the eld. Two main causes are given for lowered
motivation. First, programming is comprised mainly of the tedious task of facing
a display and typing. Second, because the source code that expresses instructions
to the computer places emphasis on functionality, it ends up being dull.
By adding photos, a media that can express emotions, to programming, Pi-
code oers a solution to this problem. First, taking photos with the camera adds a
step to the programming workow in which users can stand up and move around.
In the user study, we observed that participants greatly enjoyed this activity. In
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addition, the Picode source code becomes memorable to the users. Participants
were very happy to receive printouts of their code after the workshop ended.
4.6.5 Robot Shape Information Expressed in Photos
In the workshop, we repeatedly observed users obtaining new posture data by
rearranging the robot's arms and taking a new photo. If shapes were dierent
when comparing the robot and photos, the participants could make the determi-
nation that the robot would not take the position they intended without actually
trying the instruction. If participants did not have photos and were using only
strings of numbers or names, they would have to try to guess at what kind of
robot form was recorded in posture information, which would be dicult.
Existing methods have attempted to express posture information by visual-
izing robot shape information using 3D CG. However, methods which manually
indicate shape information are not seen to be suitable for prototyping by re-
peatedly rearranging the robot shape as in this workshop. This would require
manually updating the 3D CG model information in the computer whenever the
actual shape of the robot was rearranged, which would require a great deal of
eort.
4.6.6 Intrinsic Limitations of Photos
While photos express a variety of information as shown above, they also contain
intrinsic limitations.
First, photos are not suitable for precisely distinguishing posture information.
For example, one participant took multiple photos of the robot making only
major changes, creating a number of photos that all looked largely similar. It is
dicult to precisely determine what shape the robot was in when the photo was
taken, which invites confusion. Another participant took multiple photos without
changing the position of the camera and robot and had diculty adjusting the
position of a place covered up in the foreground. As in this case, covering up parts
can lead to large discrepancies in the posture information, even though the photos
look almost entirely the same. One solution would be to string together multiple
photos from dierent viewpoints for one piece of posture information. This would
ensure that all parts of the posture are visible from some viewpoint and eliminate
the problem of covering. Also, by preparing photos that focused on parts as well
as the overall view, this would make it easier to determine small variations. When
taking photos of human postures using the Kinect camera, the camera is unable
to correctly obtain posture information if the subject is obscured. Because Picode
does not allow a photo to be taken if posture information cannot be obtained,
there were no problems related to human postures being obscured.
Because photos can depict a situation and show a variety of objects, the focus
of the information or what exactly the situation is showing can be unclear. For
example, if two robots are shown in a photo that is meant to express posture
for only one robot, there is no way to determine what posture data is being
expressed. When comparing posture information in a photo with two human
subjects, there is no way to determine whether to take the logical sum (there is
at least one person for each pose) or the logical product (exactly one person for
each pose) of the posture information. In cases in which multiple interpretations
are possible, it is necessary to clearly select one after the photo has been taken
and highlight it to make it stand out as the object of the photo.
The current implementation for Picode expresses posture information for an
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entire body in one photo and does not support expressing angle data for a specic
joint or group of joints. For example, we can imagine a use case in which one
wishes to ignore everything other than the left hand. In this case, we could
suppose a process in which we add highlighting to a specic area of a photo in
order to express the specic joint or group of joints. Because photos taken using
the Kinect give the positions of all joints in the image, it could be possible to
perform interactions such as painting a mask layer over joint areas that we wish
to ignore in the comparison. Users generally face the camera head on in photos
taken with the Kinect, and in many cases selecting joints would be simple, but
in dicult cases such as a covered robot, it would be necessary to supplement
the existing method with techniques such as rendering the joint information in
3D CG and rotating it.
Moreover, a photo captures a single moment and can only express that in-
stant. The current implementation tolerates a certain degree of error in posture
information. For example, in the ag-raising game, even if the program cannot
accurately detect the matching posture, it will use a similar posture to continue
the game. However, this method cannot be exibly applied to cases in which
we wish to express a range of situations. Using the method mentioned above in
which we would highlight a specic area, it would be possible to tolerate a large
amount of error in a specic set of joints. However, if we wished to express a range
of conditions, such as the full range of the left arm raised to lowered, it would
be dicult to convey that intention by simply highlighting the arm in the photo.
In this case, we could use multiple photos or a movie to express a range. For
example, a set of photos showing the right arm raised high and raised a bit lower
could be used to express a general state of \the right arm being raised (regard-
less of height)". Implementing this in the current version of Picode would require
writing two sets of conditional statements and using trial and error to determine
tolerable error values for each. This could be solved by using instantiation pro-
gramming that learns multiple pieces of posture information. For example, we
could select multiple photos from the pose library and dene a \Pose set," and
then generate a classier using photos that include the pose as positive examples,
and other photos as negative examples.
4.6.7 Utilizing Media Other Than Photos
We plan on adding videos as well as photo to source code. Photos show a single
moment containing posture information. Thus, when recognizing human gestures
or commanding the robot to perform a movement that takes time, we treat a
number of photos of the movement as key frames and use these in writing the
program. However, it would be preferable to use video rather than photos as
a base for creating a gesture recognition engine or replaying robot movements.
Videos include replay speed parameters. By adjusting the replay speed of a
video when using it to operate a robot, we could alter the speed of the robot's
movement.
Moreover, methods to add multimedia could be applicable not only in devel-
oping programs that interact with the real world, such as posture information
processing, but also in the development of a wide range of desktop applications
such as game engines and presentation composition software. Sikuli, who added
screen captures of the desktop into source code, is a pioneering example of this
type of work.
This study found that photos are suitable for expressing posture information,
but we must consider whether or not this method would be suitable for other
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types of interaction with the real world. For example, in recent years displays that
recreate texture and devices that output scents have been developed. Source code
written only with text would be incapable of arousing the sensations presented
by programs for devices that use all ve senses. Adding photos that show objects
associated with those sensations could allow us to express this information. For
example, photos of an object with rough surface could be used to express rough
haptic information, and photos of owers could be used to express the scent of
a ower. In addition, if a developer is using a computer with a textured display,
texture data attached to a photo that activates when the developer touches the
photo could be used to intuitively reinforce the sensation linked with the photo
and the data it represents. However, it may not always be possible to link photos
and sensation information. We were able to take photos that corresponded with
posture information, but some sensation data may not be suitable for photos.
For example, in addition to musical tones and mechanically produced textures
and scents, there is also pain generated through electrical stimulation. In these
cases, we may need to present these using interfaces that replay sensation data
without relying on visual representation. For example, an interface could include
buttons that replay music when clicked, create a texture when touched, or release
a scent. There is also a phenomenon known as synesthesia in which one sense
recalls another. For example, some people see colors when they hear sounds.
Specic sense information that recalls shapes or colors could be displayed to
create intuitive source code.
4.7 Summary of Contributions
In this chapter, we introduced a method of integrating photos into a text-based
IDE. The aim was to assign graphical representations to constant data; i.e., the
term c in the model out = f(in; c), introduced in Chapter 3. Each photo is bound
to constant data, which refers to a specic situation in the real world.
The experimental implementation; i.e., the Picode IDE, provided a user in-
terface to capture photos and posture data simultaneously, and creates a pair of
the photo and posture data. The photo is stored in the pose library and can be
inserted into the editor via a drag-and-drop interface. We nd that inline photos
provide rich contextual information that could not be included in the posture
data. The contextual information can remind the programmer of the situation
and facilitate their understanding of the meaning of the surrounding text-based
source code. We also found several intrinsic limitations of photos, through which
we have identied directions for future work. The use of videos will be discussed
in Chapter 5, and annotations on photos will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5
Using Videos to Understand Dynamic
Behavior
When the program is simple enough for the programmer to simulate its execution
steps in his mind, he might be able to debug the source code without the real ex-
ecution. In such case, augmenting the code editor with graphical representations
as examined in Chapter 4 should provide sucient support for the program-
mer. However, when the programmer writes code for processing raw values of
real-world I/O such as images from a camera, the simulation is almost impossi-
ble. The increasing popularity of interactive camera-based programs highlights
the inadequacies of conventional IDEs in developing these programs given their
distinctive attributes and workows.
Previous approach tried tight integration of the debugger and text-based ed-
itor. For instance, ZStep [94] records all stack traces and provides a navigation
interface to go back and forth the trace to see which line of code was executed
at that point. It is also capable of visualizing simple data structures such as
trees and lists. Whyline for Java [80] also records the stack traces as well as
window output and provides \Why did (not) this happen?" interface which nav-
igates to the cause of the phenomena, such as the color of a pixel and weight of
a line stroke. These integrations work well for discrete events with simple data
structures, but are not designed to handle continuous real-world I/O data.
In this chapter, we discuss the use of videos as the graphical representations of
the dynamic changes of situation in the real world. Compared to photos discussed
in Chapter 4, videos have additional dimension in time, enabling programmers
to visually and continuously monitor what is happening in the programs. In
particular, we are interested in interactive camera-based programs which have
the frame-based pipeline that handle real-world I/O continuously. First, in Sec-
tion 5.1, we introduce the background and highlight the distinctive challenges
with explanation of the development process of interactive camera-based pro-
grams. In Section 5.4, DejaVu IDE is provided as an experimental implementa-
tion which allows the programmer to easily record, review, and reprocess temporal
data. It enables to iteratively improve the processing of non-reproducible camera
input. We showcase its important features by presenting a concrete use case. In
Section 5.5, we also report its implementation. In Section 5.6, we introduce our
preliminary user trial with three experienced programmers of interactive camera-
based programs, in which DejaVu was positively received. In Section 5.7, we
provide some insights for future work according to the user study.
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5.1 Background
Interactive systems beyond desktop computers and mouse/keyboard input con-
tinue to increase in popularity, where users can use their hand, body, or pas-
sive physical objects to interact with computing devices. At the heart of many
these interactive systems are cameras used to capture input from the real world
that is then interpreted in real-time by computer vision algorithms. For exam-
ple, cameras are used to recognize hand gestures on tabletops [149] and in the
air [135], detect human faces [146], track tangible implements [25], as well as
monitor crowd activity [105]. Moreover, developing these computer-vision-based
interactions has become easier through commercial products such as Microsoft
Kinect (which performs body skeleton tracking through a depth camera), as well
as software development kits (SDK) of well encapsulated algorithms.
However, despite the increasing accessibility of camera hardware and com-
puter vision algorithms, today's development environments do not cater to the
distinctive challenges and workows of developing interactive camera-based pro-
grams. For example, the programmer has to monitor data in the debugger as
discrete textual values rather than continuous visual representations that more
accurately reect interactive computer vision data. Such disconnects illustrate
the gulf of execution [121] as a gap between the programmer's goal and the avail-
able means to execute it. As a result, programmers can still nd it dicult to
develop such programs even if they possess good computer vision knowledge.
To close this gap, we present DejaVu that enhances conventional integrated
development environments (IDE) to better support the development of camera-
based interactive programs. This work diers from lower-level computer vision
algorithm libraries such as OpenCV [14], or rapid prototyping tools for camera-
based applications such as Crayons [41] and EyePatch [106] that are aimed
at making certain computer vision techniques accessible to non-programmers
through a special user interface. Instead our high-level rationale is similar to
Gestalt [125], a general-purpose development environment for machine-learning
applications, in that we focus on facilitating a general workow for current de-
velopers of interactive camera-based programs without limiting them to certain
algorithms or dramatically changing their programming habits. DejaVu aspires
to minimize workow overhead and draw computer vision programmers closer to
the essence of their program. More specically, DejaVu includes two interlinked
main components (Figure 5.3): a canvas to visually and continuously monitor
the inputs, intermediate results, and outputs of computer vision processing; and
a timeline to record, review, and reprocess the above program data in a temporal
fashion.
5.2 Interactive Camera-based Programs
To help introduce DejaVu, we rst explain how today's IDEs fall short in sup-
porting the development of interactive camera-based programs. This knowledge
was obtained both through our own experience (two authors were deeply experi-
enced in developing such programs) and informal interviews with three similarly
experienced developers. We rst introduce a simple example application named
KinectDress to familiarize readers with interactive camera-based program basics,
and then elaborate on challenges in their development using today's environ-
ments.
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Figure 5.1: KinectDress interface and interactions.
5.2.1 A Representative Example
KinectDress (Figure 5.1a) is a simple virtual dressing room application built with
the Microsoft Kinect camera, which provides one color (RGB) image stream and
one depth image stream (of which pixel values correspond to distances from the
camera). The Microsoft Kinect SDK further uses these inputs to compute a
body skeleton of the user in front of the camera, consisting of 3D coordinates of
20 body joints. With KinectDress, users can see themselves dressed in various
virtual suits on the computer screen. To start interacting with KinectDress, the
user simply walks within a certain distance in front of the camera (Figure 5.1b).
The user's image is dynamically extracted from the surrounding environment and
displayed on a virtual background, and overlaid with a suit that follows the user's
position as they walk around (Figure 5.1c). The user can also make a swiping
hand gesture to cycle through a list of available suits (Figure 5.1d) to wear.
We carefully designed KinectDress to represent key patterns of general camera-
based interactive programs in several aspects:
Interactions
KinectDress includes both the case where the system continuously changes
its state in response to the user's current state (e.g., the suit follows the
user's body) and the case where the user makes an action to be recognized
by the system in order to trigger a command (e.g., a swiping gesture to
change their suit). Most camera-based interactions can be categorized into
these two main categories.
Program Architecture
KinectDress is typical of most real-time camera-based systems in that the
camera is the sole or primary source of input, i.e., the camera \drives" the
program. This requires the program to capture and process image frames
continuously, hence dictates a frame-based loop architecture. Figure 5.2
illustrates this classic architecture used in KinectDress. Each iteration of
the loop starts with the camera capturing the next frame, followed by the
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user and camera
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Segment user’s image based on depth data
Based on the most recent n frames,
recognize whether there is a swipe gesture?
Switch to next virtual suit in the list
Update virtual suit’s position and size
Camera captures frame
Render application graphics
Process frame data
Figure 5.2: KinectDress program ow.
pipeline that processes the frame and updates the system's logical and
graphical state accordingly.
Processing Paradigms and Components
KinectDress includes both stateless processing that depends only on the
current frame (e.g., updating the suit position) and stateful processing
that accumulates data over a number of recent frames (e.g., recognizing
swipe gestures); both are common in interactive computer vision programs.
KinectDress also demonstrates several of the most common processing com-
ponents in camera-based interaction such as image segmentation, geomet-
ric transformation, and heuristic gesture recognition (Figure 5.2). Finally,
KinectDress illustrates how color, depth, and skeleton data are processed
in combination as common in Kinect programming.
5.2.2 Attributes and Challenges
Several fundamental attributes of interactive camera-based programs pose chal-
lenges for development with today's environments:
First, computer vision processing is inherently visual: not only is the raw cam-
era input a stream of image frames (or several streams in the case of stereo or
depth cameras), but many of the intermediate processing results are also images
(e.g., segmented user image in KinectDress), or have a close geometric correspon-
dence with the input images (e.g., body skeletons) and so are best understood
visually. In this respect, today's development environments disregard the visual
nature of this data and display their textual value, falling short of the program-
mer's needs. To ease development, computer vision programmers often write
temporary code to visualize some of this data themselves in the application user
interface, which is both cumbersome and not scalable.
Second, the inputs of most camera-based interactive applications are contin-
uous: the program constantly receives and processes real-time input from the
camera, updating intermediate results and nal outcomes on a frame-by-frame
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basis. Such processing continues even when no user actions are occurring, e.g.,
KinectDress constantly monitors whether there is a user within a certain range.
In addition, many user actions, especially gestures, do not happen at a single
point in time but rather span multiple contiguous frames. However, today's de-
velopment environments are usually designed to trace discrete user input events,
and programmers cannot directly inspect the temporally continuous dataow of
camera-based programs. For example, debugging using breakpoints can be prob-
lematic since they inevitably interrupt the temporal continuity of live input.
Third, camera-based input is mostly non-reproducible: input is formed by
dynamically observing the real world and often human behavior. Compared
to mouse-and-keyboard programs where the programmer can easily reproduce
a certain input sequence (even through an automated script) to test them, the
dependency on dynamic real world input in camera-based interactions means
that it is not only cumbersome but also often impossible to reproduce certain
input. For example, a human user can never perform the same action, such as
KinectDress's swiping gesture, twice precisely the same way. Other factors such as
lighting, environment setup, and even noise in the camera sensor, may also result
in dierent inputs and cause dierent outcomes. Such non-reproducibility poses
a serious obstacle to testing and tuning interactive computer vision programs in
today's IDEs.
Finally, developing computer vision programs is often an iterative process.
The stochastic nature of camera input from the real world along with the some-
what obscure nature of many computer vision algorithms means that predicting
the exact outcome of a certain computer vision algorithm is often dicult. Fur-
thermore, given the complexity of real world input, the correctness or quality
of a computer vision program's output is often up to the programmer's subjec-
tive judgment (e.g., whether a suit's position and size matches the user's body
in KinectDress). For these reasons, computer vision programmers more often
\tune" an algorithm rather than \debug" it. As a result, developing computer
vision programs often involves a great deal of trial-and-error with real world input,
such as revising the algorithm, adjusting its parameters (e.g., distance threshold
Dt in grefdejavu-workow), or comparing multiple variations of the algorithm
to nd congurations that yield satisfactory behavior. In some cases, this process
needs to be repeated when the system is used in a new environment or for a new
user group. The need to repeatedly acquire dynamic real world input makes such
iterations and comparisons cumbersome and unreliable.
5.3 Related Work
5.3.1 Tools for Building Computer Vision Applications
A great deal of previous work endeavor to make employing computer vision for
real world applications easier. Several systems aim to make design and proto-
typing computer vision techniques accessible to non-programmers. For exam-
ple, Crayons [41] is a design tool that allows users to train image segmentation
classiers using a coloring metaphor, which are then used to prototype interac-
tions. Similarly, Eyepatch [106] supports prototyping camera-based interactions
through examples where users train various classiers and then connect their live
outputs to other prototyping tools such as Flash. Concerning more specic ap-
plication domains, the Papier-Mache toolkit [74] supports building tangible user
interfaces through computer vision, barcodes, and electronic tags; and users of
CAMBIENCE [36] can map motions detected by the camera into various sound
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eects. In contrast to this category of work, DejaVu targets typical program-
mers and general-purpose interactive camera-based programs by supporting a
canonical development workow rather than individual computer vision compo-
nents, and preserves the full power and exibility of standalone computer vision
programs.
On the other hand, several software libraries of lower-level computer vision
algorithms, such as OpenCV [14] and XVision [55], can readily be leveraged by
programmers in their programs. DejaVu fullls a complementary need, and may
be used together with these libraries seamlessly.
5.3.2 Prototyping and Development Tools for Other Domains
In addition to computer vision, rapid prototyping tools also exist for other do-
mains, such as sensor-based interactions that are especially relevant to our work.
In specic, d.tools [61] integrates the design, test, and analysis of physical proto-
types including sensors, while also providing a visual programming environment
for authoring control ow. Exemplar [59] supports the authoring of sensor-based
interactions by demonstration. Both d.tools and Exemplar include functional-
ity to capture and visualize temporal sensor data and interface states, which is
somewhat similar to the DejaVu timeline. Further, RePlay [120] and FauxPut
[27] both support the recording and replaying of sensor input traces for the pur-
pose of testing prototypes. To support mainstream development instead, DejaVu
seamlessly integrates these concepts into a general-purpose development environ-
ment, extends them to exibly support arbitrary data variables in the program,
and further enables timeline refresh based on iterative program revisions.
Also worth noting is Gestalt [125], a general-purpose development environ-
ment that supports the development of machine learning applications. Gestalt
shares our design rationale by supporting a general workow (implementation,
analysis, and easy transitions between the two) for machine learning rather than
focusing on individual algorithms. Further, the connection between DejaVu and
Gestalt could go beyond this philosophical similarity. As apparent in the various
computer vision prototyping tools [41, 106] mentioned above, machine learning
is an important element of many computer vision algorithms. DejaVu focuses
on the distinctive challenges of interactive computer vision; however, future work
could consider how aspects of both systems would be combined to support a more
comprehensive development process.
5.3.3 General Programming and Debugging Support
DejaVu is also related to general programming and debugging research. De-
jaVu can record, review, and reprocess input, intermediate results, and program
output, which resonates with a long thread of research on temporal debugging
where programmers can examine the program state at various points of time in
the past. Initially explored in EXDAMS [7], its rst graphical example appears
in PROVIDE [112] and more recent work includes TOD [128] and URDB [144].
Most relevant to our work is liblog [46], a replay debugging tool for distributed
applications that share some of the non-deterministic nature of camera-based
applications. These systems focus on tracing and reverse-stepping of individual
discrete statements, and do not accommodate or exploit the intrinsic frame-based
processing pipeline in interactive camera-based programs as DejaVu does.
Another key capability of DejaVu is to continuously monitor the program data
in a visual fashion. The GNU Data Display Debugger (DDD) [152] allows data
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structures to be visualized as graphs, while Microsoft Visual Studio [111] allows
programmers to create custom visualizers of data types (e.g., images) that can be
viewed in the debugger. However, these visualizations are built into conventional
discrete-step debugging environments and are not updated continuously during
program execution.
DejaVu's ability to revise the program and reprocess the input may also re-
mind of research on live programming such as SuperGlue [107] and Subtext [38],
where the program is continuously and immediately responsive to any edits in the
code. Although DejaVu does not yet provide such a live programming experience,
we see this as a promising future direction to further facilitate the iterative devel-
opment of camera-based programs. Motivated by a similar need, Juxtapose [63]
provides an alternative approach that allows the simultaneous testing of multiple
program variations, potentially with the same input. Compared to Juxtapose,
DejaVu is more suited to the iterative development and testing process where
developers incrementally extend and improve their code over time.
5.4 DejaVu IDE
DejaVu enhances an IDE to reect the visual and temporally continuous nature
of interactive camera-based programs, and to accommodate non-reproducible real
world input as well as an iterative development processes. DejaVu is prototyped
as an extension to SharpDevelop [5], which is a general-purpose open-source IDE
for Microsoft .NET development. DejaVu preserves the full exibility of the
development platforms and patterns developers currently use to write interactive
camera-based programs. The only assumption made is that the program follows
the previously mentioned canonical frame-based loop architecture where all input
and output are synchronized to frames - we do not readily support multi-threaded
asynchronous programs, which are nonetheless highly uncommon in real-time
camera-based interactions. Without loss of generality, the prototype currently
interfaces with a Kinect camera (which may also be used as a regular RGB
camera), while extending support for other camera types is straightforward. The
DejaVu interface (Figure 5.3) consists of two tightly interlinked components: the
canvas and the timeline.
5.4.1 DejaVu Canvas
Reecting the continuous and visual nature of camera input and processing, the
canvas (Figure 5.4) allows the programmer to continuously monitor any number
of variables during run-time in an arbitrary layout. For data types that are
inherently visual (most notably image and body skeleton), the variable values
are automatically shown in their appropriate visual form. To add a variable to
monitor, the programmer simply selects it in the code editor and drags it onto the
canvas. A display box representing the variable value then appears as labeled by
the variable name, which can be freely repositioned through dragging, or deleted
when no longer needed. In addition to variables, available types of input from the
camera (in the case of Kinect: color, depth, and skeleton) as well as the rendered
application window can be inserted into the canvas via a checkbox. The above
actions together allow the programmer to monitor any input, intermediate result,
or output of the program.
The canvas always reects variable values at the current frame of interest
(FOI). When the program is running with live input from the camera, this is
simply the latest frame that has just been captured and processed. Unlike con-
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Code Editor Canvas
Figure 5.3: DejaVu Interface.
Figure 5.4: DejaVu Canvas.
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CanvasCode Editor
Figure 5.5: Variable values in the canvas depend on their source positions in the
code editor.
ventional debug watch tables in which the variable values are only updated when
the program reaches a break, the canvas is constantly updated at every new frame
so the values can be continuously monitored in real time. When the program is
not running with live input, the FOI is dependent on the cursor position in the
timeline as explained in the next section. In the case that a variable in the can-
vas has an undened value in the FOI (e.g., the variable is declared within a
conditional branch that is not reached), its display is blank.
The canvas is updated at the granularity of a frame to reect the frame-
based nature of interactive computer vision processing. However, there may be
cases where a variable is assigned to values multiple times during the processing
of a single frame, which often happens when the programmer applies an image
processing lter (e.g., Gaussian blur lter) or transformation (e.g., transforming
between color spaces) to an image in place, i.e., the result is assigned to the
same variable that represents the source image. The canvas maintains a record
of not only a variable's name but the source position in the code editor where
it was dragged from, and inspects the variable's value just after it is evaluated
at that position. In doing so, the programmer can monitor a variable's value
at a specic stage in the processing pipeline, or even simultaneously monitor its
values at dierent stages within the same frame by adding the variable to the
canvas several times from dierent positions (Figure 5.5).
Along with displaying variables, the canvas also allows the programmer to
freely write or draw on it using a stylus or a mouse to further aid in the thought
process of handling visual data. In addition to the obvious use for annotating
variables, freehand drawing enables other powerful use cases: by combining static
sketches such as algorithm owcharts with data displays, the programmer can
turn the canvas into a \dynamic sketchbook" where sketches come to life with
dynamic data. The programmer can then inspect the program dataow and
pipeline on a higher semantic level, providing a more vivid way of conceptualizing
and iterating on algorithms. On the other hand, in contrast to visual dataow
authoring tools such as Max/MSP [3], this usage remains lightweight and exible,
and does not dictate literal correspondence between the sketch and program.
Alternatively, the programmer may make a coarse sketch of their application
UI on the canvas and populate it with data displays to use it as a low-delity
interactive prototype in lieu of the actual application user interface, which is
reminiscent of research on sketch-based prototyping [95].
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Figure 5.6: DejaVu Timeline.
5.4.2 DejaVu Timeline
The timeline (Figure 5.6) presents program data recorded or recalculated from
historical program sessions. A list of all available program sessions is shown to
the right of the timeline as horizontal bars, with their visual length proportional
to their temporal duration. Program data in the currently selected session is
visualized in the timeline in a style similar to that found in common video editing
software such as Windows Movie Maker, where a cursor indicates the current FOI
in the timeline. The timeline may consist of multiple data streams (rows), each
corresponding to a variable, input, or output that is displayed on the canvas.
Streams of visual data are represented as strips of frame thumbnails along the
timeline, while a stream of numerical or Boolean data is visualized as a time-
graph.
The programmer may either review past sessions, or start a live session by
running the program with live camera input. DejaVu employs a unied notion
of \playing" the session for both cases. To start a live session, the programmer
selects the \Live" icon at the bottom of the session list, and clicks the \Play"
button. All variables shown on the canvas, along with all available types of live
camera input and the rendered application window (regardless of whether they are
being monitored on the canvas) are recorded and time-stamped as the program
runs. The timeline is populated in the meantime. To stop program execution,
the programmer clicks the \Stop" button, and the live session is nished and
added to the list of past sessions. Note that the programmer does not need to
explicitly trigger program data recording, which happens automatically whenever
the program is running live so there is never a risk of missing valuable data or
moments.
To review a past session, the programmer selects it from the session list to
show it in the timeline. They can then either freely navigate the cursor to an
arbitrary frame by clicking on it, or replay the session continuously from the
cursor position using the \Play" button. Playing by default happens at the
same speed as the original live program, i.e., \real-time", but can also be sped
up or slowed down according to the programmer's needs using a slider. When
the current session nishes playing, the next session in the list is automatically
selected and starts playing. In any case, the canvas always updates and displays
the recorded data in the current FOI. When replaying, the recorded application
window output is also shown in a separate window, emulating the live program
execution experience. An existing session may be duplicated, split into two at any
given point, repositioned in the list, or deleted to allow trimming and reorganizing
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the sessions.
The ability to visually review both past sessions and recent live input in the
timeline with all relevant program data addresses the non-reproducibility chal-
lenge of interactive camera-based input, and eases the identication and analysis
of noteworthy events. The seamless transition between live input and reviewing
also allows for the fast recognition and examination of events. When the program-
mer notices some anomaly while testing with live input, they can immediately
switch to reviewing the session to deeply analyze it.
The power of the Timeline lies beyond passive review, and in the ability
to revise the program and refresh program data by reprocessing recorded input
streams, which naturally serves the iterative development process of interactive
camera-based programs. After revising their program, the programmer clicks the
\Refresh" button so the program is re-executed in the background to recalculate
the monitored variable values for all existing sessions in sequence. Sessions and
frames are colored green when they are refreshed and ready for reviewing; those
yet to be refreshed are colored gray. The refresh functionality allows the pro-
grammer to reliably examine the eect of their program revision by comparing
to previous outcomes on the exact same input. Finally, the programmer can add
variables to the canvas which have not been recorded previously; the sessions will
be refreshed to include the new data streams in their timelines.
5.4.3 Example Use Case
We now use the previously described KinectDress application to concretely illus-
trate how DejaVu can be used by programmers in their workow.
The programmer's rst challenge is to ne tune the distance threshold Dt
that determines how close the user should be in front of the camera to trigger
the interaction (the program starts displaying the virtual stage to reect this).
Today's programmers usually need to go back and forth several times between
adjusting the parameter on the computer, and standing up and walking towards
the camera to test the eect until nally satised - a very cumbersome and tiring
process. With DejaVu (Figure 5.7), the programmer can add the userDistance
variable (calculated as the average depth of all body skeleton joints) to the canvas,
and monitor its value on the computer screen as they walk from afar towards the
camera (only once). When they reach a comfortable distance, they can read the
current userDistance value on the screen (displayed in a big font for readability
from afar), and use this value as a hint for setting the threshold.
Alternatively, the programmer can raise a hand to indicate that they are at a
comfortable distance, which is easy to visually identify in the color input stream.
Later they can iteratively adjust the threshold in the program code and refresh
program data, so that the starting moment of the virtual stage (as seen in the
application window stream) aligns with the indication action (as seen in the color
input stream) in the timeline.
The programmer next needs to extract the user's image from the color input.
This segmentation algorithm involves rst nding the farthest point among the
skeleton joints whose depth value is then used to threshold the depth input image.
The resulting binary mask is applied to the color input to segment the user
from the surrounding environment. The programmer can use freehand sketch
together with data displays on the canvas to help conceptualize this slightly
complex pipeline (Figure 5.4). Further, to remove some excessive pixels in the
binary mask, the programmer may try applying an erosion lter to it. The ability
to monitor the same variable's values at dierent code positions then allows
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Figure 5.7: Tuning the distance threshold.
both the original mask and the eroded mask to be monitored and compared
simultaneously without confusion.
Next, to overlay the suit on the user's image so that it accurately tracks
the user's body in position and size, the programmer can ne tune the geometric
transformation parameters for the suit picture using both live and recorded input,
similarly to how they adjusted the distance threshold in the rst step.
Finally, the programmer attempts the gesture recognition algorithm for swip-
ing, which requires observing the user's skeleton over a number of frames to
identify the movement. Two simple heuristic algorithms come to the program-
mer's mind, one based on the change of the hand's horizontal position, the other
on the change of the elbow joint angle. Being unsure of which option will work
better, the programmer implements both to compare their performance on real
world input. Figure 5.3 illustrates how they use the canvas to monitor the skele-
ton input, hand position, and elbow angle, as well as the recognition results of
both algorithms as Boolean variables. Accounting for variability in real world
input, they perform the gesture many times. Once done, they immediately have
a visual overview in the timeline of how well each algorithm performs compara-
tively. They can easily identify cases where either or both fail by skimming the
color input and recognition result streams, and then diagnose the cause by ex-
amining the corresponding temporal trends in the variables that the algorithms
are based on, i.e., hand position or elbow angle. They can also later use the basic
session editing functions to clean and trim these sessions to focus on the most
relevant gesture samples.
Moreover, to accommodate individual dierences between users, the program-
mer can ask others to trial use the program and collect gesture samples for further
analysis and improvement of the algorithms. Such batch (re)processing and vi-
sualization of multiple recorded sessions are seamlessly integrated in the DejaVu
workow.
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5.5 Implementation
We aim to provide an enhanced programming experience by adding two compo-
nents to existing text-based IDE. Compared with Picode discussed in Chapter 4,
DejaVu benets more from an existing codebase for user interface components,
including the project explorer and text-based editor. However, to achieve smooth
integration of these two new components with the existing components, the ex-
isting codebase must be modied. In this section, we describe how we changed
the existing components and implemented the new components.
5.5.1 Overview
The implementation of DejaVu is based on SharpDevelop IDE, which is an open-
source text-based IDE. It is capable of editing C#, VisualBasic .NET, Boo and
F# programming languages and opening project les generated by the popular
VisualStudio IDE. Compared with Processing, which was used as the base for
Picode, SharpDevelop is more general purpose, and is equipped with more pro-
fessional features, including an integrated debugger, code refactoring, and code
completion. It ocially supports extensions for the IDE, which are used for
the implementation of the DejaVu Canvas and Timeline. However, the exten-
sion framework was not sucient to augment the entirety of the programming
workow described in the previous section, and so the existing user interface com-
ponents, as well as some of the behind-the-scenes features, were altered. DejaVu
runs on a Windows computer with a Microsoft Kinect device connected through
a USB 2.0 port.
The main window of DejaVu is shown in Figure 5.3. Although the program-
mer can change the layout freely, we use this default layout as the basis for the
discussion. It contains the following components by default. We do not list up
the components irrelevant to DejaVu-specic features including the class view
and tasks list.
 The menu bar for various operations.
 The project explorer for managing les related to the current project.
 The text-based editor.
 DejaVu Canvas showing information about the current frame of interest.
 DejaVu Timeline showing the video strips of the execution history.
 The status bar showing the current status of the IDE.
The SharpDevelop tool bar that includes an interface for controlling the exe-
cution of applications is removed and substituted with play and stop buttons in
the DejaVu Timeline. In Subsections 5.5.2 and 5.5.3, we describe the three major
components that have DejaVu-specic features. All other changes made to the
user interface are related to those features, and thus described in the context of
the feature.
In addition the user interface, the compilation and execution process were also
modied. Unlike Picode, where we linked to libraries for additional functionality,
DejaVu requires monitoring of the status of the applications during execution.
Therefore, the modications were more involved. DejaVu must preprocess the
source code prior to compilation and communicate with the library that is loaded
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by the application during runtime. We describe the implementation in detail in
Subsections 5.5.4 and 5.5.5. The execution is not only monitored at runtime,
but is also recorded, as described in Subsection 5.5.6. Once the session has been
recorded, it can be replayed, as described in Subsection 5.5.7, or refreshed upon
code modication, as described in Subsection 5.5.8. The programmer may also
duplicate or split existing sessions, as described in Subsection 5.5.9.
5.5.2 Editor Capable of Dragging Variables
The editor appears almost identical to the original implementation provided by
the SharpDevelop IDE. The main dierence in terms of appearance is highlight-
ing using a yellow background, which is applied to the variable names monitored
on the DejaVu Canvas and Timeline. This is added when the programmer drags
and drops a variable from the code editor into the Canvas interface. The C# pro-
gramming language parser is available, which maintains an abstract syntax tree
that is synchronized with the source code. In contrast to Picode, in addition to
the abstract syntax tree, the types of the variables can be inferred and stored us-
ing a static analysis of the source code. These features are implemented using the
NRefactory library1, which is part of the default SharpDevelop implementation.
When the programmer starts dragging any part of the source code, DejaVu
tests whether the dragged string is part of a variable name. If it is not, DejaVu
does nothing. Otherwise, it tells NRefactory to run the static analysis to infer
the variable type. The result of the static analysis is cached by NRefactory and
may be used for other purposes. When the variable is dropped into the Canvas,
a placeholder to show the contents of the variable is populated. The placeholder
is rendered using a class that implements V ariableBox interface and provides
type-specic visualization of the variable contents.
Variables that are registered to be monitored are stored as bookmarks that
point to specic regions in the source code. Each bookmark contains the start
location and the length of the variable name. DejaVu retains the reference to
the variable. It is resistant to changes in the surrounding source code and any
refactoring that changes the variable name. If the variable type is changed by
modifying its declaration, the video corresponding to the variable in the Timeline
is cleared; however, the reference is retained and can be updated by the refresh
operation. The reference is lost only when the variable is removed. In such a
case, any corresponding graphical representations in the Canvas and Timeline
are removed. While changes to the source code can be undone, this removal
of the variable registration cannot be undone. The programmer must manually
drag-and-drop the variable to the Canvas to re-register it.
5.5.3 Canvas and Timeline
The Canvas interface is shown in Figure 5.4 and was implemented as an extension
to the SharpDevelop IDE. It is composed of a header showing tool buttons and
check boxes, as well as the blank area that extends the InkCanvas class. The
tool buttons include a hand-drawing tool, a lasso tool and an erase tool. The
check boxes are used to show and hide input from the camera (i.e., and RGB video
stream and a posture data stream) and the output to the window. Note that these
types of data are recorded regardless of whether they are shown or hidden. The
InkCanvas class is provided by the Windows Presentation Foundation library
and is capable of receiving and displaying ink strokes. It allows the programmer
1icsharpcode/NRefactory https://github.com/icsharpcode/NRefactory
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to draw freeform shapes with the mouse, pen or touch. We extend it to be capable
of showing placeholders for variables within the InkCanvas instance.
When a variable is dropped into the Canvas, its type information is retrieved
using static code analysis. The placeholder is then populated, showing the data
of the corresponding variable in the current frame of interest. It is rendered using
a type-specic renderer. For instance, NumericalBlock renders text represent-
ing the numerical value and DepthImageBlock renders grayscale image repre-
senting the depth image from the camera. There are also ColorImageBlock,
SkeletonBlock and BooleanBlock, which are capable of showing color images,
posture data and Boolean values, respectively. Although DejaVu currently sup-
ports a predened set of types for data visualization, its architecture is extensible
enough to support additional types by loading a third-party extension.
The programmer can interact with the contents displayed on the Canvas. He
can click on a placeholder to navigate the editor to the specic line of code where
the variable is used. The programmer can also use the hand-drawing tool by
clicking its button and drawing freeform lines on the canvas, and can later clear
these lines using the eraser tool. The lasso tool allows selection of multiple line
strokes, as well as placeholders, for variable contents. When the "Delete" key is
pressed, the lines and the selected variables are removed from the Canvas and
the Timeline.
The Timeline interface is shown in Figure 5.6 and implemented as another
extension to the SharpDevelop IDE. It is composed of a tool bar showing the
interface to control the execution of the applications, video data showing the
history of one session of execution, and the session manager, which shows all of
the previous sessions. The videos are updated during the execution so that the
programmer can see the changes in the variable data in real time. Therefore,
we it must be rendered rapidly. While the other parts of the user interface
were implemented using Windows Presentation Foundation, which is a highly
managed GUI framework, the video strips were rendered using a lower-level API
called Graphics Device Interface+.
The "Play" button behaves in dierent manners according to which session is
selected in the session manager. When no recorded session is selected, it launches
the program using live input and starts recording a new session. Otherwise,
when any recorded session is selected, DejaVu loads recorded data and replays
it. The slider allows the programmer to control the replay speed. Otherwise, it
launches the application with the real-time input from the Kinect device. The
"Refresh" button causes the program to run in the background and update all
output from the program, including the variable values and window output. It
does not complete in seconds in most cases, so progress is displayed in the progress
bar of the session manager.
The Timeline interface allows zooming in and out to highlight the continuous
aspects of the data. In the most detailed scale, each frame is 120-pixels-wide and
each frame is rendered. When the programmer zooms out one level, for variables
with the image type ColorImage orDepthImage, one of the two images is hidden
and the image retains its width and height. For a variable with any other type,
including numerical and Boolean values, the width of each frame is reduced to
half that of the original. When the original width is 1 pixel, the size cannot be
reduced further, so this size is retained. When the programmer zooms out twice,
DejaVu renders one out of four image frames and shows numerical values with a
width of 30 pixels.
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5.5.4 API for Both IDE and Applications
A custom-built thin wrapper API for the Microsoft Kinect SDK acts a bridge
between the DejaVu components and the programmer's code. The wrapper al-
lows the programmer to access Kinect input and capabilities in an API interface
similar to that of the Kinect SDK, while at the same time allowing the DejaVu
components to track and record Kinect input. The wrapper also allows DejaVu to
switch between live feed and recorded Kinect input streams to the programmer's
code via the same programming interface, so that the programmer only needs
to program for live input. The program naturally follows the frame-based loop
architecture by performing frame data processing within a KinectFrameReady
event handler, which is called from a single thread managed by the wrapper.
While the library used in Picode always connects directly to the physical
devices regardless of whether it is used by the IDE or the application, the library
used in DejaVu does not always connect to the physical devices. The DejaVu
library rst looks for a clue, which indicates whether the library is running on an
application outside the IDE, on the IDE, or on the application being developed.
In the rst and second cases, it uses the Kinect device to read input data to the
program. In the third case, it uses a virtual Kinect device, which attempts to
read input data from the host IDE. The host IDE is expected to provide the input
data, which may be real time input from the Kinect device, or may be recorded
input data replayed at a given frame rate.
5.5.5 Data Transfer between IDE and Applications
Real-time monitoring and recording features require the transfer of large amounts
of data between the applications and the IDE. The Kinect device is capable of
retrieving RGB color images with resolution of 640 by 480 pixels and depth images
with a resolution of 320 by 240 pixels, both at 30 frames per second. Posture
information can also be retrieved at 30 frames per second. The total data rate
is almost 40 megabytes per second. When the application is programmed to
respond to these input data, it runs at 30 frames per second. Assume that the
window has a resolution of 640 by 480 pixels. This results in 36 megabytes per
second, and often contains variables to be monitored; i.e., the color or depth
images of the same size, which have data rates of 36 or 2.2 megabytes per second,
respectively.
The data transfer must suciently fast that applications can be executed
without any noticeable delay. However, since the application and the IDE run as
separate processes, we cannot transfer these data at the programming language
level (e.g., during variable assignment). Instead, we use a TCP/IP connection
and inter-AppDomain communication. We prototyped and tested these two tech-
niques and found that the latter; i.e., inter-AppDomain communication, was the
fastest. Inter-AppDomain communication is provided by the Windows Com-
munication Foundation .NET Framework for remote method invocations. It is
similar to the Remote Method Invocation API in Java; however, is not techni-
cally inter-process communication. In the .NET Framework, every process has an
AppDomain, which can be thought of as a process on the .NET virtual machine.
We could implement the inter-process communication using shared memory
using a custom protocol; however, the inter-AppDomain communication was suf-
ciently fast and allows us to make use of existing code. With inter-AppDomain
communication, when the IDE and applications share the same assembly (i.e.,
dynamic link library?in our case, the library that provides the API described
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in the previous subsection), the IDE can invoke a method dened within via
the applications' AppDomain, and vice versa. The IDE triggers the applications'
KinectFrameReady event listeners, which handle input data from the camera, and
the applications notify the IDE to record the contents of variables and window
output.
5.5.6 Recording a New Session
When no existing session is selected in the session manager and the programmer
clicks the "Play" button in the Timeline, DejaVu launches the program and starts
tracking and recording input from the Kinect camera, as well as the output from
the program, which includes variable values and window output. The Canvas
and Timeline are continuously updated with the tracked data during execution
so that the programmer can monitor the data in real time. The input and output
are recorded as dierent les in dierent ways. In this subsection, we describe the
recording method and how the input and output are recorded. Its architecture
overview is shown in Figure 5.8.
Considering the large amount of data that are transferred, it is not possible
to store all the data in memory, and so during recording we store the data on the
physical disk drive. To keep up with the high data rate, the drive must be capable
of writing data at a high bitrate. One method is to compress the data before
writing to disk; however, we found that this leads to a bottleneck in terms of
processing power, and so decided to record the data without compression or any
other post processing. Fast hard-disk drives (10000 rpm) can achieve write speeds
of up to 100 megabytes per second. However, this bandwidth is consumed rapidly
in a practical setting. For instance, we can record input data from the camera
(40 megabytes per second), window output of 320 by 240 pixels (9 megabytes
per second), two image variables of the same size (18 megabytes per second) and
some integer and Boolean values, consume negligible memory in comparison.
The input from the camera was recorded regardless of its visibility in the
Canvas and Timeline. If we simply want to replay the program execution as
described in Subsection 5.5.7, only the input data visible in the Canvas and
Timeline must be recorded. However, we record all input because it is required
to refresh the variable values and window output afterwards, as described in
Subsection 5.5.8. The recorded input data includes color and depth images and
posture data. These raw input data are continuously recorded with a static length
per frame in a single le. Each execution with live input has a unique numerical
identier (session ID) and is used for the lename.
The output from the program, including the variable values and window out-
put, is recorded solely for replaying features. This is achieved by transparently
inserting tracing function calls into the programmer's code during compilation,
at positions where variables are dragged from onto the canvas, which enables
DejaVu's position-aware variable monitoring. Code changes are tracked by the
editor and handled during compilation to maintain reference to variables and
consistency between the Canvas and Timeline interfaces and the code.
Recording the output from each frame requires two steps. The rst gener-
ates a table, in which each entry is a pair of the unique numerical identiers of
the variable and the corresponding data. This step is handled in the program's
AppDomain. The second transfers the entirety of the table data from the pro-
gram's AppDomain to the IDE's AppDomain. The transferred data is recorded
and visualized by the IDE.
In the rst step, the source code is preprocessed and compiled. The pre-
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Figure 5.8: DejaVu recording architecture.
processor wraps each registered variable name with a call to the registration
function. This step conicts with the IDE's default feature; i.e., it continuously
monitors changes to the source code les made outside of the editor. Therefore,
we rst temporarily disable the feature, run the preprocessor and then restore
the previous state of the feature. When the wrapped registration function is ex-
ecuted during runtime, it places an identier for the variable together with the
corresponding value into the table. For instance, suppose the variable image is re-
placed with ((ColorImage)DejaV u:TrackFrameData(trackId; image)), where
ColorImage is the type of the variable and trackId is the identier. This casting
allows the surrounding code to treat it in a same way as the original variable,
preventing any static-type errors. During the execution, the registration process
may nd an existing pair with the same identier in the table. In such a case, the
value is overwritten. As a result, when there are multiple calls to the registration
function, only the nal call has an eect; all previous calls are ignored and the
data is discarded. This typically happens when the variable is in a subroutine
or a loop (e.g., a for or while loop). There is also a chance that there is no
call to the registration function, which will be handled in the second step. This
typically happens when the variable is inside an if clause and the condition is
not satised.
Our preprocessor also inserts the statementDejaV u:TrackWindowData(this)
at the end of the body of the KinectFrameReady method in the main window
class. This registers a special identier and the window output to the table. The
window rendering should be managed by the Windows Presentation Foundation,
so the method locks the rendering thread and copies the contents to a bitmap
object. In the current implementation, we assume that there is only one window
used by the application during program execution. It is not dicult to extend it
to support multiple windows; however, we did not do so since we observed that
most of the interactive camera-based applications use only one window to display
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Figure 5.9: File format used for recording variable values and window output.
output.
The second step takes place after completion of DejaVu, triggering all reg-
istered KinectFrameReady methods. It transfers the table data from the pro-
gram's AppDomain to the IDE's AppDomain. The recording process is then
iterated for all of the identiers in the IDE's AppDomain. Finally, the Canvas
and Timeline view is updated to reect the newest data being recorded.
The recorded output data are stored in a special binary format as shown in
Figure 5.9. Each video in the Timeline interface is stored as a set of two les.
Both of them use the identier for their names, which are identical with the
exception of the extension. One is for storing the raw data with the le extension
of ".rawstream", which may include the variable size for each frame. The other
is for storing the header information with the le extension ".rawstream.index",
where each frame has a constant size of 8 bytes (two integers, one representing
the location and one the size of each frame in the raw data). For instance, when
no value is registered for the frame, the current size of the raw data le and
size of zero is stored in the header le and no data are written to the raw data
le. There is also one global header le per session, which stores the meta-data,
including the timing of each frame in milliseconds, which is required to replay
the session.
5.5.7 Replaying an Existing Session
When an existing session is selected in the session manager, a background thread
reads the entire header for each video strip. It then reads the raw data used to
render the current region of the video in the Timeline interface. Note that the
loaded raw data may not be continuous in time due to the zooming level. When
the zoom level is 4, it loads only every 8 frames in the video. We save as much
memory as possible to avoid "out of memory" exceptions. To prepare for the
programmer to scroll the Timeline interface, the thread caches data, which may
be shown in the coming scrolling operation. This allows for a smooth scrolling
experience. The thread also functions during the execution of the program; when
the programmer reviews the past, it behaves in the same way as the recorded
session. However, when the programmer scrolls the Timeline interface to the
newest part or makes it stick to the newest frame, the incoming data cannot be
cached. In this case, the thread simply holds the information required to render
the most recent region of the interface.
Replaying an existing session causes the IDE to load every frame in the video.
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This occurs independently of the Timeline rendering (although the replay makes
the Timeline automatically scroll along in time and requests a view update). A
thread is devoted to this replaying feature. For each frame, it loads the header
to determine the timing to display the frame and loads all other raw data. It
then waits for a specied time period and displays the information on the Canvas
interface and the dummy window showing the output. The Timeline shows a
tick mark at the location corresponding to the current time of the session. The
programmer can manipulate the slider to adjust the wait time and dynamically
change the play speed.
5.5.8 Refreshing an Existing Session
In Chapter 3, we described a model of a program, i.e., out = f(in; c). In this
model, out is determined from a set of f , in and c. When any of these are
changed, out is also changed. The refresh feature of DejaVu is provided to help the
programmer update out to catch up with changes in f . This process assumes that
in represents only the camera input. In other words, we assume that the camera
is the only input to the program. If f does not change, execution with the same in
should reproduce the same out. In the current implementation, the programmer
refresh out even if the program output is dependent on other non-deterministic
data, such as use of the random() function or network communication. In such
a case, it does not necessarily produce the same out with a given f .
When the "Refresh" button is clicked, DejaVu preprocess the current source
code in the same way as the live input (as described in Subsection 5.5.6), compiles
the program, and starts running it in the background by feeding the recorded
input data instead of live input from the camera. This allows us to discard the
(now out-of-date) output from the program and replace it with new data, which
is consistent with the current source code. Unlike recording a new session, this
refreshing process records only output from the program and retains the original
input to the program. Whereas live input arrives in real time in a periodic manner
(i.e., 30 frames per second in most cases), recorded input data can be fed at an
arbitrary rate. Therefore, to accelerate the refresh process, we feed each frame
as fast as possible.
5.5.9 Managing Existing Sessions
The programmer can name an existing session using the session manager interface
to aid in recalling the subject of the session. The programmer can also duplicate
an existing session or split it into two at any given point. The duplicated session
refers to the same input data, but is assigned a new session ID and the label
"copy of" is added to the name as a prex. The output of the program is then
copied to a new directory for the new session ID.
When an existing session is split into two, the original session retains the
session ID, but the reference to the later part of the input and output data is
eliminated. This is done by simply shortening the length of the session. The raw
input data recorded as a le are not aected. The name is changed to have "#1"
as a postx.
The later session is assigned a new session ID and the postx "#2" is added
to its lename. While the input data refer simply to the later part of the original
session, the output data cannot take the later part of the original session. This is
because the later part is aected by the earlier part, which has been eliminated
and no longer exists. To resolve this inconsistency, the IDE automatically runs the
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refresh operation (although the programmer may explicitly cancel the operation
if he does not feel the need to refresh). This happens when the programmer
knows the dependency of state information as a function of time, for instance,
when he wishes to debug the recognizer for swiping gestures and already know
that the variables of interest are set to their initial states at a given frame. The
programmer may then split the session into two at this point. In this way, the
programmer can save the time required to refresh the earlier part and accelerate
the iteration of changing the source code and refreshing the result.
5.6 User Feedback
To gain early feedback about the concept and functionality of DejaVu from target
users, as opposed to lower-level usability or technical performance, we invited
three professional developers to trial DejaVu. They all had signicant experience
in developing interactive Kinect-based programs using the mainstream Microsoft
Visual Studio IDE. Each participant was rst introduced to DejaVu's concept
and interface and then asked to use it in the development of a simple interactive
program. The program idea was proposed by the participant based on their past
experience and generally consisted of a single processing component that can be
used in higher-level applications. These included a program to track the object
held in the user's hand, a program to shift the user's image to the center of the
screen, and a program to detect whether the user's left, right, or both hands are
raised.
Given the open-endedness of the programming tasks, and because we were
interested in subjective feedback rather than quantiable productivity at this
proof-of-concept stage, we did not enforce the participant to complete the pro-
gram. Instead the participant worked for an hour regardless of the progress.
The participant was asked to raise any feedback they may have during the trial,
and was afterwards informally interviewed about their experience and opinions.
One participant successfully completed his program in one hour while the other
two reached a stage that the substance of the program was ready and needed
renement; both were comfortable leaving the program for later work at that
point.
All participants were very positive about DejaVu. They all agreed that it
is very useful for developing interactive camera-based programs (\This IDE is
very interesting and useful, awesome."), and it matches well with their current
workow in developing such programs. Participants found that the canvas was
an indispensable component and cherished the ability to continuously \see im-
mediate result" of variable values. They were particularly fond of the direct
drag-and-drop interaction to add a variable onto the canvas, and found the capa-
bility for the data display to be sensitive to the variable's source position \very
impressive".
The timeline and its associated recording, reviewing, and reprocessing func-
tionalities immediately resonated with the participants, and were seen as the core
competency of DejaVu. One participant described it well: \(in the past) I just
want to check one value, but maybe need to walk around many times? (with
DejaVu) no need to run back and forth? it'll save us lots of time to debug this."
Indeed, similar capabilities had been desired by the participants, even to the
point of making their own attempts. One participant used a separate toolbox
to record and replay Kinect input data, while another participant wrote his own
program to do this. However they both agreed that these separate recording
functions were not nearly as powerful and exible as the visual, integrated, and
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interactive support in DejaVu. The fact that the timeline is \pretty much like
video making tool like Movie Maker" was also seen as a reassuring factor.
More importantly, the inseparable link between the canvas and the timeline
denes the DejaVu development experience. Both were seen as complementary to
each other, e.g., \the canvas shows the dynamic data" and \the timeline provides
the alignment of the changing moment", and the synchronous connection between
the two was seen as \the best advantage".
Participants made valuable suggestions on how to further improve DejaVu.
Beyond lower-level UI and technology polishing, particularly noteworthy are the
following:
Simulating and Manipulating Input
It is not always easy to collect input from the programmer's surroundings
that satises specic realism, precision, diversity, or quantity requirements
necessary for program testing. Participants suggested adding the ability
to import simulated or prerecorded input such as videos [27, 120], and to
manually or algorithmically manipulate existing real world input such as
skeletons.
Visualizing Generic Arrays
Beyond visualizing image data, participants suggested that other array data
could benet as well from compact and intuitive visualization in the form of
an image for convenient monitoring and reviewing. The ability to visualize
arbitrary arrays as images would be a nice enhancement for the canvas and
the timeline.
Composite Visualization
Through freehand sketches and a programmer-dened display layout, the
canvas can support the conceptualization of program dataow beyond indi-
vidual data displays. Participants suggested going further by compositing
multiple data displays into a higher-level visualization that could range from
simple graphic combinations such as overlaying the skeleton on the color
image, to more semantic compositions such as masking certain regions of an
image. However, in the meanwhile we should also be cautious to preserve
the central role of the program code in general-purpose data processing.
5.7 Discussion
Re-executing the entire program to reprocess recorded input and refresh program
data might take signicant time to complete when the computation gets complex
or the recorded input data gets large. When the program can cleanly divided
into multiple components whose dataow between each other is known, the time
for reprocessing can be shortened. The IDE can record input to each component
and only reprocess edited components and their subsequent components. Though,
this requires the user to explicitly declare components and dataow between them
and signicantly changes how the program is coded. Since we wanted to keep the
original workow the programmer is used to, we made a design choice to keep
the text-based IDE's usability at the cost of the processing time. While we think
the choice was not wrong given the positive feedback from the users, our future
work includes an IDE that supports component-based programming.
DejaVu focuses on supporting real-time interactive programs. Note that non-
real-time camera applications, where the user sporadically collect camera input
to process in an oine fashion (e.g., QR code reader), are more akin to traditional
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programming in architecture and workow, hence do not necessarily require the
same special support and are out of the scope of this work.
DejaVu builds on the continuous frame-based update model that reects the
distinctive needs of real-time interactive camera-based programs, and is pro-
foundly dierent from the conventional discrete step-based debugging model.
However, these two models are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Especially
when reviewing and reprocessing recorded program data, where there is no con-
cern of interrupting real-time input, we may consider combining these two models
to allow stepwise tracing within a frame at statement granularity where needed.
Although DejaVu is a domain-specic IDE for camera-based programs, other
types of sensor-based interactions or frame-based programs (e.g., games) may
share some of their previously mentioned attributes. DejaVu indeed shares some
characteristics with existing sensor-based prototyping tools. It is worthwhile to
consider how DejaVu's concepts can be generalized to these other domains.
5.8 Summary of Contributions
In this chapter, we introduced a method of integrating a video-player-style in-
terface into a text-based IDE. The aim was to assign graphical representations
to the dynamically changing values in and out of out = f(in; c), our model of a
program with real-world I/O that was introduced in Chapter 3. Whereas photos
can represent specic situations in the real world, as discussed in Chapter 4, they
cannot represent dynamic data, which changes with time. Here, we show that
videos can represent such dynamic data.
The experimental implementation, DejaVu IDE, provides a user interface that
continuously updates graphical representations of the input to the program, vari-
able values and window output. This can help the programmer understand what
is happening in the program in real time without pausing the execution of the
program. The IDE records the program execution automatically and provides a
video interface to replay it or jump to an arbitrary time in the recorded session to
review what happened in the past. It also allows the programmer to re-execute
the program and update the video to catch up with the current contents of the
program. We found that the video player concept was received positively by
representative target users and may be generalized to support the workow of
development of programs in other domains, such as sensor-based interactions and
video games. We also found that there is a demand for more exible control of
video playback and improved visualization, which will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6
Graphical Editing to Specify Program
Behavior
In the previous two chapters, we investigated how photos and videos help un-
derstanding the static and dynamic aspects of the program. These graphical
representations represent static data (c), program input (in), variable values and
program output (out) in the model (out = f(in; c)) of the program with real-
world input and output (real-world I/O). While they serve as a visual aid to the
programmer, he cannot interact with them to edit the program behavior. He still
needs to choose appropriate API from a long list and input its name and their
parameters in a text-based code. To see what the API really does, he needs to
compile and run the program. This is cumbersome especially when he is new to
the API and when he needs to prepare parameters that is dicult to specify in
a text format.
Previous approach includes enhancement on code completion for text-based
programming languages. Quack [97] allows the programmer to input keywords
to populate possible choices of code snippets. It works well for text-based code
and parameters, but text is not always the best to specify parameters with visual
meanings. There are also research on live programming that provides immediate
feedback about the program such as Subtext [37]. Some visual programming
languages allow the programmer to specify functions by editing graphics. They
go beyond typical box-and-line notations and add more meanings to graphical
operations. BitPict [45] allows the user to draw pairs of small input and output
bitmaps that represent pixel-rewriting rules. When rules are applied to larger
bitmaps, they can carry out meaningful operations such as lling region inside a
closed contour. Though, it is not feasible to dene complex operations such as
computer vision algorithms just by using the rewriting rules.
In this chapter, we discusses how graphical editing of photos and videos can
help the programmer implement programs with real-world I/O (f in the model),
advancing their use in the previous chapters to have more proactive role in the
program development. In particular, we are interested in development of pro-
grams that process videos and time-lapse photos taken with a camera with xed
viewpoints to detect interesting events and extract useful information from the
real world. First, we introduce the motivation for choosing such application do-
main and highlight its challenges (Section 6.1). Then, related work is introduced
(Section 6.2). Next, VisionSketch IDE is provided as an experimental implemen-
tation (Section 6.3). It allows the programmer to annotate input photos and
videos graphically to choose appropriate image processing components and setup
their parameters. He can build a high-level data ow diagram of components
through a visual programming language and seamlessly switch to a text-based
editor to update their low-level implementation. A video player-like interface
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is always available for controlling the program execution. We also report these
implementations (Section 6.4). Next, we showcase example use cases collected
from a user study with ve programmers (Section 6.5). Finally, we reect on the
previous projects to discuss how graphical editing can be integrated into their
experimental implementations (Section 6.6).
6.1 Real-world Event Detection Applications
Many surveillance cameras and other kinds of monitoring cameras with xed
viewpoints are located almost ubiquitously around cities and within buildings,
recording what is happening there. Time-lapse photography is also getting pop-
ular. Time-series photos taken from a xed viewpoint highlight processes that
look subtle on an ordinary time scale. It is possible to write a program that
processes these recordings, detects interesting events, and extracts useful infor-
mation from the real world with the help of software libraries like OpenCV [14]
that provide image processing algorithms. For instance, it is possible to imple-
ment a program that monitors growth of a fungus and noties when it has grown
enough to eat. It is also possible to implement a program that monitors the
rotation of a disc on a turntable being scratched by a disc jockey and creates
its rotation-time graph. These examples are taken from the study reported in
Section 6.5.
The development of such programs in conventional text-based integrated de-
velopment environments (IDEs) involves two distinctive challenges. As for the
rst challenge, the software libraries provide various kinds of computer vision
algorithms that take an image as an input parameter. Their other parameters
often have visual meaning, such as four Point objects denoting a rectangular area
in the image. These parameters cannot or (at least) are dicult to be specied
in a text-based programming language. Output from the algorithms is often also
an image. Conventional IDEs provide a text-based code editor and do not re-
ect such graphical aspect of the program. As for the second challenge, when it
is necessary to monitor the behavior of the program, rst, a boilerplate code is
written such as that for loading an image and opening a window for visualizing
the results. The code is then compiled, and the program is executed. These steps
are repeated iteratively until the processing result is satisfactory. This repetition
takes long time and prevents uent exploratory programming.
6.2 Related Work
In this section, existing attempts to support example-centric programming are
rst introduced. Relevant visual programming languages are then described.
Finally, tools for image processing (including toolkits for programmers and GUI
tools for end-users) are introduced.
6.2.1 Tool Support for Example-Centric Programming
Early work on programming by demonstration includes systems for example-
centric programming such as Pygmalion [138]. Such systems help a novice pro-
grammer to create programs with concrete examples of input data. For instance,
when the programmer wants to implement a factorial function, he rst provides
an example input (such as \6") to the function. The system then tries to execute
the function until it reaches the end of the code, where the further behavior of
the program is undened. When a new code snippet is input, the system tries
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to execute that code again. This iterative process continues until the function
returns a concrete value, in this case, \720." VisionSketch also employs the same
example-driven development, where an example input to the program is given
prior to the implementation of the program. Recent work on example-centric
programming includes Subtext [37]. It provides a text-based code editor that
allows the programmer to write an incomplete denition of a function and test
cases that call the function with example input data. It automatically executes
the code and shows stack traces next to the code editor, highlighting the incom-
pleteness of the function denition. The programmer can iteratively update the
code and see stack traces generated by executing the program with the example
input for developing a program. VisionSketch does not show much textual infor-
mation such as stack traces, but it does provide graphical representations of the
under-development program to aid program understanding.
Several attempts to enhance text-based IDEs with graphical representations
of example data have been made. For example, the Barista framework [76] helps
to implement structured editors with graphical representations. For instance, it
can be used to show a multimedia comment of an image processing operation in
which images represent example input and output of the operation. Gestalt IDE
[125] is designed for machine-learning applications and includes user interfaces for
collecting, editing, learning, and testing examples. Picode IDE [72] (Chapter 4) is
equipped with a text-based editor capable of showing in-line photos representing
posture data for humans and robots. The photos serve as arguments to APIs
for processing posture data. Such concrete examples help the programmer to
understand the program. DejaVu IDE [70] (Chapter 5) is used for developing in-
teractive camera-based applications that add two interlinked interfaces: timeline
is capable of recording data input to the program as examples and visualizing the
history of the program state during its runtime, and canvas is quite similar to our
own canvas interface in that it also provides real-time visualization of the pro-
gram status. The dierence between the two versions of canvas is that DejaVu's
canvas is mere visualization while our canvas is a visual programming language
that shows an editable data-ow graph.
6.2.2 Visual Programming of Image Processing
Many visual-programming languages (VPLs) only visualize the structure of the
program (i.e., not its contents.) VisionBlocks [9] aims to allow end users to create
their own computer vision programs through GUI operations by a structured ed-
itor inspired from Scratch [98]. VIVA [141] is a VPL that adopts a box-and-line
notation where each image processing component is represented by a symbolic
icon and is connected with other components by lines to form a data-ow dia-
gram. MATLAB/Simulink [2] is a commercial VPL that supports various appli-
cation domains (including image processing). It has a built-in text-based code
editor with which a programmer can create a reusable processing component.
Some components visualize interesting data, but others are just represented by
text labels and symbols. On the other hand, our canvas makes use of graphical
representations to go beyond symbolic notation.
Some existing VPLs add more meanings to their use of visual components.
For example, Agentsheets [131] provides a spreadsheet interface, whose cell shows
an interactive agent that reacts to user input or information from other agents.
ConMan [54] allows the user to interact with each visual component and set up pa-
rameters for rendering computer graphics (Figure 6.1 left). Its recorder interface
is similar to our video-player-like interface in that they both allow the program-
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Figure 6.1: Left: ConMan [54] for interactive computer graphics rendering, Right:
LightWidgets [40] for end-user computer vision programming.
mer to control the program execution in a frame-by-frame manner. There are two
major dierences from these VPLs to VisionSketch. First, graphical representa-
tions in VisionSketch are used to build programs while those in other systems are
for tuning parameters and visualizing results. Second, VisionSketch has an in-
tegrated code editor to edit text-based implementation of each component. This
function ensures that new algorithms can be implemented at any time without
leaving the IDE.
These VPLs provide a live programming experience, eliminating the gap be-
tween building and executing programs. When the programmer edits the VPL,
the program is updated without explicit compilation operations and is always
kept ready for execution. VisionSketch also provides a live programming envi-
ronment, but it is a bit more involved since it integrates a text-based code editor.
When the text-based code is edited, it is automatically compiled and loaded onto
the program, replacing old components if any.
6.2.3 Tools for Image Processing
Cameras have become pervasive, and many tools to support camera-image pro-
cessing have been proposed. Their target users range from end-users to novice
and professional programmers. Some of these tools do not require prior knowl-
edge of image processing algorithms. For example, Light Widgets is a system [40]
that detects areas of skin in the camera images (Figure 6.1 right). It transforms
any visible surface in everyday spaces into an interactive widget controlled by
hand gestures. Vision on Tap [29] adds simple image processing features (such
as motion detection) to a webcam video stream and noties the user of interest-
ing events through a web service. Crayons [41] allows a novice programmer to
train a classier through painting example still images. The trained classier can
later be called from the programmer's own program. Visual editor is inspired by
the work. Eyepatch [106] is similar to Crayons but operates on video, noties
events through a network protocol, and provides multiple classiers. While these
tools provide access to a limited set of image processing algorithms, VisionSketch
provides an IDE with which general image processing applications can be built.
ImageJ [6] is a standalone GUI tool with which end-users can apply image
processing operations to images and videos. It requires prior knowledge of such
operations, but it is used by various research projects in a broad area of natural-
science elds, such as dental imaging, retinal image analysis, and brain- and
fat-tissue imaging. It supports all common image manipulations. With ImageJ,
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the user can draw shapes on a source image to narrow down the list of potential
operations. This function is equivalent to our component ltering method in
visual editor. It is capable of creating user-written macros and plug-ins, making
the system look more like a development environment. The dierences between
ImageJ and VisionSketch comes from their dierent scopes. That is, ImageJ is a
tool capable of scripting, while VisionSketch is an IDE that integrates graphical
operations. For instance, the user interface for annotating the input image by
drawing shapes is used for image processing operation by ImageJ and for adding
a new node of a visual-programming language by VisionSketch.
OpenCV [14] is a software toolkit that provides a collection of computer vision
algorithms. ImageJ can also be used as a Java library. These toolkits provide
well-designed APIs to support writing text-based code. The present work fo-
cuses on providing broader support for the entire workow of the programmer.
VisionSketch contains a Java wrapper of OpenCV as its default library. Within
VisionSketch, any OpenCV functions can be used to implement a programmer's
own image processing components.
6.3 VisionSketch IDE
VisionSketch is an IDE for developing image processing pipelines (Figure 6.2).
Design of VisionSketch benets from the characteristics of the supported appli-
cations. The applications deal with image processing algorithms, which take an
image or video (time-series images) as input. Optional arguments usually have
visual meaning, such as four Point objects denoting a rectangular area in an im-
age. Outputs from the algorithms are also images, videos, or a group of regions
in the image. Conventional IDEs are usually equipped with a text-based code
editor and debugger, which cannot present such data intuitively. It was therefore
???????????????????
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Figure 6.2: Overview of VisionSketch IDE.
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decided to implement the user interface of VisionSketch from scratch in order to
better reect the visual nature of the program.
VisionSketch has three interlinked components: the canvas and visual editor
interfaces are designed to support visual programming; the text-based code editor
interface is implemented to preserve the full expressivity of text-based program-
ming. These interfaces for visual and text-based programming complement each
other to support the programmer's entire workow. Each interface is described
in the following three subsections, followed by a concrete-use case to describe how
these interfaces help the programmer's workow.
6.3.1 VisionSketch Canvas
Canvas is a visual-programming environment in which each code element is pri-
marily represented by an image or video rather than text (Figure 6.3). It is
noteworthy that it is more visual than typical visual programming languages
such as VIVA [141] and VisionBlocks [9], whose program structure is visually
presented, but data are referenced by text, including lenames and constants. It
is the rst interface that the programmer sees when opening the VisionSketch
IDE. It provides an overview of the program, and although it looks like the can-
vas interface of DejaVu [70], it represents a data ow of the program in the same
manner as [54] and VIVA [141].
Canvas initially has one vacant box. The programmer clicks it to choose the
input data (such as a set of time-lapse photos, a video, or live camera input).
Then, he drags a line from an existing box to another place to add a new box
representing an image processing component. When he clicks an existing box, vi-
sual editor appears and allows the corresponding component to be edited. He can
also draw freeform lines to annotate the program. Compared to a conventional
text-based editor where statements and line comments are all represented by text,
VisionSketch shows a box to represent one statement and freeform drawings to
comments (Figure 6.4).
Canvas contains a playback interface in its bottom part. It allows exible
Figure 6.3: VisionSketch canvas showing two algorithms in parallel.
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Figure 6.4: VisionSketch code comments.
control of program execution. With this playback interface, the programmer can
test the program with various input data in a more casual way compared to
conventional compile-and-run operations, thereby accelerating the development
process. While DejaVu also provides a playback interface (named timeline), it is
used for navigating and replaying recorded sessions of program executions. On
the other hand, the playback interface of VisionSketch is used for running the
program by providing example input data. Unlike general step-by-step naviga-
tion of a text-based debugger, these playback interfaces are specialized for image
processing applications and allow frame-by-frame navigation.
When the input data is obtained from a camera in real time, the interface
can only \play" or \pause" program execution. Frames that arrive while being
paused are discarded. Otherwise, when the input data is from recorded photos or
a video, the interface is also capable of jumping to a specic frame of the photos
or video, going forward or backward for one frame, slowing down or speeding
up the execution, which is usually done at the original frame rate (such as 30
frames per second). The \tape recorder" in ConMan has a similar role driving
the computer-graphics rendering pipeline, but it can only animate the computer
graphics once (or forever in a loop) and does not provide as ne granularity of
control as our playback interface.
6.3.2 Visual Editor
Visual editor is used to choose an image processing component and specify its
parameters. It visually shows input and output of the component on its left
and right side (Figure 6.5). It appears when the programmer clicks an image
processing component or a vacant box before any component is assigned in canvas.
With visual editor, the programmer rst species the region of interest (ROI) by
drawing shapes on the input image. Next, he can choose an image processing
component from a list of existing components that are capable of processing the
provided ROI. All the other components, which cannot be applied to the ROI,
are hidden for convenience. Then, the processing result is immediately shown
next to the input image. If the processing result is not satisfactory, the ROI can
be edited or another component can be chosen. These operations take immediate
eect and provide graphical feedback. He can alternatively switch to code editor
to edit the implementation of the current component or create a new image
processing component that takes the ROI of the input image as its parameter.
Compared to general programs, image processing pipelines tend to have com-
ponents with the same or less variety of types of input and output, which often
represent images. In such a case, type-based code completion of conventional
IDEs do not help much in ltering the components. Instead, VisionSketch uses
parameter information for the ltering, which consists of the ROI and the type
of the input image (Figure 6.6). The ROI is a collection of shapes drawn on the
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input image. Currently, a shape is one of a circle, a line, or a rectangle. The
programmer uses a shape tool (one of the \circle", \line", or \rectangle" tools)
to draw a new shape or uses the \remove" tool to remove existing shapes. Every
time the ROI is updated, the list is updated according to whether each compo-
nent is applicable to the current parameters or not. For instance, when a circle is
drawn on the input image, \linear polar conversion" appears on the list since it
can be applied to a circular area. To support the parameter-based code comple-
tion, every component is required to implement a static method to check if it is
applicable to the given set of parameters. In addition, when an image processing
component is selected, how the ROI can be edited is limited. For instance, since
\linear polar conversion" can only be applied to a circle, the \line" and \rectan-
gle" tools are hidden. Every component is therefore also required to implement
a static method to check if each tool can be used in the current context.
While conventional IDEs force necessitate running the entire program to see
the result of a specic processing component, VisionSketch has a built-in in-
terpreter that is responsible for keeping the image processing pipeline up-to-
date. When a new image processing component in visual editor is selected,
the interpreter instantiates the component, and sets up the instance by call-
ing parameterize(parameter) method of the component, where parameter is a
Figure 6.5: VisionSketch visual editor performing time-lapse operation.
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Figure 6.6: VisionSketch code completion.
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pair composed of the ROI and the input image. It then immediately shows its
processing results next to the input image. The results are retrieved by calling
calculate(image) method of the component. Every time the ROI is updated, the
interpreter calls the parameterize and calculate methods again, as well as the
calculate method of the subsequent components in the data-ow graph to update
dependent components.
6.3.3 Code Editor
Code editor is the last component used in the programmer's workow, but it
is not the least important (Figure 6.7). It allows the programmer to edit the
implementation of any image processing component used in the VisionSketch
IDE. In addition to the text-based code editor by which the programmer writes
the source code, the proposed editor includes several specialized interfaces used
to specify the component information used in visual editor. They include text
boxes for specifying its function name, description, expressions (one returning
acceptable input parameters and the other returning available tools given the
context information), and a combo box for selecting an icon. At the bottom of
the code editor, an \update" button to save the current denition and replace
all the existing components in the image processing pipeline with the updated
version is provided.
As introduced in Subsection 6.3.2, code editor is shown when the program-
mer is not satised with the current processing result. Therefore, VisionSketch
makes an assumption that the programmer is focusing on implementing a func-
tion for processing the current specic example rather than implementing gen-
eral functions. It provides more context-sensitive support for text-based pro-
gramming. In the current implementation of VisionSketch, when a new image
processing component is created, code editor shows a template corresponding
to the current ROI. For instance, when the ROI is a circle, the default ex-
pression for dening acceptable input parameters is set to \shapes:size() ==
Figure 6.7: VisionSketch text-based code editor for editing image processing
algorithm.
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1&&shapes:iterator():next()instanceofCircle00 checking whether the ROI is a
circle or not.
When the programmer changes the code, he clicks the \update" button and
goes back to visual editor, and the code is automatically compiled and reloaded
to the current program. This process is technically called \hot swapping" of Java
classes supported by recent text-based IDEs. Compared to the general hot swap-
ping, the process of VisionSketch automatically feeds the reloaded component
with the image of the most recent frame in the parent component. In this way,
an up-to-date view of the image processing results is always provided.
6.3.4 Example Use Case
To describe how the three above-described interfaces can help the programmer
in harmony, a concrete example-use case is introduced in the following scenario
(Figure 6.8). Bob usually grinds coee beans, drinks a cup of espresso, and starts
his work. He does not know the right amount of coee powder for one cup, but
he thinks he can estimate it by counting how many times he rotates the grinder's
handle. He wants to write a program that counts the number of grinds, which
applies several kinds of image processing to a recorded video of him grinding the
coee beans.
First, Bob records a video of his hand grinding the handle and loads it on
VisionSketch IDE, which is shown as the source box. He can change the source
to another video or live input from the camera at any time, but in this case, the
loaded video will always serve as the input data to the pipeline. Using canvas,
he drags-and-drops the mouse pointer from the source box to another arbitrary
place to create a vacant box.
Next, he clicks the vacant box to open visual editor and starts choosing the
image processing component. While canvas only shows thumbnails of the videos
in the boxes, visual editor renders the video dot by dot. By playing the video
in the editor with the playback interface, he notices that there is a region in
which his hand crosses the same region once per rotation. The region is usually
shown as a black background, but when his hand crosses it, its color prominently
changes to that of his skin. He wants to create a timeline where the change in the
region over time is projected spatially. To be more concrete, he wants to copy a
line region in the source image every frame and paste it into the resulting image
at an x-coordinate incremented every frame.
He starts drawing shapes to nd the appropriate operation once he knows
what he wants to do. When he draws a line with the \line" tool, such an oper-
ation (named \time-lapse") is placed in the list of predened image processing
operations that are applicable to the line region. He clicks the button to instanti-
ate the time-lapse component. Then, he starts playing the video to cumulatively
update the resulting image, showing changes over time. Next, he goes back to
canvas and creates another vacant box for specifying a subsequent operation.
Navigating between canvas and visual editor does not interrupt the video play-
back.
In the case of visual editor for editing the newly created vacant box, the
result of the time-lapse operation is treated as an input image shown on the left
side. He wants to perform a contour-counter operation on the input image since
he thinks that the number of closed regions in the time-lapse image represents
the number of grinds. However, he does not see the operation in the list, since
the source image for the contour-counter operation needs to be a single-channel
grayscale image or a binary image composed of black or white pixels. He decides
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Figure 6.8: The pipeline created in the example use case.
to apply a color lter operation to create a grayscale image, where the skin color
is highlighted in white. He highlights some time points with the rectangle tool
when his hand is not crossing the line. By clicking the \color lter" button, a
color lter is created with the current image and the ROI as its parameters. The
resulting image is a grayscale image in which all the crossings are painted in white
and everything else in black.
It is not always the case that the desired operation is in the list of predened
components. When the contour counter is applied to the result of the color lter,
it outputs a much greater number of contours than expected. It seems that
the result of the color lter requires some noise reduction. No such predened
operation exists, so he clicks the \new" button, which is the last button in the list
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of components, inputs the name of the operation as \noise removal," and opens
code editor to start the implementation of a new image processing component.
The code template is generated and provided to reduce the time for writing
the boilerplate code. It just copies the source image to the resulting image by
default, so it needs to be changed to reduce the noise. Various ways to do that are
available, but simple erosion and dilation operations are thought to be sucient.
He replaces the original line of code that copies the image with a new line that
calls up the erosion and dilation operations provided by the OpenCV library.
Once coding is completed, the programmer clicks the \update" button to
save and compile the noise-removal operation so it can be used in visual editor.
If a compilation error occurs, it is shown in a message dialog. At that time, it
is possible to go back to visual editor without any error, and the stored noise-
removal operation can be applied to the input image. It is noteworthy that the
newly implemented operation is loaded as a Java class of an image processing
operation. It runs reasonably fast for complex image processing and is reusable,
which usually cannot be achieved by interpretive scripting languages.
If the programmer notices that the erosion operation is not enough by seeing
the result of the image processing operation in visual editor, he goes back to code
editor, changes some parameters for the erosion, clicks the \update" button and
navigates back to visual editor to see the updated result, which is now satisfac-
tory. This iterative cycle is enabled by the built-in interpreter and hot-swapping
mechanism. Otherwise, it is necessary to compile the entire program and execute
it with the source video till the program counter reaches the frame of interest.
Such iterative process is cumbersome and dicult without tool support.
Finally, the contour-counter operation is applied to see all the crossings high-
lighted in the resulting image with the total number of crossings shown below.
While every image processing component is expected to return an image as a
result, it can optionally return other values that are visualized in visual editor
and can be retrieved by the child components for further processing. While
VisionSketch currently supports numerical values and text for this optional visu-
alization, its architecture is extensible enough to support other types of data for
visualization.
6.4 Implementation
VisionSketch is an attempt to tightly integrate visual and text-based program-
ming in one IDE. Since recent open-source IDEs that do the same kind of inte-
gration could not be found, it was necessary to build the IDE from scratch with
help of existing low-level components such as a Java compiler, a library that im-
plements image processing algorithms, and a text-based code editor with support
of syntax highlighting and other convenient features. Its open-source distribution
[69] is helpful for understanding the details.
6.4.1 Overview
VisionSketch runs on a computer that hosts a Java VM and the Java wrapper of
the OpenCV [14] library. It currently supports both 32-bit and 64-bit Windows,
Mac OS X, and common Linux distributions. It requires a video source to work
on (Figure 6.9). The programmer can use recordings or connect to a camera
device to retrieve images in real time. VisionSketch is also capable of periodically
receiving images from a smartphone running the Android OS or an Internet-
protocol camera.
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HTTPServer
Figure 6.9: Input implementations and supported hardware setup.
In its current implementation, VisionSketch has ve predened image pro-
cessing components as shown in Figure 6.10, whose details are available online
[69].
6.4.2 VisionSketch Visual Programming Language
Canvas is a visual-programming environment that graphically shows the image
processing pipeline and allows it to be edited. It has a built-in interpreter that
controls the execution of the pipeline. The pipeline is a directed graph without
any loops, i.e., a tree whose nodes are represented by an instance of Stmt class
(where Stmt stands for statement). Each Stmt instance can have one or more
child Stmt instances. The processing result of the instance is passed to the
children as their input. Multiple children allow the programmer to compare
alternatives and help him/her nd the best algorithm. A Stmt instance always
has one parent Stmt, except for a subclass instance (called Input), which is the
root node in the tree and provides input data to the pipeline.
There are currently four implementations of Input: V ideoF ile for loading a
video le, ImageDir for loading image les in a specied directory, Camera for
retrieving images from a camera in real time, and HTTPServer for receiving
images posted from external programs through the HTTP 1.0 protocol. There
are currently two client implementations: one for periodically posting photos
from a smartphone, and another for bypassing images from an Internet-protocol
camera. When the root node is a V ideoF ile or ImageDir instance, the execution
of the pipeline can be thought of as moving the cursor from the beginning to the
end of the input set. In this case, the programmer can freely move the cursor
to any arbitrary frame. Such a seeking operation is not supported by the other
implementations (including Camera and HTTPServer).
All Stmt instances but the Input instance is associated with an image process-
ing component which is an instance of the algorithm-specic class that extends
Function abstract class. Function has a parameterize(parameter) method
where parameter is an instance of FunctionParameter class that holds a pair of
the ROI and the image. The ROI is a set of shapes, each of which is a Shape
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Figure 6.10: VisionSketch predened operations.
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instance. There are currently three subclasses of Shape: Line, Rectangle, and
Circle. For instance, when the programmer draws a line on the input image, a
Line instance is instantiated and added to the ROI. parameterize(parameter)
is called once upon the instantiation of the Function class when the compo-
nent is selected in the visual editor. It is also called whenever the programmer
edits the shapes and update the ROI. When the parent Stmt provides a new
input image, calculate(image) is called to calculate the output. For instance,
ColorF ilterFunction provides a color lter based on the back projection of his-
togram. Its parameterize(parameter) method calculates histogram from the
ROI of the image and its calculate(image) method calculates the back projec-
tion of the histogram to the current image. As a result, pixels in the current
image with similar colors to the ROI of the parameter image is painted in white.
6.4.3 Integration of Visual and Text-based Programming
Visual editor is the user interface that bridges the gap between the visual and
text-based programming languages. It allows the programmer to instantiate a
Function instance, set up its parameters, and make it ready for use in the Vi-
sionSketch visual programming language. It also allows him to switch to the code
editor to edit its text-based denition.
Implementation of an image processing component is not only responsible
for processing images but also for showing and hiding relevant information in
visual editor. For instance, when visual editor generates the list of Function
subclasses, it lters the list by checking whether each subclass accepts the current
set of parameters or not. Buttons in the list for instantiating Function instances
have their own icons and text labels. Once the Function instance is created,
some shape tools may be disabled to prevent ROIs from being invalid for the
image processing. To show and hide these information, a FunctionTemplate
subclass is dened as a singleton for each Function subclass. For instance, a
ColorF ilter class extends a FunctionTemplate abstract class and implements
methods such as getName(), getIconFileName(), and newInstance(), providing
meta information about a ColorFilterFunction class.
With code editor, the programmer can edit the meta information as well as
the implementation of a Function subclass representing an image processing al-
gorithm. It uses an open-source code editor, called RSyntaxTextArea1, which
is capable of Java syntax highlighting, code folding, and other basic features.
While the Function implementation is directly saved as a Java source code, the
meta information is saved as an XML le. When the programmer clicks the
\update" button, the meta information is exported as a Java-source-code le
that implements a FunctionTemplate class and is compiled with the Function
implementation by Eclipse Compiler for Java 2.
When code editor updates the denition of an existing image processing com-
ponent, it rst needs to unload the old Function and FunctionTemplate imple-
mentations from the virtual machine. First, it replaces existing instances with
dummy instances. Then, it disposes the class loader that was used to load the
old denitions. Next, it instantiates a new class loader and loads newly com-
piled Function and FunctionTemplate implementations. Finally, it replaces
the dummy instances with the new Function instances. It also invokes their
parameterize(parameter) and calculate(image) methods to automatically up-
1RSyntaxTextArea. http://fifesoft.com/rsyntaxtextarea
2Eclipse Compiler for Java is included in JDT (Java Development Tools) Core Component.
http://www.eclipse.org/jdt/core
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date the view of visual editor and canvas. With these dedicated support func-
tions, the programmer can seamlessly switch between the visual programming
and the text-based programming.
6.5 User Experience
A preliminary user study was conducted to collect user feedback about VisionS-
ketch and investigate its applications and limitations.
6.5.1 Setting
Five male participants, aged 23-36 years old (mean: 29.6 years old, standard
deviation (SD): 4.40 years), were recruited for the study in a university laboratory
of computer science. They all had professional programming experience, building
applications for commercial and research purposes. They had basic knowledge
of the Java programming language which is used in code editor.They also had
prior experience of building image processing applications. Four of them had
used OpenCV [14] for the purpose. Their uses of OpenCV library vary from
color reduction and beautifying photos to edge detection from a static image;
even so, all of these uses concern still images and do not include video processing.
While we did not conduct a comparative study against another IDE, we chose the
participants with such experience and asked them to compare the VisionSketch
experience with their past experience throughout the study.
The user study consisted of four parts. First, the participants answered a
demographic questionnaire asking their age, sex, and prior experience with pro-
gramming and computer vision libraries. Then, they watched a demonstration
of the VisionSketch IDE, as introduced in Subsection 6.3.4. Next, they were pro-
vided with ve pre-recorded videos which we thought interesting events could be
detected; they were also allowed to bring an interesting video or use a webcam
to retrieve a live video input to work on. Among these vide sources, each of
them chose favourite one and used the IDE to implement an application. Finally,
when they were satised with the processing results of their applications, they
answered a post-experimental questionnaire.
6.5.2 Observations and User Feedback
All participants successfully created their own applications in one to two hours.
While three of them used the videos provided, the other two prepared their own
videos. They were asked four common questions about each interface after the
user study, whose results are listed in Table 6.1, consisting of the mean, standard
deviation, and percentage of positive responses (>4 on a 7-point Likert scale)
for each question. We also asked to write down concrete comments on each
interface. Some of the representative answers are quoted below. The participants
appreciated the example-centric workow of the VisionSketch IDE that \gives
immediate graphical feedback concerning the program being developed." Canvas
and visual editor were favored by all participants (Q1), thought to be simple
enough (Q2) and easy to use (Q3). It is \very convenient since I could see the
up-to-date overview at a glance." In addition, \the playback interface in canvas
allows me to control and monitor the execution interactively. It is very nice."
The shape tools in visual editor \provide immediate graphical feedback of the ROI
tuning." One participant answered that visual editor was not simple (Q2) because
\it takes time to nd a graphical way to do something I could do with text-based
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# Question Canvas Visual editor Code editor Mean SD % Mean SD % Mean SD % 
1 I would like to use it 
frequently. 
5.80 0.74 5/5 5.80 0.74 5/5 3.20 1.17 3/5 
2 I found it 
unnecessarily complex. 
2.00 0.63 0/5 2.80 1.33 1/5 3.80 1.72 3/5 
3 I thought it was easy to 
use. 
6.00 0.63 5/5 5.60 1.02 5/5 3.40 1.02 2/5 
4 I needed technical 
support to use it. 
3.00 1.09 2/5 3.60 1.50 2/5 5.00 1.26 4/5 
Table 6.1: Results of questionnaire.
code." He was used to low-level APIs of OpenCV, and the graphical operation
typically involves several API calls. As a result, he felt overwhelmed. Another
participant commented that \existing IDEs force me to run the entire program
to see a small piece of interesting results, but VisionSketch allows me to check it
interactively without leaving the current context."
All of the participants implemented new image processing components with
code editor. While they admit the necessity of text-based programming to pre-
cisely control the algorithm logic, they were observed to prefer to stay with visual
programming. One participant commented, \It would be nice if its usage could be
reduced, as the UI part is much better." Another participant demanded, \Code
editor should come with more graphical feedback, such as a live view of the pro-
cessing results, as visual editor does." They sometimes utilized existing compo-
nents and avoided text-based coding. For instance, a combination of color lter,
time-lapse, and contour-counter components was used for simple image-pattern
matching (see Door Watcher introduced later). Nevertheless, they appreciated
the \update" button, which \immediately makes the newly dened or updated
component available in visual editor and canvas."
Hereafter, three applications developed by three participants in the user study
are presented to showcase the real use of the VisionSketch IDE and investigate its
capability and limitation (Figure 6.11). Two applications developed by the other
two participants monitor trac on a road and count the number of visitors in a
room, respectively. Their descriptions are omitted because their usage patterns
are included in the other three applications.
Disc-jockey Analyzer
The participant retrieved a video le from an online video-sharing website that
records a live session of a professional disc jockey from a ceiling-mounted camera.
It is not easy for the participant to analyze how equipment is manipulated by the
disc jockey because it contains various interfaces and the manipulation is often
very quick.
To address this issue, he implemented an application with which he can ana-
lyze the actions of the professional disc jockey. He created multiple children of the
video input to process multiple interfaces separately. For instance, two branches
count the number of discs used on each turntable. Another two branches show the
rotation of the discs as vertical motions. When the disc is moving clockwise, the
corresponding image scrolls down. Another branch monitors the slider's knob for
controlling the left/right balance to create a time-balance graph. To monitor disc
rotations and volume changes, he used linear polar conversion, perspective warp,
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Figure 6.11: Applications developed by the participants.
and time-lapse components. To count the number of discs used in the session, he
used perspective warp, color lter, time-lapse, and contour-counter components
in addition to a new component that takes the contour-counter component as its
parent and increments the number of discs when the number of detected contours
gets increased and exceeds a specic threshold.
The participant looked surprised at the capability of the time-lapse operation,
with which he could create various meaning graphs. He commented that the
application is already very useful for analysis of the actions of the disc jockey;
however, for reproducing the actions, he wants audio playback synchronized with
the video. While VisionSketch currently focuses on image processing and does
not provide audio-related feature, that function is interesting future work.
\Good-for-eating" Sensor
The participant chose a set of time-lapse photos monitoring fungus growth. Pho-
tos were taken every hour under a controlled lighting condition. He wanted to
create a program for analyzing the newest photo and notifying him when the
fungus has grown enough for eating.
To implement such a pipeline, he decided to measure the size of the fungus
area. When the size exceeds a specied threshold, the user is notied. First, he
seeks an image without visible fungus and sets up the background subtraction
component. When he played the video, it made the fungus area look brighter
than the other area. Next, he implemented a binarization lter that paints pixels
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white if they are brighter than the specied threshold; otherwise, they are painted
black. To tweak the threshold, he switched seamlessly between code and visual
editor with help of the \update" button. He found the result a bit noisy, which
was derived from the background subtraction. He implemented a median lter
and inserted it right after the source video and set up the background subtraction
again to successfully remove the noise. Finally, he applied the contour-counter
operation, which not only counts the number of closed regions but also counts
their area size. He added another component at the end that paints a red circle
if the size is less than the threshold; otherwise, it paints a green circle. When he
switches the video source to the HTTPServer that receives a new image every
hour, the color of the circle tells him whether the current status of fungus is good
for eating or not.
He appreciated the visual editor's capability to quickly switch and test multi-
ple image processing components, but he commented that \Additional interactive
GUIs for tuning other parameters (such as numerical constants declared in the
text-based code) are desirable," which was previously explored by Juxtapose [63].
Additionally, he commented critically that the current VPL is a bit too simple.
For instance, he wanted to output a grayscale image and use it as a mask in
another image processing component. This function requires the capability of a
Stmt instance to have two input sources. While keeping the simplicity for usabil-
ity is important, our future work includes such extension of the VPL for better
functionality.
Door Watcher
The participant wanted to be notied when the door of a room is opened, so that
he is not surprised by a sudden visitor. He rst used a web camera to record
real-time video and ask his colleague to go in and out of the room to observe the
door in the camera images. Then, he noticed that the recorded video is better
than live input to prevent his colleague being bothered, so he switched to the
recorded video including his colleague's action. He knew that he could detect
the opening door by applying a pattern matching algorithm, but he hesitated to
use code editor and tried using predened components to nd a solution; that
is, he used a combination of background subtraction, color lter, perspective
warp, and time-lapse components. At the end of the pipeline, he added a new
component that pops up a message dialog notifying the user about the visitor.
Since each component has full access to the Java API, an original GUI can be
easily implemented. For instance, a slider interface can be provided for tweaking
a numerical parameter.
To get a satisfactory result, he tried various combinations of image process-
ing components, which were eectively supported by the immediate graphical
response of VisionSketch. He commented that canvas should show the text label
for each component as well as the graphical representation. When the pipeline
grows longer, mere graphical information gets more confusing since it often looks
similar.
6.6 Discussion
In this section, we review the previous projects in the context of graphical editing
to reveal how they support or how they can be extended to potentially support
the implementation of programs with real-world I/O. First subsection is devoted
to the review of Chapter 4 and the second is to that of Chapter 5.
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6.6.1 Interaction with Photos
In Chapter 4, we examined the use of a photo for representing static situation
in the real world. The experimental implementation, Picode, allows the pro-
grammer to take a new photo to create new graphical representation of the new
situation. On the other hand, we did not focus on providing a way to inter-
act with the graphical representation to edit the data behind the representation.
Though, we have already implemented one way and currently foresee another
way of interaction with the graphical representation which replace the operation
originally handled by text-based coding. We discuss these ways in comparison to
traditional photo taking and editing.
First, the preview window can be used as a user interface to manipulate pos-
ture data. It is originally provided to serve as a viewnder of a camera with
which the programmer can preview what is going to be captured. When we
think of recent advance in digital cameras, many of them do not have traditional
viewnders but are equipped with touch-enabled displays. Such displays allow
the user not only to preview the scene but also to set various kinds of parameters
to capture the scene such as the point of focus. The same idea can be applied
to our preview window. Instead of manipulating the physical robot, the pro-
grammer can manipulate the sliders in the preview window to edit its posture.
While manipulating the physical robot is more direct and often easier for the
programmer, the slider interface gives more precise and subtle control over the
posture data. When we have the shape information of the robot, we can show the
three-dimensional computer graphics (3D CG) model over the preview images.
Then, it is possible to allow the programmer to touch and move the CG model to
edit the posture. This method is investigated in Hashimoto's paper [64]. When
we combine these two methods, we can show the slider at each joint location.
Second, the photo can be annotated to lter information. Generally speaking,
photos are often post-processed to focus on certain subjects or to enhance their
appearance. We can apply the same idea to the photo with posture data. As
we discussed as the intrinsic limitation in Chapter 4, the current implementation
of Picode use the photo to represent the whole body posture and does not allow
the programmer to lter the information. This limitation can be addressed by
allowing him to annotate the photo. Since it knows the two-dimensional position
of each joint in the photo, Picode IDE can lter the posture data correspondent
to the region painted by the programmer. Currently, it only supports human
posture whose physical conguration is known and is tracked by the Kinect for
Windows SDK. Though, when the shape information of the robot is known and its
current conguration can be tracked visually (e.g. with help of ducial markers),
the same interaction can be applied to the photo of the robot.
These interactions with photos add more granularity to control how the graph-
ical representations represent the data. While the photo itself has vagueness in
what it represents, interactions with the photo allows the programmer to tell his
intention to the development environment.
6.6.2 Interaction with Videos
In Chapter 5, we examined the use of a video for representing dynamic behavior
of the program in the real world. The experimental implementation, DejaVu,
allows the programmer to run the program to record new video strips. It also
allows to re-execute the program with recorded input data to update the video
strips to catch up with changes in the program. The chapter was mainly devoted
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to explain how we can provide lively view of the behavior of the program and
there was very little discussion about editing the video strips. Here, we discuss
how the programmer can edit the video. One way is already implemented and
the other is taken from the comments of the programmer participated in the user
study.
First, the programmer can edit the video in-point and out-point as explained
in Chapter 5. When he is reviewing existing sessions, he can split any session
at the frame of interest into two sessions. He can also duplicate the session so
that he can keep the original session. In this way, he can emit unused part
of the video and speed up the re-execution. In the user study, one programmer
suggested that, in addition to splitting, we should also allow merging two sessions
into one new session. Unlike splitting, there might be a problem of discontinuity
between the two sessions. For instance, the distance of the user from the camera
might be very dierent between the sessions. Such jump of values usually does
not occur in the real time session. Therefore, merging can result in unexpected
results. Though, the programmer argued that he would only merge two sessions
which he knows can be merged without causing such problems. While we did
not implement the merging feature since we wanted to avoid a chance for the
discontinuity problem, his opinion is reasonable when we compare the operation
with general video editing. In video editing, people are responsible for judging
whether merging makes sense or not. Currently, we think we can add support
for merging. We can also add support for inserting an existing session into the
specic frame of another session.
Second, another programmer in the user study commented that he wants to
take more control over how the program is executed. He was not satised with
the capability of editing the in-point and out-point. He wanted to edit input data
and to use it as input to the program rather than using raw data recorded by
the camera. In response to his demand, we can allow the programmer to edit
existing input data by providing special API and import the edited data into
existing sessions. Beside this programmatic solution, there are several potential
improvements on interactions with the video strips. For instance, the ways of
interactions with photos can also be applied to the videos.
These interactions with videos allows more control over how the program is
executed. While the conventional development environments only support the
live execution of the program and analysis of recorded data, the metaphor of
video strips allows smooth transitions between the execution and analysis.
6.7 Summary of Contributions
In this chapter, we introduced a method of making use of graphical editing to help
implementation of programs with real-world I/O. Each function f in the program
(out = f(in; c)) has its own graphical representation and can be edited to choose
appropriate implementation and modify its parameters. We also reviewed the
previous projects in terms of graphical editing.
The experimental implementation; i.e., VisionSketch, provides three inter-
faces: canvas for visual programming, code editor for text-based programming,
and visual editor for bridging these two modalities to facilitate example-centric
programming of image processing applications. Graphical representations of con-
crete examples in canvas and visual editor help the programmer to understand
the programs. Graphical operations such as drawing shapes on the input image
help him/her to choose and tune image processing components. The text-based
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code editor is still needed to implement new components and needs interactive
GUI support.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Outlook
In this chapter, we review our attempts to make use of graphical representations
of the real world in the integrated development environments. Based on the sum-
mary of contributions, we also discuss future work in the research of integrated
development environments.
7.1 Summary of Contributions
This dissertation discussed use of integrated graphical representation for devel-
opment of programs with real-world input and output (I/O). The development of
such programs inherently involves retrieval of the real world I/O data, which we
call "Programming with Example." It has been done in various forms such as unit
testing and machine learning. The scope of this dissertation is in its previously
unexplored subset which can be eectively addressed by introducing graphical
representations of the real world.
Programming by example is similar to programming with example in that they
both utilize examples, but its target user is the end-user without prior knowledge
of programming. As a result, it does not allow precise specication of program
logics. On the other hand, existing integrated development environments (IDEs)
do no support such workow. They are equipped with text-based user interfaces
which cannot present the example data intuitively.
Integrated graphical representations provide explicit support for program-
ming with example data, allowing the programmer to take advantages of both
approaches: power of concrete examples and expressivity of text-based program-
ming. Specically, we proposed a model of the programs with real-world I/O and
assigned graphical representations to each of the components:
out = f(in; c)
In this model, c corresponds to constants and f to functions while in and out
to variables.
First, we discussed an assignment of photos to constants (Chapter 4). With
an experimental implementation of Picode IDE [72], we conrmed that constant
data denoting a specic situation in the real world can be represented well by
photos. Not only the programmer but also the end-user is familiar with tak-
ing photos, which is accepted naturally as an action to retrieve example data.
Photos are found to be capable of containing various kinds of information re-
gardless of their representing data, such as environmental information, nonverbal
information and emotion. However, there are also intrinsic limitations of pho-
tos. They are not suitable for precisely distinguishing posture information. They
might show a variety of objects and the focus of the information can be unclear.
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These observations imply directions for future work such as use of multiple photos
from dierent viewpoints to prevent occlusion, use of multiple photos of dier-
ent situations to represent semantic information, annotations on photos to lter
information, or use of other media in text-based IDEs.
Second, we discussed an assignment of videos to variables (Chapter 5). With
an experimental implementation DejaVu IDE [70], we conrmed that variable
data denoting changes of the situation along time in the real world can be rep-
resented well by videos. It could address the gulf of execution and evaluation
between the static source code and dynamic behavior of the program. We de-
composed the dynamic behavior of the program into spatial and temporal aspects
and designed correspondent two interfaces, which were conrmed to work well.
First, we provided a special debugger with the video player metaphor which allows
the programmer to control the ow of time in the recorded execution. Second,
this video player interface is interlinked with a two-dimensional space with the
canvas metaphor which allows the programmer to overview the current state of
the execution. These interfaces allow the programmer to choose which part of
the program to be visualized. When the source code is updated, they are up-
dated semi-automatically by re-executing the program with the recorded input.
This scheme keeps the link between the static and dynamic representations of
the program synchronized.
Third, we discussed how graphical representations can be manipulated and
edited to support the implementation of functions (Chapter 6). While the pre-
vious two attempts focused on providing visual aid to the programmer, this is
an attempt to provide more proactive means for the programmer to implement
programs. An experimental implementation VisionSketch IDE provides a di-
rect manipulation interface with which the programmer can annotate the input
video or photo. Then, the annotation is passed to the program component as
an argument, which allows the programmer to write code that use the annotated
information. The iteration between the annotation and writing code allows fast
prototyping of image processing programs. For instance, he rst annotate the
rectangle area in the photo. Next, he switch to the code editor and write code to
apply a bipolar conversion. Then, he can immediately see its result and update
annotation if needed.
Throughout these investigations on graphical representations, we have re-
vealed many advantages and some disadvantages. We discussed a method for
using visual media such as photos and video to express real world input and
output data. Photos and videos have benets not found in existing text-based
code. First, we found that photos can clearly show real world situations and ex-
press not only information about the human or robot subject, but also additional
information such as environmental information or human emotions. Next, we
found that videos can display a changing situation over time, and that using an
interface such as a video player could intuitively express how the program works
in the real world. In addition, we found that we can interact with visual media
by highlighting certain areas of a photo or extracting portions of videos in place
of certain programming tasks. This benet could be an important technology ap-
plicable to programs that involve a wider array of input and output with the real
world. For example, photos of foods associated with certain avors or surfaces
with certain textures could be used to represent sensory information.
On the other hand, it also became clear that such visual media include draw-
backs not found in text-based programming. First, in order to allow expression of
various data, visual media must allow for multiple interpretations by the viewer,
and it is sometimes unclear what is being expressed. Viewpoint and viewing angle
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cannot be changed once a photo is taken, and it is impossible to fully update the
expression without retaking the photo. Moreover, because this media concretely
expresses situations in the real world, it is dicult to generalize for situations in
which multiple cases are shown at the same time. The visual media dealt with
in this study includes positive and negative aspects that are exactly opposite of
existing text-based programming. We've shown that just as images and tables
are used to supplement text in a paper, visual media could be used to supplement
text-based code to support eective programming with benets greater than that
of either media used alone.
Please note that our approach has a certain limitation that comes from the
distinctive workow of PwE. Our approach is an attempt to address the diculty
of moving target by xing (recording and using) one of the program elements.
First, when c is xed (Chapter 4), it is usually used to compare the current sit-
uation against previous one or to reproduce a certain situation. This approach
cannot be applied to the development of programs that automatically generates
example data e.g. computing optimal posture for a robot. Second, when in is
xed (Chapter 5), it ensures the reproducibility of out. This approach does not
work for the development of programs with real-time feedback loops where out
aects in. Finally, when f is xed (Chapter 6), the programmer can interac-
tively manipulate its graphical representation to setup the following component
f 0, incrementally building the program. This approach eases setting up program
components by graphical editing, but cannot be applied to building complex pro-
grams whose components work as autonomous agents and aecting each other.
As we reviewed here, all of the experimental implementations shares the limita-
tion. That is, since graphical representations are 100% concrete, it is dicult to
make use of them to represent more abstract concepts.
It is also important to distinguish this work from traditional software engi-
neering research that aims to implement secure programs, including meta pro-
gramming, program verication and other kinds of program analysis. They are
particularly useful when one wants to ensure the soundness of the program. On
the other hand, our work focuses on quickly iterating the cycle of coding and
debugging to investigate and improve the quality of interactive programs. Such
style of programming is useful for lightweight software development process e.g.
prototyping process and agile process. Within such a process, an initial step with
an open-ended goal is sometimes called exploratory programming as introduced
in Subsection 2.3.3, where the programmer does not see the nal specication of
the program. This work focuses on the use of graphical representations to support
understanding and implementing programs, aiding exploratory programming.
7.2 Future Outlook
In this section, we discuss future research that was shown to be necessary in this
study.
7.2.1 3D Graphical Representations
Graphical representations used in this dissertation were all two-dimensional (2D),
which led to some problems such as occlusions where the subject of the photo is
hidden by other objects in the foreground. In recent years, methods for capturing
situations in three-dimensional (3D) using tools such as the Microsoft Kinect and
other depth sensing cameras have been established. By adding 3D information
to photos and videos, we can expect to solve these restrictions.
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Development environments that include 3D visual media could be used to
create a range of applications even wider than those discussed in this dissertation.
Example domains of applications include robots that move around in our living
environments, or augmented reality that uses image processing. Toolkits such as
the Robot Operating System, Phybots and OpenCV have already been developed,
but by providing integrated support for 3D visual media, application development
could be further simplied, leading to the possibility of a growing number of
developers or applications.
On the other hand, using 3D would elaborate new issues. The visual media
proposed in this dissertation could all be used in a 2D GUI without the use of
special controls. However, 3D data rendered in 3D would require a user interface
to control viewpoint and eld of view, which could make it more complicated.
Solving this problem will require drawing upon a variety of research in the eld
of 3D CG such as locating optimal viewpoints [140].
7.2.2 Multi-modal and Cross-modal Programming
In this dissertation, we only dealt with a subset of real world I/O data that can
be expressed intuitively by graphical representations. In a text-based IDE, source
code is all presented visually through pixels on a display. Thus, graphical rep-
resentations could be smoothly integrated into such environment to supplement
program development. On the other hand, programs that invoke other senses
are getting practical. For instance, development of programs that handle sound
already has a long history. Displays that create position-based haptic feedback
and interfaces that electrically induce tastes have been proposed. Though, it
remains as an open question how to present such nonvisual real world I/O data
to the programmer within the IDE.
It is not necessary to present all real-world I/O data with graphics. We foresee
that it will be feasible to create development environments optimized for each of
the sensory organs when writing programs related to the senses. For instance,
the sense of touch is most intuitively presented to the programmer as haptic
information. If the development environment can directly present sensations, the
programmer can use the full array of senses in program development to realize
multi-modal programming that allows direct debugging of human senses. This
would open chances of applying multi-modal interfaces to IDEs as cultivated in
Human-Computer Interaction research that has heretofore been focused on the
end user. For example, touch information can be presented as a button that can
play the original haptic feedback using haptic displays.
It might be more intuitive and convenient when the development environments
can present the real-world I/O data with help of dierent sense modalities. Au-
dio information can be displayed as an audio visualization that plays the original
sound when tapped. The visualization might help the programmer to get a brief
sense of what the audio is about without really playing it. Colors associated
synesthetically with certain sounds could also be used to represent them. Photos
that recall certain sense information could be also useful, as discussed in Chap-
ter 4. For example, photos of owers could be used to express the scent of owers.
Photos of object surfaces could be used to express their textures, playing their
original haptic feedback when touched. We need to investigate these kinds of
cross-modal interactions to integrate them into IDEs. In particular, presenting
sensory data with help of the relevant graphical information seems to be a promis-
ing way for two reasons. First, current IDEs are all implemented in the graphical
user interfaces and therefore it would be as easy as this dissertation describes to
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integrate graphical representations into IDEs. Second, graphical information can
be sensed immediately compared to other senses which take some time.
7.2.3 Everyone as a Programmer
In this dissertation, we proposed to use graphical representations in text-based
IDEs to improve the productivity of programmers. However, we have also con-
rmed that end users can also operate visual programming languages found in
VisionSketch or the photo capturing in Picode. These examples show that parts
comprehended and operated by end users and those used by programmers are
sharply divided. The former are parts using visual media, while the latter are
parts that require text-based programming. Thus, we expect that it is possible to
divide work between programmers and non-programmers. This would be similar
to how UI builders divided the tasks of programmers and UI designers. We can
see two directions for future work in this research, and both would contribute to
the future utilization of computers by end users.
One direction would focus on end user programming that would allow end
users to customize the operations of programs without the need for prior knowl-
edge about programming. Research on end user programming focuses on letting
users generate programs to achieve objectives without the need to learn about
programming. In this type of system, the details of the implementation such as
text-based source code are concealed from the user. Instead, the program is de-
signed to present high level APIs, explanations, and sample input and output that
allow the user to guess at and understand the processing contents of the program.
In previous research, architectures such as mashup and On X [109] have been pro-
posed in which programmers perform text-based programming while end users
lled in gaps in the program. Filling in gaps has been used for mail addresses
and website URLs, but by using visual media, we can create new applications
such as image recognition which users can intuitively customize. VisionBlocks [9]
is a pioneering example of this.
On the other hand, the graphical representations in this dissertation are in-
tegrated into the text-based programming, and even if we divide tasks between
the end user and the programmer, the end user is still working very close to the
text-based source code. In a workshop for elementary school students (Subsec-
tion 4.5.2), we found that the visual media formed a starting point for students
to become interested in text-based programming. In other words, the approach
in this paper could be valid for educational uses, such as in studying text-based
programming. Because visual media includes environmental information and
emotions, it allows one to understand what someone was aiming for and how one
developed a program when viewing someone else's source code. Understanding
the motivation and development process of another person makes users want to
try to create their own program. Thus, the result of this paper is not to eliminate
the need for the technology required for programming, but to support the moti-
vation for learning that technology. This can be used to make computers even
more useful. The increase in digital natives and the permeation of computers in
daily life follow this trend. It may become possible for anyone to edit the source
code of the programs they have on hand, and for all users to use programs that
they themselves customize. This is also suitable as an educational tool for the
educational method known as computational thinking, which cultivates logical
thinking through learning about the mechanisms of a computer.
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7.2.4 Live Programming with Live Feeling
Live programming is an emerging research eld to ll the gulf of execution and
evaluation in programming as introduced in Subsection 2.3.3. It is an attempt to
address the gulf between the static source code and its dynamic behavior at run-
time. This dissertation is an attempt to address the same gulf but even deepened
by the dierence between the development environment (the computer) and the
runtime environment (the real world). This subsection discusses to extend the
scope of live programming analogous to the extension of the gulf.
Before discussing the scope of live programming, we review our projects
that use integrated graphical representations in the context of live program-
ming. While there is not yet precise denition of live programming, existing work
has commonly tried providing live feedback (immediate and continuous feedback)
about the program's runtime behavior during its development process. Among
the projects introduced in this dissertation, DejaVu (Chapter 5) and VisionSketch
(Chapter 6) provide such live feedback. When the program code is updated, De-
jaVu can reprocess the recorded input to update the program output shown in its
Timeline and Canvas interface. In this way, the programmer can keep informed
of the program's runtime behavior. VisionSketch eliminates explicit operation
of compiling text-based source code. When the programmer updates the text-
based denition of an image processing component and goes back to its graphical
view, the code is silently compiled and the component is updated. Then, he
can immediately see the updated processing result for the current frame. Such
edit-triggered updates are pretty common in conventional live programming en-
vironments such as VIVA [141].
Then, how about Picode introduced in Chapter 4? It does not provide live
feedback. Though, its inline photos representing posture data help the program-
mer understand the situation in the real world and imagine what will happen
when the code is executed. It provides live feeling of the real world, which is the
runtime environment for the Picode development environment.
While it does not t in the denition of conventional live programming, it
surely lls the mental gap between the code and its execution. We think that
live feeling does not always come from live feedback, which is just one way of pro-
viding live programming experience. While conventional live programming tends
to be an eort to technically merge the coding and execution of the program,
we propose to dene live programming as an eort to ll the mental gap be-
tween the development environment and runtime environment. It is an extended
denition and includes the case of Picode. We foresee that future direction of
live programming research is not limited to technical contributions but also in-
clude more contributions of Human-Computer Interaction, investigating how the
development environment can provide live feeling of the runtime environment.
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